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ABSTRACT 
10,10-Dimethylanthracen-9-one has relatively high molecular 
symmetry but crystallizes with a triclinic unit cell containing 6 molecules, 
forming three inversion related palrs. Optical and electron paramagnetic 
resonance studies of the lowest triplet state of this unusual association 
of properties lead to new insights into the photophysical properties of 
carbonyl compounds ln non-ideal environments. 
* The nIT orbital character of the lowest triplet state is 
evident in the strength of the carbonyl progression in emission, and the 
millisecond lifetime. Complex vibrational structure is observed in emission, 
and can be successfully analyzed by detailed comparison with both the 
spectra of, and calculations on anthraquinone. The presence of bl and 
b2 vibrations in these spectra arises from vibronic spin-orbit coupling 
between the excited electronic states . 
Spin-orbit coupling between the two lowest triplet states leads 
to an unusually large splitting of the spin sublevels of the 3 * nIT 
state. As a result 'of the dependence of spin-orbit coupling on the 
molecular conformation, crystal strain induces a very large zero field 
linewidth in the electron paramagnetic resonance spectra. This 
correlation between the direction of the fine-structure axes and the 
sublevel splitting leads to a unlque dependence of the linewidth on the 
magnitude and direction of an external magnetic field. 
Studies on isotopically mixed crystals show that triplet state 
excitation transfer in DMA can be broken into two components. The first 
( 10-1 involves relatively rapid transfer - 10 S ) between two molecules 
related by an inversion, and the second a much slower transfer between 
these pairs. This second process is strongly temperature dependent as 
a result of the thermally populated phonons present within the crystal. 
6 - 1 A maximum transfer rate of approximately 10 s can be calculated 
from this data . This atypical temperature dependence is the result of 
polaron rather than exciton formation, and is a direct consequence of 
the complex crystal structure. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
A complete understandi ng of the photophysical pr operties of 
molecular crystals involves a detailed knolJledge of both the intr a-
and i ntermolecular processes. These have been well documented f or the 
molecu lar crystal s 0 aromatic hydrocarbons and t heir ha l ogenated 
derivative s~ a s a r esult of their topological simpli city . In genera l~ 
more complex molecular crystal sys tems~ UJhich ar e better mode ls of 
natw~al sy s tems~ have not been understood to the same degr ee . Agai ns t 
t his background~ the r easons fo r the s t udy of t he photophysical 
proper tie s of the lOUJ es t t r iplet state of 1 0~1 0 -dimethy lanthracen-9 -one 
singl e cry s tal s ar e di cussed. 
1.1 THE TRIPLlT STATE 
The properties of the triplet state of organlc molecules have 
been investigated widely since Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) 
measurements (Hutchi30n and Mangum, [1958J) proved that the weakly 
emitting and absorbing states observed in the absorption and emission 
spectra of these co 'rpounds actually arose from a triplet state rather 
than a forbidcen transition to or from an excited singlet state. The 
interest has been aroused by both the photochemical reactivity of these 
states (partly' as a result of their relatively long lifetime), and the 
fact that the paramagnetic nature of the state allows both electron 
paramagnetic resonance and optical studies to be carried out, and 
hence much more information can be derived about the properties of the 
state, and also the physical environment. One important example of 
this is in the study of photosynthetic processes (Levanon and Norris, 
[1978J) where these techniques have elucidated much about the photo-
physics that occur in vivo and in vitro . 
1.1.1 Triplet State of Organic Compounds in the Solid State 
2 . 
The study of the triplet state of organic molecules in the solid 
state has also been carried out with vigour. This is partially because 
it is easier to study the triplet state ln the solid state since the 
molecular concentration is so high, and so absorption and emission . Q~ 
much easier to detecl. 
Also, the 'forbidden' nature of the ground state to triplet 
optical transition for many organic compounds means that the interaction 
between neighbouring molecules is very weak . . This allows a theoretical 
approach that starts from the consideration of the crystal as an 
orientated gas of molecules. The interactions between molecules, 
whether ln the ground or excited state are sufficiently weak that they 
may, ln general, be considered as a perturbation on the system, 
making the theoretical problem much more tractable (Craig and Walmsley, 
[1968J) . 
Initially, much attention has been focussed on the properties 
of the lowest triplet state of aromatic hydrocarbons in the solid 
state, including benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene and in particular, 
the fate of the excitation once it was formed (Craig and Walmsley, [1968J). 
Since ti le interactions between molecules in a crystal are non-
zero there is a finite possibility of the excitation transferring from 
one site to another. For the triplet state of aromatic hydrocarbons this 
occurs primarily by intermolecular electron exchange. For this 
interaction, Jortner, Rice, Katz and Choi (1965) were able to calculate 
the magnitude of the rate of transfer of the excitation in the three 
3. 
, 
different crystallographic directions . Subsequent measurement of the 
energy transport properties (Ern, [1969J) agreed with the theoretical 
predictions. 
Aromatic systems ln which energy transfer is restricted 
primarily to one direction have been investigated in depth . The coherent 
nature of the transfer process, and the band structure of the exciton 
in both 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene (Harris and Zwemer, [1978J; Zwemer 
and Harris, [1979J; Brieland and Saylor, [1980J) and 1,4-dibromonaphthalene 
(Hochstrasser, [1976J; Burland, Konze lmann and Macfarlane, [1977J; 
S mit h, Pow ell and Z e \~ ail, [ 1 9 7 9 J) h a ve bee n we lid 0 cum e n ted. 
1.2 THE TRIPLET STATE OF CARBONYL COMPOUNDS 
The carbonyl moiety occurs widely in many compounds of 
biological and chemical interest. Furthermore, it is very important 
in the photochemistry of these compounds (Chee and Lewis, [1980J; 
Scheffer and Dzakpasu) [1978J; Mauser and Gauglitz, [1973J). 
For carbonyl compounds containing more than six atoms, 
intersystem crossing from the excited sinalet states to the lowest 
triplet state is usually very efficient (Chee and Lewis, [1980J; 
Hochstrasser, Lutz and Scott, [1974J) . The fact that the lifetime of 
triplet states is approximately six orders of magnitude longer than that 
typical for a singlet state means that photochemical and other non-radiative 
processes can compete more readily with emission. 
The optical spectra of the tri 'plet state of carbonyl compounds 
have also been investigated in detail. In particular, the emission and 
absorption . spec tra of anthraquinone (Lehma~n, Smolarek, Khalil and 
Goodman, [1979J), benzophenone (Yarnauchi and Pratt, [1979J, and [1979J(b)) 
.. 
and dimethylbenzaldehydes (Despres, Lejeune, Migirdicyan and Siebrand, 
[1979J) have allowed the analysis of the coupling mecha nisms between 
various electronic states. 
4. 
1.2.1 Carbonyl Compounds in the Solid State 
For the more complex carbonyl compounds no theoretical predictions 
have been made as to the rate of excitation transfer on the basis of the 
crystal structure. Furthermo re, most experimental studies on carbonyl 
compounds have focused on the properties of the molecule when it is 
isolated from the bulk of the crystal, either as a guest in a host 
crystal whose lowest excited states are at a higher energy than those of 
the guest, or where the molecule is located at a defect in the crystal 
structure which lowers the energy of the excited state relative to the 
ground state in comparlson with the bulk of the crystal. 
Such studies have elucidated much about the interactions between 
exc ited states including spin-orbit coupling and vibronic coupling. For 
benzophenone it has also allowed the spin-density distribution in the 
exc ited triplet state to be estimated from the electron nuclear double 
resonance (ENDOR) spectra (Chen and Mushlin, [1979J; Hochstrasser, 
Scott and Zewail, [1978J). 
1.2.11 Intrinsic Species 
The study of aroma tic ketones ln the bulk of neat crystals has 
been limited to benzophenone (Sharnoff, [1969J; Sharnoff and Iturbe, 
[1975J; Iturbe and Sharnoff, [1980J) and 2-benzoy1pyridine (Batley, 
Bramley and Robinson, [1979J; Batley, Bramley, Po1dy and Robinson, 
[1979J). This work has allowed much of the photophysics in these systems 
to be understood . However, the study of these systems, and relating 
them to more complex systems has been hindered by both the low molecular 
symmetry and the high crystal symme try. 
The low molecular symmetry means that the amount of information 
that can be readily gleaned from the optical and magnetic resonance 
spectra by symmetry selection rules is limited. Interpretations of 
some of the data must rely on the assumption of local C2V symmetry 
around the carbonyl group. 
5. 
Both benzophenone (Vul and Lubanova, [1967J) and 2-benzoylpyridine 
(Robertson, [1981J) have a crystal structure in which the asymmetric 
unit contains one molecule, implying that all molecules are symmetry 
related . This is clearly a poor approximation to the complexity observed 
in nature, which is important when intermolecular interactions, such as 
those which result in excitation transfer are considered. 
1 .2.2 10,10-Dimethylanthracen-9-one 
Anthracen~9 - one is an obvious candidate for extending this 
work since it has a molecular symmetry which transforms under the C2V 
po int group. Although the crystal structure is disordered (Srivistava, 
[1964J) much is known about the nature of this disorder (Reynolds, 
[19 75J) . However , anthracen-9-one is thermally, photochemically and 
chemically unstable (Fuakubo and Nagai, [1962J; Kanamaru and Nagakuru, 
[1966J; Baba and Takemura, [1968J; Mauser and Gauglitz, [1973J; 
Menger and Williams, [1974J). 
10,10-Dimethylanthracen-9-one (DMA) overcomes these problems. 
The methylation of the 10 position stops the rapid enolization that 
occurs in the parent compound, which gives rise to its photochemical 
instability. The crystal disorder is also removed. The disorder ln 
anthracen-9-one arises from the equivalent volume of the carbonyl and 
the CH 2 groups, which allows the molecule to be present in two different 
orientations at each site (Reynolds, [1975J) . Methylation removes this 
possibility . The crystal structure of DMA is nevertheless interesting. 
The asymmetric unit contains three molecules (Robertson and Dunand, [1981J). 
This means that there are three different molecular sites in the crystal 
structure which are not related by symmetry. For these reasons, the 
spectroscopy of DMA appeared a suitable choice for further study. 
1. 3 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
6. 
Chapter 2 introduces both the crystal structure of 10,10-
dimethylanthracen-9-one (DMA) and the electronic states that may be 
expected for DMA. Magnetic resonance data for the lowest triplet state 
of DMA is set out in Chapter 3. The linewidth of the magn~tic resonance 
transitions is then discussed (Chapter 4). In Chapter 5 the optical 
spectroscopy of DMA, both in the neat crystal and also as a guest in 
other host crystals is commented upon. The excitation transfer processes 
which occur after the formation of the triplet state are discussed in 
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 then summarises the conclusions that have been 
arrived at in this work. 
7 . 
CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
This chapter contains three sections ~ which provide background 
information that will be used in subsequent chapters . The first section 
contains a description of the methods of preparation of the compounds 
used during this study. It also contains the experimental details of 
the Raman experiment . 
The second section describes the c~ystal s t~ucture of 
10 , 10- dimethylanthracen-9-one (D~) at room temperature~ and discusses 
evidence that indicates that no phase change occurs on cooling the 
crystal from room temperature to less than 10K. 
Thirdly ~ the pec~roscopy of the triplet state of aromatic 
carbonyl ~ompounds is discussed~ indicating the symmetries and relative 
energ~es of the various excited s tate s that can be expected for D~ . 
2. 1 EXPERIMENTAL 
2. 1 . 1 Sample Preparation 
2.1 .11 10,10-Dimethylanthracen-9-one (DMA) Synthesis 
Fully protonated lO,lO-dimethylanthracen-9-one (DMA-dO) was 
. 
synthesized from anthracen-9-one [EGA CHEMIE, Purum GradeJ following the 
method of Curtin, Tuites and Dybvig (1960). DMA-db (methyl groups deuterated) 
was synthesized by the sa me route, using deuterated methanol (CEA, >99% d4) 
and deuterated methyl iodide (ALDRICH Gold Label, >99% d3)· 
Anthracen-9-one-dS (aromatic rings deuterated) vIas synthesized 
from perdeuterated anthracene (Merck, Sharp and Dohme), by oxidation to 
anthraquinone (Underwood and Walsh, [1943J) and then reduction to 
anthracen - 9-one (Meyer, [1941J). This material was then used to synthesize 
The crude product was purified by repeated recrystallization 
from a 1:1 mixture of dichloromethane and 60-800 C petroleum ether 
(m.p. (DMA- dO) = 98-102
0 C c.f. 96.5-980 C; Curtin, Tuites and Dybvig, 
[1960J). DMA-dO was further purified by extensive zone-refining under 
8. 
a nitrogen atmosphere. A comparison of the absorption and emission spectra 
of the material before and after zone-refining showed that the purification 
process did not alter the observed spectra. Therefore, no attempt was 
made to zone-refine the deuterated specles. 
2.1 .1 2 Host Chemicals/Solvents 
1,2-Diphenylethane (EGA CHEMICALS) and 1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene 
(durene)(FLUKA AG, purum grade), were extensively zone-refined before use, 
and stored under nitrogen. Phenoxathiin was synthesized using the method of 
Suter and t~a xV'/el l (1943) . The final product was recrystallized from ethanol 
and then zone-refined. 9,9,10,10-Tetramethyl-9,10-dihydroanthracene 
was synthesized using the method of Granoth, Segall, Leader and 
Alkabets (1976) and recrystallized from ethanol before use. 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8-0ctahydroanthracene (PFALTZ and BAUER) was repeatedly 
recrystallized from ethanol and zone-refined. Xanthone (FLUKA, puriss 
grade) was used without further purification. 
n-Heptane and n-octane (UNIVAR, analytical reagent grade) 
were stored over molecular sieves. n-Hexane (AJAX CHEMICALS, 
spectroscopic grade) was filtered through silica gel (MERCK, 60 Mesh) 
immediately before use. Spectra of the solvents were recorded prior to 
use to ensure that luminescence fronl the solvent was not observable. 
2.1 .2 Raman Spectra 
For Raman Spectra of D~lA in the molten state, the sample was 
placed ln a capillary, flushed with nitrogen and sealed. The sample 
9. 
was then heated above the melting point and then allowed to gradually 
cool. The sample readily supercooled, and could be used at room temperature. 
For the low temperature spectra the single crystal of DMA was 
mounted between two restraining plates. The sample holder was cooled 
by a flow of cold helium gas. 
The samples were excited by the 488nm line of the argon ion 
laser (Spectra Physics Model 265) operating at approximately 400mW (total 
emission). The appropriate laser line was selected with an interference 
filter (Spectro-Fi1m Inc., Model 4880-101). The polarizations were 
selected with G1an-Thompson prisms and the resultant scattered light was 
then depolarized by a scrambler to overcome any polarization preference 
in the spectrometer. The resultant emlSSlon was then dispersed by a 
Spex 1401 Czerny-Turner 3/4m double spectrometer and detected by a 
RCA C31034 photomultiplier. The resultant photocurrent was then measured 
by a Spex PC-l digital ratemeter. 
2.2 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF 10,10-DIMETHYLANTHRACEN-9-0NE (DMA) 
The crystal structure of DMA has been determined using standard 
X-ray diffraction techniques (Robertson and Dunand, [1981 J) at room 
temperature. The tric1inic unit cell (P1) contains three molecular 
pairs, which are not related by a symmetry operation. The molecules 
within each pair are related by a centre of inversion . Figure 2.1 shows 
the unit cell viewed down the a axis along with the unit cell di mensions. 
Figure 2.2 sho\lJS the packing of the three symmetry related molecular 
pairs . From this it can be seen that the molecules distort away from 
planarity as the distance between the pairs is reduced. This is presumably 
caused by the nlethyl groups twisting away fro m the other me mber of the 
pa i r. 
The complexity of the structure presumably arlses from the 
stability of the pair structure. The crystal structure of the parent 
Figure 2.1: Crystal Structure of D It" Viewed Down the a Axis 
Unit cell dimensions 
a = 11.34 ~ 
b = 12.24 E 
c = 15.30 E 
Plotting Program: ORTEP-II, See Johnson, C. K. (1976) 
ORNL-513 8 , Oak Ridge National Laboratory . 
10. 
Site 1 
Site 2 
o 
Site 3 
Figure 2. 2 : Molecular palrlng ln the crystal structure of DMA for 
sites 2 and 3. Site 1 does not form a close packed 
palr . For plotting routine , see Figure 2.1. 
11. 
12. 
compound, anthracen-9-one is disordered (Srivastana, [1964J; Reynolds, 
[1975J), but shows a basic structure involving stacking along the 
molecular x axis (see Figure 2.4 for axis definition). The local order 
involves the anthracen-9-one molecules stacking with an inversion 
centre between them, as seen in the DMA pairs. That such a pattern 1S 
not reproduced 1n DMA suggests that steric hindrance due to the size of 
the methyl groups precludes such a packing pattern, but allows the pairing 
to occur. 
2.2.1 
2.2.11 
Relationship Between Molecular and Laboratory Axes 
Crystal Axes 
Crystals of DMA grown from solution predominantly show a 
structure similar to that shown in Figure 2.3 (A. Dunand, private 
communication). The long aX1S in the 001 plane can either be parallel 
to the a axis or the a+b axis. These two axes can be differentiated by 
examination under a polarizing m1croscope. The absolute configuration 
was determined by measurement of the interfacial angles shown in 
Figure 2.3. 
Two different sets of laboratory axes were used 1n the 
measurements reported: 
Orientation I: The laboratory z aX1S lies parallel to the 
crystal a axis, the laboratory x axis lies in the 001 plane, and y 
axis is perpendicular to 001 plane. z 1S taken to be positive in the 
positive a direction, and y positive 1n the positive c direction. x 1S 
chosen to make a righthanded axis set. 
Orientation II: As per orientation I, except that z 1S chosen 
to lie along the a+b direction. 
Figure 2. 3: Dominant Crystal Growth Habit 
lO , lO - dimethyla nthracen- 9-one 
~ Crystal poloriz ation axes 
. 
a ox IS 
-011 
_ 010, 
011 ,011 
, 
001 001 
-
-
111 
110 
13 . 
2.2.12 Molecular Axes 
The molecular axes used for DMA are shown in Figure 2.4. The 
direction of the axis is specified by the presence of a symmetry axis, 
which has been labelled z, and for molecules at site 1 a mirror plane 
which includes the y axis. For molecules at site 2 or 3, the axes are 
no longer strictly unique since the molecule is no longer planar. In 
these cases y has been chosen to lie parallel to the Cll -C14 axis, and 
Z along the carbonyl bond. 
2.2.13 Molecular Orientation in the Crystal Frame of Reference 
The molecular orientation has been determined in the crystal 
frame by X- ray ana 1 ys is (Robertson and Dunand, [1931]). Since the 
three crystal axes are not orthogonal, the orientations were defined ln 
a cartesian reference frame where cz is chosen to lie along the 
crystallographic a axis and cy ln the ac plane. The normalized 
molecular axes in this frame are listed in Table 2.1. 
2.2 .1 4 ~101ecular Orientation in the Laboratory Frame of Reference 
The laboratory axes are readily expressed in the crystal 
14. 
frame since they are defined in terms of the unit cell directions. Given 
this and the orthogonality condition the laboratory axes (LX, LV, LZ) 
may be readily calculated. The result of these calculations are shown 
in Table 2.2 for both orientation I and II. Given this data and the 
data from Table 2.1, it is possible to transform the molecular 
co-ordinates into the laboratory fra me, and the "resultant axes are listed 
ln Table 2. 3. 
2. 2.2 Crystal Structure: Phase Change? 
The possibility of a phase change between 10K and room 
temperature has been investigated. X-ray studies on the crystal showed 
Figure 2.4: ~101ecular Axes for Formaldehyde and 
10,10-dimethylanthracen-9-one 
z 
Formaldehyde 
x -----y 
o 
6 
10,10-dimethylanthracen-9-one (m1A) 
Axes defined according to the convention of Mulliken (1955). 
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Table 2.1: Direction Cosine of the Molecular Axes ln the 
Crystal Frame of Reference* 
Site 1 
x 
y 
z 
Site 2 
x 
y 
z 
Site 3 
x 
y 
z 
cx 
0.696 
-0.712 
-0.095 
-0.1 55 
0.988 
0.020 
0.640 
0. 204 
-0.7 41 
cy 
0.350 
0.452 
-0.821 
-0.905 
-0.135 
-0.404 
-0.563 
-0.537 
-0.633 
cz 
0.627 
0.538 
0.563 
-0.396 
-0.081 
0.914 
0.522 
-0.823 
0.225 
* The cx, cy and cz axes are defined ln the text. 
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Table 2. 2: Lab Axes ln the Crystal Frame 
LABORATORY AXES 
Orientation I 
LX 
LY 
LZ 
Orientation II 
LX 
LY 
LZ 
ex 
-0.4000 
0.9164 
0 
0.2065 
0.9164 
-0.3430 
CRYSTAL AXES 
ey 
-0.9164 
-0.4000 
0 
0.4726 
-0.4004 
-0.7850 
ez 
0 
0 
1 
-0.8567 
o 
-0.5158 
17 . 
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Table 2.3: Molecular Axes ln the Laboratory Frame 
LABORATORY AXES 
LX LY LZ 
Orientation I 
Site 1 x -0.599 0.498 0.627 
y -0.129 -0.833 0.538 
z 0.790 0.241 0.563 
Site 2 x 0.891 0.220 -0.396 
y -0.271 0.959 -0.081 
z 0.362 0.180 0.914 
Site 3 x 0.260 0.812 0.522 
y 0.411 0.402 -0.823 
z 0.876 -0.426 0.225 
Orientation I I 
Site 1 x -0.228 0.497 -0.837 
y -0.394 -U.833 -0.383 
z -0.890 0.242 0.387 
Site 2 x -0.120 0.220 0.968 
y 0.210 0 .9 59 -0.191 
z -0.970 0.180 -0.161 
Site 3 x -0.581 0.812 - 0.047 
y 0.493 0.402 0.776 
z -0.645 -0.426 0.63S 
Error = ±0 .005 
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that no phase change occurred between 90K and room temperature. The 
unit cell dimensions decreased slightly on cooling, as expected (A. Dunand, 
private communication). Between 8K and lOOK the temperature dependence 
of the phonon spectrum was measured by recording the low frequency 
Raman spectrum as a function of temperature, and the resultant variation 
is shown in Figure 2.5. 
The phonon spectrum will be sensitive to both variations in 
unit cell dimensions and any phase change, since they both alter the 
normal modes. The alteration of the unit cell dimensions will cause a 
shift in frequency of the modes whereas a phase change should result ln 
a new set of normal modes as a result of tne new structure, and tilis 
change will occur over a small temperature range. The continual change 
from the low temperature phonon spectrum to the high temperature 
phonon spectrum is therefore more likely to be as a result of a decrease 
in the unit cell dimensions than a phase change. This contention is 
supported by the fact that all modes shift to higher frequencies on 
cooling, indicative of a decrease in dimensiohs in all directions. 
Similar effects can be observed in naphthalene (Dows, Hsu, Mitra, 
Brafman, Hayek, Daniels and Crawford, [1973J). The change 1S more 
dramatic for DMA mainly because there are many more phonon modes as a 
result of the large unit cell. 
On this basis the room temperature crystal structure will be 
used to analyze low temperature spectra. However, all intermolecular 
distances used from the room temperature data must be considered as 
being maximum values only. 
2.3 SPECTROSCOPY OF CARBONYL COMPOUNDS 
The spectroscopy in the near ultraviolet of compounds containing 
a carbonyl group is normally dominated by the presence of the carbonyl 
If) 
c 
ClJ 
4--J 
C 
1L.5K 
70K 
13K 
100 80 60 
- 1 Frequency x/cm 
40 
20 . 
20 
Fi gure 2. 5: Temperature Dependence of t he Low Frequency Raman Spectrum 
of the m1A Nea t Crys ta 1 
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chromophore. Therefore, the best starting point for the description of 
the spectroscopy of these compounds is to consider the excited states of 
the simplest carbonyl compound, formaldehyde. 
Of the twelve valence shell electrons available ln formaldehyde, 
SlX are required to form the 0 bonded network. The remaining six 
electrons are then available for the occupation of lone pair and IT 
orbitals. In the HUckel molecular orbital theory, these orbitals are 
formed from the p orbitals. From this, two lone pair orbitals can 
be expected on the oxygen, and two IT orbitals can be formed from the 
remalnlng p orbital on both oxygen and carbon. The resultant energy 
level diagram for this system is shown in Figure 2.6. The energies 
shown have been corrected to allow for the electronegativity of the 
oxygen (Streitwieser, [1962J). Only one of the two possible lone 
pair orbitals is shown. This is because the Pz orbital lies along the 
o aX1S, and is involved ln 0 bonding, which lowers the energy of t0e 
orbital. This molecular orbital is expected to be at lower energy than 
the IT states (Moule and Walsh, [197 5J). The expected charge density 
for these orbitals is also shown. From this, and the definition of the 
appropriate molecular axes in Figure 2.4, the appropriate Irreducible 
Rep res e n tat ion (I. R .) (c 2 V s y mm e try) for e a c h 0 r bit a 1 has bee n w r itt en. 
* On this basis, the lowest excited states will be the nIT (A 2) and 
* IT IT (A l ) states . 
For aromatic carbonyl compounds, this simple approach is 
inadequate since it does not include the IT orbitals associated with the 
two aromatic rings. 
For DMA, this means that there will be 14 IT orbitals. The 
symmetries of these states can be determined for the axis system indicated 
in Figure 2.4 simply by considering the reducible representation of the 
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Fi gure ,2.6 
Energy Levels for Formaldehyde 
Orbital Approximate 
Type t Occupation Energy Electron Charge Density Symmetry 
0* ~~(]> 
n* a - 0.7 6 H-y-9 20 0 
* 
H\ c:> 
n a c=o 
H/ b 
c=:> n 
* 
a + 2.7 6 H,C-O 
c=:> 
Energy levels calculated for planar formaldehyde (C 2V symmetry) 
using HUckel molecular orbital theory (e.g. Streitwieser, [1962J). 
See Moule and Walsh (1975), Pople and Sidman (1957) for further 
discussion of formaldehyde molecular orbitals. 
al 
bl 
b2 
bl 
= J p. H p. dT - Coloumb a ttrac ti on integral a --1 1 
6 = J p. H p. dT ifj - Resonance integral -, -1 J 
p. = a tomi c p orbital on atom 1 1 
H = molecular Hamiltonian 
t * denotes antibonding orbital 
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constituent p orbitals under t he operations of the point group. This 
can be decomposed to give the Irreducible Representations 
The energies of the resultant molecular orbitals can be calculated by 
Huckel molecular orbital theory (e.g. Heilbronner and Straub, [1966J 
fo r diphenylethylene). However, with such a complex system the results 
are not reliable . r~easurements on anthraquinone (Orott and 0 earman, 
[1967J) indicate that the resultant low-lying 1 * 1 B nn 2 and 1 * 1 nn Al 
excited states (symmetries given are those for C2V symmetry, with 
the axes defi ned as for m~i\) 1 i e close 1 n energy to one another. 
2.3 .1 Singlet and Triplet States 
For any orbital configuration involving two unpaired 
electrons there ore four possible states when the effects of electron 
spin are included . The symmetric orbital wavefunction and the anti-
symmetric spin function form the singlet state and the anti symmetric 
orbital wavefunction and the three symmetric spin functions form the 
triplet state . (Strictly they form three states. However, the energles 
of the three states are normally very similar, and so appear 
spectroscopically to be one state.) The order of the triplet and singlet 
states is given by Hunds rule, which states that the state with the 
greater nlultiplicity for any particular orbital will be lowest in 
energy . Th erefore, the lowest excited state for these compounds will 
be a triplet state. 
2.3. 2 SYlllmetry of the Lowest Tripl et State 
* The presence of both bl and a2 n molecular orbitals 
h h "bl t " f th 3nn* and 3nrr * means t at t ere are two POSSl e symme rles or e 
s ta te s . 
.3 )(-
nfT States : For 3 * nn states, a study of the Zeeman effect on 
the lowest triplet state for anthraquinone (Drabe, Veenvliet and 
Wiersma, [1975J) and benzophenone (Dym, Hochstrasser and Shafer, 
[1968J) indicate that the states have A2 orbital symmetry in C2V · 
For converSlon from the anthraquinone point group (D 2h ) to C2V ' 
see Chapter 5. 
.3 )(-
nfT States : The 3 * 1 * nn triplet states associated with the fTn 
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states discussed earlier will not have the same energetic relationship 
between them as the singlet states. This can be explained by considering 
electron correlation effects which arise from the Coloumb repulsion 
between the two electrons in the partially filled molecular orbitals. 
It can be shown (White, [1966J; McGlynn, Azumi and Kinoshita, [1969J) 
that the singlet-triplet splitting is proportional to (1-IBI 4)-1, 
where G is the overlap integral of the molecular orbitals derived 
assumlng no Coloumb interaction. For the B2 states, the two partially 
filled molecular orbitals transform as the bl and a2 I.R. 's, and so 
the direct product of the I .R. 's is non-totally symmetric, and the 
overlap integral must be zero. For the Al state the direct product 
will be totally symmetric and so the overlap integral will be non-zero. 
On this basis, the singlet-triplet splitting for the Al states should 
be much larger than that for the B2 states. 
This conclusion is supported by experimental evidence for 
xanthone which indicates that the lowest 3nn* state has Al orbital 
s y mm e try (G r i e sse ran d Bra m 1 e y, [1 981 J ) . 
For aromatic carbonyl compounds the exact ordering of the 
t . 1 t . th 3nfT* (3A2 ) and the 3nn* (3Al ) rlp estates varles, Slnce e s ta tes 
.. 
lie very close ln energy. (e . g. Despres, Lejeune, Migirdicyan and 
Siebrand, [1979J). The ordering can depend upon the molecular 
environment. 
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Given all this information, it 1S then possible to order the 
* * nn and nn states expected for Dt~. This is shown in Figure 2.7. 
~ 
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Figure 2.7: A Jablonski Diagram Showing the Excited 
States Expected for D A 
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CHA PT ER 3 
OPTICALLY DETECTED ~1AGNETIC RESONANCE STUDIES ON THE LOWEST TRIPLET 
STATE OF lO,lO-DIMETHYLANTHRACEN-9-0NE 
Th1:S chapter presents and d1: cu ses magnetic resonance data 
on DMA - dO and its two isotopically substituted variants. An unusually 
large value or D~ the fine-s tructure splitting paramo ter is observed . 
Thi s is ascribed to spin-orbit coupling between the lowest .3 .>(-nn and 
state . 
Th e direction of the Z ax&s of the fine-structure tensor 
is determined~ and it is found that it is consistent u)ith excitation 
of only molecules at si te 1 in the crystal . Deviation of the direction 
of thi a.x1.-S rom that deI'ived from the crystal structure indicates 
that the molecule distor ts from the ground state configuration upon 
excitation. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The microwave absorption experiments outlined in this chapter 
are interrelated with the optical spectra outlined in Chapter 4. In 
order to discuss either set of experiments, information from the other 
set of experiments must be considered. To facilitate the discussion 
of the results of this chapter, the assignment of the lowest triplet 
* state to an nn state will be assumed . The evidence for this 
assignment is given in Chapter 5. Also, evidence is given that the 
absorption and emission origins coincide, which indicates that the 
emitting species is not an impurity or located at a defect, but 1S a 
molecule that resides in the undistorted bulk of the crystal. 
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3.2 THE TRIPLET STATE HAMILTONIAN 
The description given in Chapter 2 of the triplet state 
suggested that it consists of three degenerate levels with different 
spin wavefunctions and identical orbital wavefunctions. These levels 
are not degenerate at zero field however, and the reason for this is 
hidden in the spin-dependent terms left out of the initial Hamiltonian. 
The two terms that have been omitted from the zero field Hamiltonian 
describe the spin-spin interaction between two electrons, and the 
spin-orbit angular momentum coupling. 
3. 2. 1 Spin-Spin Coupling 
The coupling between the two magnetic dipoles ~e separated by 
a distance r12 is given by 
where h~ is the spin angular momentum. This has replaced 
~e by use of the relationship 
)J = -g lJ S 
-e B-
where -1 )J B = eh(2mc) = Bohr magneton, 
(-e and m are the charge and mass of the electron) and 
g = electron g factor (= 2.002322 for a free electron) (Carrington 
and McLachlan, [1967J). 
This can be reduced to a more useful form if spin-orbit 
coupling is small. Then the term in the Hamiltonian can be 
reduced to a "spin Hamiltonian", by integrating over the orbital part 
of the wavefunction, leaving the spin operators. The result may be 
written as 
Iy> = 
Iz > = 
222 H = -(XS + YS + ZS ) 
s x y z 
(Carrington and McLachlan [1967J) . 
The spin functions defined by 
1 
-2 
( 2 ) I 61 62 eLl az > 
1 
-Z ( - 2 ) I 61 62 + CLl eL2 > 
1 
( 2 ) 2 I eLl 62 + 61 eL2 > 
where eL and B denote the spln states of the electron 
1 MS = -2 respectively), are eigenfunctions of this 
Hamiltonian . 
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The magnitudes of X, Y, and Z glve the zero field splittings 
of the three sublevels. Since the interaction is limited to these three 
l evels, the average energy of the state does not change. This implies 
that X+Y+Z = O. This permits the spin Hamiltonian to be restated 
with two parame ters. Using the standard formalism, these are 0 and 
E, which are defined such that 
2E = Y - X 
3 o = -2 Z 
2 
= D(S -
z 
The quantities described by X, Y, Z, 0 and E are shown ln Figure 3.1. 
3. 2. 2 Spin-Orbit Coupling 
The breakdown of the approximation that the spln and orbital 
parts of a molecular wavefunction are separable is clearly shown by the 
~ 
01 
L-
eu 
C 
Q.J 
z---- ," 
D 
X 
X • ~r 2E y- .. 
Figure 3.1: Zero Field Splitting Parameters 
Sublevel ordering is that determined 
for DMA 
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fact that emlSSlon and absorption is observed between the triplet state 
and the singlet ground state. Using the wavefunctions derived so 
far in this chapter, these transitions would not be allowed, since 
they involve a change in spin-state, with the emission of a photon. 
Although the photon has a spln of 1, it is a spin defined in real 
space. The separation of spln and spatial wavefunctions implies that 
the functions defined in rea l and spin-space do not interact and so the 
photon and orbital angular mome ntum, and the electron spin angular 
momentum must be conserved separately. This leads to the selection 
ru 1 e 6S = o. 
All orbital wavefunctions considered here have inherent 
angular momen tum, and this can couple to the spin angular momentum. 
Such coupling removes the orthogonality of spatial and spin wavefunctions, 
and so allows the spin selection rule to be broken. 
If the Hamiltonian derived earlier including spin-spin 
splitting and the resultant eigenvalues (kEl) and eigenfunctions 
(Ik,l,n » are considered to be the basis of the description, the revised 
Hamiltonian can be written as 
where 
HSO = k 1, S .. B . 
. -J -J 
J 
J sums over all electrons ln the molecule 
k = constant 
S. = orbital and other angular momentum (may include external 
-J -
magnetic field) 
(Hameka, [1967J) 
Treating the spin-orbit coupling as a perturbation, it can 
I 
be shown (Hall1eka, [1967J) that the resulting wavefunction IT ,il,j > can 
be written as 
IT1,n,j> = IT,n,j> - L: 
tfn 
where T - triplet state 
S - singlet state 
n,t,k - particular state 
1,J - p3rticulClr sublevel 
As can be seen from this expresslon, spin-orbit , coupling 
mlxes the triplet states and also mixes triplet and singlet states. 
The resultant energies of the triplet state sublevels are 
3E I • = 
n,J 
3E . + 
n,J L: tfn 1 
< T ,n ,j I H so l T, t, i > < T , t , i I H SOl T, n, j > 
r --------~------~-------------
3E . _ 3E . 
n,J t,J 
+ L: 
k 
<T, t,i I HSO Is , k><S, k I HSO IT , t, i > 
3E ,_ lE 
n,J k 
Hochstrasser and Lin (1970) first po inteo out that tnc spln-
orbit interaction may co suffic i ently la rge to affect t~e zero fiela 
splittings. There are restrictions on the abo ve formulation that 
should be noted. 
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Since these expresslons ha ve been derived by use of perturbation 
theory, they can only be expected to hold for well separated states. 
However, for dimethylbenzaldehydes, Despres and Migirdicyan (1980) found 
that this expression held reasonably well for triplet-triplet separations 
-1 as small as 65cm . 
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3.2.21 Spin-Orbit Coupling - Symmetry Considerations 
Which states will couple with which sublevels can be determined 
by considerin9 which symmetry species are appropriate. The symmetry 
elements appropriate to the carbonyl group belon9 either to the C2V 
symmetry group (planar structure) or C
s 
(bent structure). The C2V 
symmetry group places more restrictions on which molecular states can 
couple, and so this one shall be used. The limits appropriate to C
s 
symmetry can be easily shown afterwards. The orbital symmetry of the 
* * carbonyl nn and nn states can be determined readily by observing 
the properties of the constituent unfilled molecular orbitals under the 
* symmetry species of the group. From this it is clear that nn states 
will transform as the bl ~ bl = Al Irreducible Representation (l.R.) 
* and the nl[ states as the bl GO b2 = A2 I. R. 
The symmetry operations of the triplet sp1n functions in a 
central force field are simply rotations (+ inversion) (OS symmetry)~ 
Due to spin-orbit coupling in molecules these wavefunctions must subtend 
the irreducible represe~ations of the molecular point group. The 
appropriate symmetry can be derived by leaving only those elements of 
the Os symmetry group which survive in the molecular point group. 
Hence the triplet sublevels have the same I.R.'s as rotations. In 
C2V this implies that they have the symmetries al(Rz); bl(Ry); 
b2(Rx)' The appropriate state I.R. is then the direct product of the 
space and spin I.R. 's. 
The symmetry of the Hamiltonian perturbation is al (since 
it is an energy operator, and energy 1S a scalar quantity). It can be 
seen therefore that spin-orbit coupling will mix the 1 * nn - state with 
the 3 * nn z sublevel, 3 T1l r* Y and ~( sub 1 eve 1 s 
respectively, and the l nn * state with the 3nn* z sublevel (see 
Table 3.1). 
Table 3.1: Spin Orbit Coupling Routes 
C2V Symmetry 
1. R. 
Al 
A2 
Bl 
B2 
Cs 
A' 
A" 
* 
Symmetry 
3 * nn 
Z < 
X 
-< 
Y ~ 
Z ,X :~ 
Y ~ -« 
Z 
~ y 
) X 
r" Y 
> Z, X 
I. 
\ 
1 * nn 
l- S 
-------------1-
-------------)-
- -
-
#' 
- -" ). ) S 
> S 
l on* 
1 * 
no 
-;.\ S r +( l on*) 
+( 1 no*) 
(Using C2V axes designation and assumlng a distortion 
in the x-z plane) 
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The results of reducing the symmetry from C2V to Cs symmetry 
depend on which of the two reflection planes which exist 1 n C2V remaln 
in the Cs symmetry. In accordance with experimental evidence that 
will be discussed in Section 3.9, it will be assumed that the xz 
mirror plane rema ins after the distortion occurs. This reduces al 
and bl symmetry to a I, and a2 and b2 symmetry to a II. The 
coupling routes then available under Cs symmetry are also summarized 
in Table 3.1. 
3. 2.3 ~Tensor - Spin-Orbit Coupling 
The g tensor is also perturbed by spin-orbit coupling, since 
the coupling changes the effective magnetic moment from that of a free 
electron. Stone (1963) has derived a gauge invariant expression for 
the g tensor from Oiracs l relativistic wave equation. This expression 
has been used by Sharnoff and Iturbe (1975) to qualitatively analyze 
the observed g tensor anisotropy in benzophenone, and by Batley and 
Bramley (1972) to explain the observed gzz values in 2-benzoylpyridine 
and 4,4 1 -dimethoxybenzophenone. 
3.2.4 The Spin Hamiltonian in an External Magnetic Field 
With an external field applied the appropriate spin Hamiltonian 
1 S 
HS = ~ B H. q.S - (XS2 + YS2 + ZS2) 
- ~ - x y z 
The fine-structure parameters include the results bf spin-orbit coupling. 
If the 9 tensor and fine-structure axes are coincident, the Hamiltonian 
matrix can be expressed as 
r-
. l <XI X -igzz ~BH z 19yY~BHy I 
<yl igzz~BH z y - i g ~ H xx B x 
< zi 
-i9 ~ BH yy Y i g ~ BH Z xx x 
-
(Van Der Waals, De Groot, [1959J), where H. 
1 
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1S the component of the 
magnetic field in the 1 direction. The express10n is obtained simply 
by using the known properties of angular momentum operators. 
3. 3 OPTICALLY DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE (ODMR) 
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) of the triplet state 
l n organic compounds was first reported by Hutchison and Mangum (1958) 
1n naphthalene . From then until 1967, the EPR of a large number of 
compounds was reported in the literature. However, conventional EPR 
measures the absorption of the incident microwave power directly, and 
so the signa l is proportional to the number of molecules in the 
excited sta t e . This meant that a high density of molecules ln the 
trip l et state (in the sample) was required so that appreciable 
absorption could occur. As a result the triplet states that could be 
stud i ed by this technique had to have a lifetime of the order of 1 sec. 
This limited studies to the 3nn* state of a limited range of 
molecular species, in particular aromatic hydrocarbons. 
In 1967 Sharnoff and also Kwiram published results which 
showed that a far more sensitive me thod of detecting m1crowave absorption 
was to monitor the change in the triplet state phosphorescence induced 
by microwave absorption. The increase in sensitivity arises because 
only those molecules which are 1n the triplet state are being monitored, 
and so the amount of vari ation 1n the observed signal is proportional 
to the change in phosphorescence prod uced by the microwave field. The 
technique was extended to include microwave absorption at zero field 
by Schmidt and van der Waals (1969) . 
3. 3 . 1 CriJ:er ia for Observation of an ODiR Signal 
To understand clearly the conditions under which an ODMR 
signal can be observed, it is necessary to look more closely at the 
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kinetics of triplet sublevels. It is sufficient to consider the 
kinetics of the two levels that will be coupled by the m1crowave power . 
The kinetic processes involved for two such levels are shown in 
Figure 3. 2. The phosphorescence intensity of these two levels 
without m1crowave power (1 0) is given by 
10 =: nlk + n2k r l r 2 
It is then assumed that sufficient m1crowave power 1S applied so that 
the transition is saturated. That 1S, 
nW = nlJ 1 2 
Therefore, the intensity under saturation conditions IlJ 1 S glven by 
I lJ = 1 (n~ + n~) (k
r1 
+ k ) 
r 2 
Tc observe nll crowa ve absorption, it is necessary that I f 10 , If lJ 
saturation is rapid compared with the populating and depopulating 
rates, the total population of the two sublevels will not change on 
this time scale. Under these conditions, microwave absorption is 
observable if 
(n - n )(k - k ) f 0 1 2 r 2 r l 
In other words, it is necessary to have both a difference 1n the 
sublevel populations and different radiative rates. Such conditions 
are often met for the lowest triplet state of organic compounds at low 
temperature. 
3. 4 EXPERIMENTAL 
3 . 4.1 Temperature Control 
The zero field OOMR spect ra were recorded at tempe ratures 
between 4. 2K and 1.65 1( in a Janis 80T supervaritemp liquid helium dewar. 
Figure 3. 2: Triplet Sublevel Kinetics , for Two Isolated Sublevels 
knr1 
F2 knr2 
F. = feeding rates of the sublevel 1 
1 
ni = sublevel population 
k = radiative rate of decay of level 1 
r l 
k = non-radiative rate of decay of level 1 
nrl 
k~. = spln lattice relaxation rate between levelland j 
1 J 
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k~. = rate of population transfer ~ue to microwave absorption 
1 J 
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To attain temperatures below the boiling point of helium at atmospheric 
pressure, the pressure above the liquid helium 1n the sample well was 
reduced with a Balzer Duo 035 pump (10.31/min pumping speed). The 
temperature was measured by notin~ the residual helium vapour pressure. 
3.4.2 Zero Field Spectra 
For frequencies between 1 and 8GHz the m1crowave power was 
supplied by a Hewlett-Packard 8690B series microwave sweep oscillator 
with 86 91B (1-2GHz) and 8693B (4-8GHz) plug-ins. For the 2-4 GHz 
range an EH Laboratories mode l 572 microwave oscillator was used. 
Microwave power was then boosted to approximately 2~J using a HP 439A 
(1-2GHz), HP491C (2-4GHz), or HP493A (4-8GHz) Travelling Wave Tube 
(TWT) microwave amplifier. The microwa ve power was modulated by a 
Marconi Instruments model 6053/1 P.I.N. diode absorption modulator. 
The resultant microwave power was connected to the top of the dewar with 
coaxial components. 
For the 1-4 GHz reg10n the sample was mounted in a tunable 
coaxial cavity (Bramley, Jackman and Peppercorn, [1982J) which was 
connected via rigid coaxial line to the top of the dewar. This 
cavity ensured that the microwave power incident on the sample was 
constant and homogeneous over the frequency range of interest, 1n 
comparison with the m1crowave fields in slow wave helices, which are 
more commonly used. For frequency ,resolved spectra the resonant 
frequency of the cavity was mechanically tuned and the output of the 
m1crowave sources followed the resonance uS1ng standard automatic 
freouency control (AFC) techniques (Poole, [1967J). 
For experiments in the 4- 8G~z range the sample was placed 
1n a slotted microwave short which was also connected to the top of 
the dewar by rigid coaxial line . 
40. 
3.4. 3 9GHz ODMR Experiments 
The microwave and magnet ic field were provided by a modified 
Varian V4502-12 X band spectrometer. The spectrometer was modified 
to include a Hewlett-Packard model 8735A P.I . N. modulator so that the 
mlcrowave power at the sample could be alllf)litude modulated. The 
mlcrowave power was transmitted by waveguide to .a rectangular TE 104 
mo de microwave cavity . The sample was mounted on a quartz light pipe 
which could be rotated in order to vary the crystal orientation within 
the magnetic field. 
3.4. 4 35GHz ODMR Experiments 
For 35GHz experiments the same spectrometer was used with 
a Varian V-456l Q band bridge and a cylindrical TEOll mode mlcrowave 
cav ity . The magnetic field at the sample was square wave modulated 
by external Helmholtz coils which were driven by a 100W a.c. amplifier . 
The magn i tude of the field modulat ion was typically 20 Gauss peak to 
peak . Analysis of the lineshapes observed at high field indicated that 
this modu lation was insufficient to broaden the observed lineshape. 
The magnetic field was measured by a proton magnetic 
resonance gaussmeter, with the probe positioned next to the tail of 
the dewar. Measurements indicated that the field at the probe was the 
same as that experienced by the sample to 'v:ithin 0.2 Gauss. The 
nlicrowave frequency was measured by a Hewlett -Packard 5245L electronic 
counter with 5287A plug-in transfer oscillator . The counter was phase 
locked to a 1 ~~Hz standard frequency generated by a Hewlett-Packard 
105B quartz oscillator . 
3. 4. 5 10w Magnetic Field Experiments 
For experiments requiring magnetic fields of less than 300G 
a set of three , independently driven, mutually orthogonal Helmholtz coils 
were used. The magnetic field generated by each .coil was measured by 
mon itorin g the current flow in th~ coil, and the resultant three 
orthogonal magnetic field maonitudes were converted to total magnetic 
field and its direction cosines by a nllcroprocessor. 
3.4.6 Optics 
The sample was excited by a 450W Xe arc 'filtered by a 10cm 
path length of O. 16M copper sulphate solution. This was then filtered 
either by a Chance-Pilkington OXl glass filter (broad UV excitation), 
41. 
a 349nm Interference filter SS-3500-2 (Corion Corp.)(singlet excitation) 
or a 390nm Interference filter SS-3900-2 (Corion Corp.) and a Schott 
GG385nm cut-off filter (triplet excitation). 
The emission from the sample was dispersed by either a Spex 
1702 0. 75m Czerny-Turner or a Bausch and Lomb 33-86-02 monochromator 
and detected by an EMI 9840A photomultiplier. 
3.4.7 Signal Detection 
For most experiments the photocurrent was processed by a 
PAR 124A lock-in amplifier with either a PAR 117 or 119 differential 
preamplifier and plotted on a Hewlett-Packard 7034-A X-V recorder. 
For time resolved studies the phctocurrent was measured by a Datalab 
DL905 transient recorder triggered synchronously with the square 
wave modulation. The signal vIas then averaged ("CAT-ed ") by a Borer 
MACAMAC minicomputer and stored on floppy disk. The disk was then 
transferred to a PDP 11/45 minicomputer for subsequent analysis of the 
data. 
3.4 .8 Data Analysis 
The high field data measured at 9 and 35GHz vJere modelled 
numerically using MAGNSPEC (Kopp, [1968J) on a PDP 11/45 minicomputer. 
42. 
The d a t a \A/ ere p lot ted 0 naT e k t ron i c 4662 i n t era c t i ve dig ita 1 p lot t e r 
uS1ng Zeta Research Inc. compatible plotting subroutines. 
3.5 ZERO FIELD OPTICALLY DETECTED ~1AGNETIC RESONANCE (OD~IR) 
OF m·1A 
3.5. 1 Neat Crystal Studies 
The ODMR spectrum of m1A-dO bebveen 1 and 2GHz fol-Iowing 
triplet excitation at zero magnetic field is shown in Figure 3.3. The 
ODMR lineshape, although broad, has a maximum at 1.19±O.02 GHz 
-1 (O.0397(6)cm ), and corresponds to an increase in phosphorescence 
intensity upon microwave saturation. The lineshape and maximum for 
the other two isotopic species are very similar to those observed in 
The transition observed following singlet excitation shows 
no clear maximum within the range of the microwave sources, and appears 
to bE significantly broader than that observed following triplet 
excitation. Similar line broadening has been observed for 2-benzoylpyridine, 
(Batley, Bramley, Poldy and Robinson, [1979J) and it was proposed that 
this is due to the fact that singlet excitation excites only the 
region of the crystal near the surface where there is likely to be 
greater crystal strain. This 1S a consequence of the large oscillator 
strength of a singlet-singlet transition which results in complete 
absorption of the excitation near the surface of the crystal. Singlet-
triplet transitions, being "spin-forbidden" have an intrinsically 
weaker oscillator strength, and so excite the bulk of the crystal. This 
seems to be likely here also, and so only the data obtained following 
triplet excitation will be used. 
No other microwave absorption can be observed in the 1-8GHz 
region. A comparison of the IX -Y I and IZI values for a range of similar 
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compounds is glven ln Table 3.2, and it can be seen from this table 
that the value of IX-Y I is fairly constant for these compounds, and 
that the transition frequency observed in DMA falls within this range. 
It therefore appears likely that the absorption observed arlses from 
a transition between the X and Y triplet sublevels. 
The linewidth of the transition is 280±50MHz, following 
triplet excitation, and this is an order of magnitude larger than that 
norm~lly observed for ODMR transitions of intrinsic species in neat 
crystals. 
The nature of the broadeni'ng can be investigated by frequency 
modulating the incident mlcrowave power . When this is done an 
increase in the signal intensity occurs, indicating that more of the 
sites which are emitting are being perturbed by the mlcrowave power. 
This implies that the large linewidth is due to inhomo geneous broadening 
(Batley, Bramley, Poldy and Robinson, [1979J). 
3. 5. 2 Mixed Crystal Studies - Zero Field Linewidth 
In an attempt to understand more fully the observed broad 
linewidth of this zero field transition, DMA was doped into two host 
crystals and the zero field spectrum of the DMA recorded. With DMA 
in diphenylethane and in octahydroanthracene, a broad mlcrowave 
absorption profile was observed in the l-2GHZ reglon. This, in 
conjunction with the optical spectra . provides evidence of microcrystallization 
of the guest in the host. Further spectroscopic evidence of this occurring 
ln a number of other hosts is discussed in Chapter 5. Thpse studies 
indicated that no mixed crystal system studied gave properly isolated 
DMA molecules in the host lattice, and so the ODMR spectra were not 
recorded. 
Table 3.2: IX -Y I and II I Values for Some Aromatic 
Compound I x- y I / cm 
acetophenone (neat) 
benzaldehyde U1CH) 
benzophenone 
2- benzoylpyridine 
xanthone (trap A) 
2,5- dimethylbenza l dehyde-hl 
octalindione 
MCH '= methy1cyclohexane 
u) = Mao, Wong and Hirota (1972) 
b) = rlishimura and Tinti (1972) 
c) = Sharnoff and Iturbe (1975) 
0.095 
0. 012 
0.0414 
0.0452 
0. 0181 
0.08 
0. 01 
- 1 
d) = Batley, Bramley, Poldy and Robinson (1979) 
e) = Chakrabarti and Hirota (1976) 
Carbonyl Compounds 
I l I /Crl -1 
0.221 (3 nn*) a) 
0.324 (3nn*) b) 
0.1012 (3 nn*) c) 
0.0668 (3 nn*) d) 
0.0897 (3 nn*) e) 
0.66 (3 nn*) f) 
0.20 (3 nn*) g) 
~ 
f) = Despres and Migirdicyan (1980 ) [in durene-d 14 crystals] 
g) = Jones, Maki and Kearn s (1973) 
45. 
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As a result, the intrinsic properties of the DMA molecule 1n 
a different crystalline environment have not been studied. 
The possible zero field broadening mechanisms for this 
transition vlill be discussed more fully in Chapter 4. 
3. 5.3 Time Resolved Om1R at Zero Field - Spin-Lattice r-elaxation 
The time resolved ODMR spectrum for this transition has also 
been measured, as shown in Figure 3. 4. The analysis of a complete set 
of three of these curves from the three possible mlcrowave transitions 
have enabled Gatley , Bramley, Poldy and Robinson (1979) to analyze the 
rate of the various relaxation and population processes. One trace 1S 
insufficient for such an analysis. However, certain deductions can be 
made. When the microwave power is switched off, the phosphorescence 
intensity drops rapidly in comparison with the observed triplet lifetime 
(Chapter 5). Also, the increase in phosphorescence intensity with the 
application of microwave power indicates that the more radiative leVel 
is being populated by the m1crowave power. The rapid decrease in 
phosphorescence intensity when the power is turned off indicates that 
the population in the more radiative level drops, and since this decrease 
is faster than the lifetime, it must be due to fast spin-lattice relaxation 
between the sublevels. 
3.6 35GHz ODMR SPECTRA 
The rotation pattern for a rotation in the xz plane for crystal 
orientation I (see Chapter 2) is given in Figure 3.5 for DMA-d8 , d6 and 
dO' The resonant fields and linewidths are included in Tables 3.3, 3.4 
and 3.5. Figure3.5 is a graph of the magnetic field strength at which 
a transition is observed versus angle of rotation. The measurements were 
made at 4.2K, using triplet excitation to prepare the triplet state. 
-
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Table 3.3: 35GHz' ODMR Rotati on Pattern DMA-dO 
Microwave frequency = 34.63±.02GHz 
Orientation I, ¢ = 00 
Low Field Transition High Field Transition 
Angle Resonant Resonant 
8 Field Linewidth* Field Linewidth* 
x/Deg x/G x/G x/G x/G 
5 830 . +46 7686. 7 
15 555. +35 8070 . -39 
25 494. +36 7136. -40 
35 462 . +37 6592. -44 
45 445. +36 6349. -39 
55 451 . +34 6328. -39 
65 466. +36 6548. -39 
75 504. +36 7091 . -37 
85 564. +36 
95 670. +42 
105 875 . +45 7114. +78 
11 5 1385. +73 3805. +84 
1 75 1133. +66 4937. +120 
* Sign indicates whether the transition results ln an lncrease (+) 
or decrease (-) in phosphorescence intensity. 
Errors 
Angle ±2° 
Field ±lG 
Linewidth ±lG 
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Table 3.4: 3.5GHz O.DMR Rotation Pat~ern DMA-d6 
Microwave frequency = 34.68±.01GHz 
Orientation I, ¢ = 0 0 
Low Field Transition High Field Transition 
Angle Resonant Resonant 
e Field Linewidth* Field Linewidth* 
x/Deg x/G x/G x/G x/G 
0 658. +46 8736 ~ -65 
5 575. 
10 530 . +42 8963. -60 
15 48l. 8320. 
20 454. +44 7776. -53 
25 428. 7338. 
30 413. +43 7056. - 52 
35 400. 6825. 
40 390 . +38 6646. - 52 
45 386 . 6561 . 
50 383. +36 6513. - 40 
55 6564. 
60 392. + 36 6655 . - 40 
65 400 . 6836. 
70 414. + 39 7069. - 38 
75 424. 
80 453. + 39 
90 526. + 41 9014. + 50 
100 653. + 44 8144. + 72 
105 761 . 6408. 
110 939 . + 71 4773. + 83 
115 1131 . +130 3177. +155 
150 1024. + 74 4282. +108 
Ang 1 e . 
e 
x/Deg 
5 
1 5 
25 
35 
45 
55 
65 
75 
85 
105 
115 
165 
175 
Tab 1 e 3.5: 35GHz ODMR Rota t ion Pa ttern DMA-d8 
Microwave Frequency = 34.68±.01GHz 
Orientation I, ¢ = 00 
Low Field Transition 
Resonant 
Fieldt 
x/G 
290. 
260. 
240. 
220. 
200. 
210. 
200. 
220. 
250. 
392. 
655. 
550 . 
368. 
Linewidth* 
x/G 
+32 
+30 
+30 
+31 
+30 
+35 
+33 
+34 
+33 
+37 
+55 
+39 
+34 
High Field Transition 
Resonant 
Field 
x/G 
7923. 
7107. 
6597. 
6384. 
6453. 
6790. 
7199 
6260. 
3289. 
4091 . 
6971. 
Linewidth* 
x/G 
-32 
-34 
-34 
-34 
-34 
-30 
+38 
+71 
+68 
+52 
t All fields less than 380G measured by scale of Varian Field 
dial. Error -±20G 
50. 
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The rotation pattern observed indicates that the m1crowave quantum, hv , 
... 
1S l ess than 101- IEI (case 3, Despres, Migirdicyan, [1977J). Secondly, 
it is clear that 0 is smaller for OMA- d8 than for the other two isotopic 
species since the low field transition occurs at a lower magnetic field 
for this isotopic speC1es. 
3. 6. 1 Low Fi el d 35GHz ODMR Experiment - OM,l\-dS' 
Since the minimum magnetic field strength observed for the 
l ow fie l d transition occurs at less than 300G, it was possible to 
determine the minimum field strength at which the transition occurs and 
als o the direction of the magnetic field at which this m1n1mum occurs, 
by use of a magnetic field generated by a set of three mutually orthogonal 
He l mholtz coils. The resultant orientation at which the low field tran-
sit i on occurs at minimum magnetic field, as well as the magnetic field 
at which resonance was observed is included in Table 3.6. A comparison 
between this angle and the molecular axes for the three sites in the 
molecular crystal is also included. 
3.6.2 Fine-Structure Axis Orientation 
To show in which direction in the fine-structure axes frame 
of reference this minima should occur, a simplifying assump tion must be 
made . It must be assumed that the principal axes of the fine-structure 
tensor and the 9 tensor are collinear. If this 1S so, the secular 
determinant ar1s1ng f rom th e spin Ham iltonian described earlier is 
X 
-ig lJBH i g lJ BH zz z yy Y 
ig lJBH Y -ig lJBH = O. zz z xx z 
-ig lJBH ig lJ BH Z yy Y xx x 
The resulting equations derived from the resonance condition of the 
microwave quantum with the energy separation of the sublevels gives the 
Table 3.6: Measured Z Axis Direction Cosines in the Molecular 
Frame of the Three Asymmetric Molecules of the Unit 
Cell 
~~ol ecul e 1 
~10 1 ecu 1 e 2 
Molecule 3 
v = 34.63 (1) GHz 
H = 216.3 (3) G 
x 
0.183 (79°) 
0.379 (68°) 
0.729 (43°) 
y z 
0.071 ( 86°) 0.980 ( 12°) 
o. 110 (85°) 0.919 (23°) 
0.066 (86°) 0.681 (47°) 
In the crystal coordinates, the orientation 1S 0.700, 0.366, 
0.614 orientation accurate to within 3°. (Orientation I, 
Chapter 2) 
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direction of the m1n1ma as along either X, Y, or Z for a ~mS = 1 
transition . Therefore, it must be determined along which of these 
three principal dire~tions the minima for this transition will occur. 
The secular determinant described previously simplifies 
substantially when the magnetic field is along one of the principal 
axes. If the fine-structure parameters are described by 0 and E, the 
resonance conditions for the transition between the states ar1slng 
from the X and Z sublevels are given by 
for H II X 
(hv) =± D/E +[l(D + E)2 + 
for H II Y 
1 
(hv) = 2[l(D - E)2 + (9yy WBH)2] 2 
fo r H II Z 
1 
(hv) = ±O + [E 2 + (gzz~SH)2] 2 
where hv 1S the microwave frequency at resonance. 
Rearranging gives 
H /I X (H)2 = ( )-2[(h + 0-3E)2 (0+E)2] gxx~s v - 2 4 
H II Y (H)2 = l(9yyUB )-2[(hv)2 - (0 - E)2] 
(H)2 = (g ~S)-2[(hv ± 0)2 - E2] zz H" Z 
The appropriate real solutions are, glven 0 > hv, and 
ignoring terms in E Slnce hv, 0 » E 
H II X ( ) 2 (h Q) g il H = hv v ± 2 xx .... s 
S3. 
H II Z 
no real solutions 
2 2 ( g ~BH) = (h v ± 0) zz 
The low field transition 1S glven 1n both cases when the 
negative slgn 1S used (0 assumed positive). Hence 
H" X 
H" Z 
o hv(hv - 2) 
Now , it is clear that hv > (hv - 0) and hv h v - 0 < T' s 1 nce th is 
trans i tion occurs at such low magnetic fields. Hence the minima must 
occu r al ong the Z aX1S . The initial as sumption that the g tensor 
and fine-structure tensor are collinear is not likely to change this 
conclusion since g is unlikely to vary by more than 5% in magnitude 
(Batley and Bramley, [1972J). The assumption about the sign of 0 does 
no t affect the conclusions, only the sign of the equations, and so has 
been chosen arbitrarily. The assumption that the transition observed 
was between X and Z rather than Y and Z also has no bearing on the 
outcome of the calculation. 
It is possible to determine simply that this orientation is 
consistent with the gross features of the rotation pattern of the high 
field transitions, by determining the predicted turning point and 
comparing the result with that obtained experimentally. 
From the discussion above it is apparent that this transition 
1S between the X and Y sublevels (using the zero field labels for 
these levels). For these levels it is clear that the mln1 mum field at 
which this transition can occur will be achieved when H is parallel to 
Z. For rotation in a plan e not including Z, the mini ma will occur 
when the angle between H and Z is mini mized. This angle (a ) can be 
54. 
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simply described in terms of polar coordinates in a reference frame such 
that ¢H is constant (the magnetic field rotates in either the XZ or 
YZ laboratory plane). That is 
cos ex = 
Now the turning points (minima) of this function are glven by 
d cos (X 
- d-O-
H 
-- = cos (\1 cos (/IH s 1 n 0z cos ¢Z + cos 01_1 s 1 n (PH s 1 n 0z s 1 n ¢z 
- Sln 8H cos 0z = O. 
If the two cases are considered where ¢H = 00 and 90 0 , this can be 
simplified, glvlng 
sln 8Z cos ¢Z X for ¢ = 00 tan GH ( Z) 3.6.2. a) = = cos G , Z Zz 
and 
Sln GZ s 1 n ¢Z Y for ¢ 90 0 tan 8H . (~) 3.6.2. b) = = = , cos 8Z Zz 
where XZ' YZ' Zz are the cartesian coordinates of a vector 
parallel to the magnetic field. For the 35GHz experi ment, with the 
axes as defined, rotation is in the ¢H = 00 pla~e. Hence 3.6.2. a) 
is the appropriate expression. This predicts a turning point at 
49 0±3°. A simple 4th degree polynomial fit to the experimental data 
points for the rotation pattern for OMA-d S in the region of the mlnlma 
glves a minimum at 47±2°, which is in agreement \vithin experi mental 
error with the calculated value from the previous experi men t. 
3.6.3 
3.6.31 
Fine-Structure Splittings 
OMA-dS 
The 10 1 value for OMA-dS can be readily evaluated from the 
56. 
low magnetic field, 35GHz experiment cited earlier in connection with 
the orientation of the fine-structure axis (results summarized in 
Table 3.6). 
This 1S possible, glven the assumptions used previously about 
A 
the g tensor, since the minimum then occurs when H is parallel to 
the Z fine-structure axis. This allows the secular determinant of 
Section 3.6.2 to be simplified, giving 
1 
o = (h v) + [E 2 + (g )J BH)2 J2 zz 
Both the m1crowave quantum (h v) and the magnetic field at 
which the transition occurs are experimental observables. E has been 
determined from zero field experiments, which means that 0 lS only 
dependent on the value of gzz used. The absolute value of 0 for 
a range of gzz values is given in Table 3.7. 
3. 6. 32 
For OMA-d 6 and -dO an alternative · procedure is required to 
determine the magnitude of 0, since it is larger in these compounds 
and the minima of the low field transition occurs at too high a field 
for the Helmholtz coils. In order to solve the problem it lS necessary 
to initially assume that the fine-structure tensor and g tensor are 
collinear, and begin with the secular determinant of Section 3.6.2. 
This can then be rearranged to give the following expression, in 
terms of the zero field parameters 0 and E. 
27[O( 2 2 2. 2 ) E2( 2 2 2. 2 )] 
- gxx cos ¢ + gyy Sln ¢ - gxx cos ¢ - gyySln ¢ . 2 s 1 n e 
1 
= ( )J BH)-2[20(402 - 3k2) ± [3(h v)2 - k2][4k2 - 3(h v)2 J2J 
:: f ( e , ¢) = F ( ( hv) ,H) 
(from McGlynn, Azumi and Kinoshita, [1969J, 360. Note that the factor 
Table 3.7: Evaluation of the Fine-Structure 
Parameter 0 for DMA-d8 
0 
x/cm - 1 9zz 
1 .99 1.1834 
2.00 1 .1834 
2.01 1 . 1835 
2.02 1 . 1836 
2.03 1 . 1836 
2.04 1 . 1 837 
2.05 1 . 1838 
1 
o = hv + [E 2 + (9ZZ ~B H)2J2 
H = 216.3G 
v = 34.63GHz 
-1 E = 0.0198cm 
57. 
of - 2 g 
SB. 
on the right hand side of the express10n should be deleted 
where 222 A 2 k = 0 + 3E + 3(g~BH) 
For a given orientation, the left hand side of this equation 1S constant, 
and so, if we have two transitions at a given orientation 
Therefore, glven the previously determined value for E and the 
experimental variables, this equation can be solved for g glven a 
value for O. Note, however, that now g is being varied rather 
than and so different g values will be appropriate for different 
orientations if the g tensor is anisotropic . Also, there are four 
possible equations that require solution, depending on the sign chosen 
for the second half of the equation. However, two at most of these 
possibilities give realistic values for g and O. The results of · 
this calculation are shown in Table 3.B and 3.9. The resulting 0 
values for the 3 isotopic species are listed in Table 3.10. (The 
solutions were evaluated using the Newton -Raphson method.) 
At this point it is also worth noting that no clear idea of 
the g value can be obtained from this analysis, since the experimental 
error in the data 1S too great . 
Using both the orientation and fine-structure parameters so 
derived, one can then compare the calculated and experimental rotation 
patterns, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
3.7 ORIGIN OF THE LARGE FINE - STRUCTURE SPLITTING 
The calculated fine-structure splitting in OMA ( IZI or 101, 
Table 3.10) is large in comparison with the splitting normally observed 
for this type of compound. A list of some of these splittings 
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Parameters Der ived in Text 
Table 3.8: Calculated 9 Value, with 0 Value Fixed, ln 
ODMR Rotation Pattern for DMA- dO 
v = 34.62GHz; 
o Value Used /cm -1 Angle of 
Measurement 1 . 199 1.2002 1.2006 1 . 201 1.202 
5 1 . 916 1 . 958 1 . 972 1.986 2.020 
15 1 . 830 
25 1 .937 2. 264 
35 2. 033 2.269 
45 2.089 
55 2.044 
65 1. 907 2.073 2.338 
75 "1.800 1 . 967 2. 829 
105 1 . 911 1 .953 1 .966 1. 980 1 .980 
11 5 1 .915 1.954 1.967 1 . 980 1 .980 
175 1 .907 1. 948 1 .96 -1 1.974 1.974 
Blank spaces indicate that no solution was observed 
with a g value within the lim i ts (1.7,2.5). 
Crystal axes defined as per Orientation I, (Ch. 2) . 
60. 
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Table 3.9: Calculated 9 Value, with 0 Value Fixed, for the ODMR 
Rotation Pattern of DMA-d6 
\) = 34.67GHz 
o Value Used /cm -1 
AnQle of 
Measurement 1 . 1 950 1 .1962 1 . 1966 1 .1970 1 . 1980 
0 1 .887 1.939 1 .956 1 .964 2.015 
10 2.132 2.192 2.211 2.221 2.279 
1 5 2.674 1 .690 
20 
25 1 . 901 
30 1 .835 2.033 
35 1 .918 2. 132 
40 2.064 2.360 
45 1 .951 2.153 
50 1 .936 2.-131 2.478 
55 1 .983 2.200 
60 1.982 2.209 
65 1 .942 2. 1 71 
70 1 .966 2.291 
90 2.135 2. 195 2. 124 2.235 2.283 
100 1 .932 1 .986 2.003 2.021 2.064 
105 1 . 91 8 1.970 1 .987 2.004 2.046 
110 1 .929 1 .979 1 .995 2.011 2.052 
11 5 1 .9 32 1 .980 1 .995 2.011 2.049 
150 1 . 913 1.963 1 .979 1 .995 2.035 
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Table 3.10: Fine -Structure Sp1ittings 1 n DMA 
D(Z) 
x/cm - 1 
DMA-d 8 (ring deuterated) - 1 .1 834 ± .0004 (0.7889) 
DMA-d6 (methyl groups deuterated) -1.1964 ± .000 6 (0.7976) 
-1.2008 ± .0006 (0.8005) 
(Errors approximate) 
Values have been ca1cu1ctted assumlng that the g and 
fine -structure tensors are collinear. Sign has been 
determined by a consideration of spin-orbit interactions 
(see Section 3.7.21). 
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1S shown in Table 3.2. Spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling have been 
used previously to explain the D values observed, with apparent success 
.. 
(Despres and Migurdicyan, [1980J; Hayashi and Nagakura, [1974J; Jones, 
Maki and Kearns [1973J). 
3.7. 1 Spin-Spin Splitting 
Spin-spin coupling results in a relatively small splitting 
of the spin sublevels. The contribution to D has been calculated 
for benzophenone by Batley and Bramley (1972) to be approximately 
-1 0.195cm ,and by Mijoule and Leclerq (1979) (using a much more 
sophisticated model) to be 0.137cm- l . Although these values vary by 
30%, it is clear that it is an effect that is an order of magnitude too 
small to explain the fine-structure splitting observed. 
3.7.2 Spin-Orbit Coupling 
The expression derived for the variation in energy of a 
triplet spln sublevel due to spin-orbit coupling is summed over the 
ground state and all excited states. Because of the energy denominators 
it can be expected that those sites lying close in energy to the 
triplet state in question will dominate the perturbation. 
On this basis, the summation has ·been restricted to the 
closest lying singlet and triplet states of the appropriate symmetry. 
Furthermore, the magnitudes of the spin-orbit matrix elements are 
taken to be independent of the spin multiplicity (Jones, Maki and 
Kearns, [1973J HaYJshi and Nagakura, [1974J). The resultant 
* express10n for D glven coupling to nn states only is 
64. 
where G = « T,S) iHso iT ,t,i > 
DSS = spin-spin splitting contribution to D. 
The value of G has been determined for a range of compounds. 
Within a particular family of compounds the relat"ionship seems to hold 
(there are exceptions, seeNiizuma and Hirota, [1979J). A list of the 
values determined is shown in Table 3.11. The value of G calculated 
by Hayashi and Nagakura (1974) has been altered by fitting their 
reported data to a function that is dependent on 0 rather than Z-X, 
1n accordance with the above formulation. 
Although there is considerable scatter 1n the determined 
values, it seems apparent that, for DMA,7cm- l < iGi < 20cm- l . Since 
it is apparent from this data that similar compounds have related 
values for G , it appears likely that G will be large, above 
-1 15cm . 
3.7.21 Which State is Coupling? 
1 * -1 The nn state lies some 1200cm away from the 3 * nn state. 
Even with a G -1 value of 20cm , this would produce a spin-orbit 
contribution to o of only 0. 33cl11- 1, which is far too sma 11 to 
explain the observed value of D. 
Therefore, the magnitude of 0 must be caused by a nearby 
state. On the basis of the predetermined value for G, the 
-1 -1 triplet states should be separated by between 45cm and 360cm , 
with a value near the top end of this scale appearing likely. 
The 311n* state must be above the 3nn* state, since the 
3 * 
nn state 1S the only one that is observed to emit. This allows the 
slgn of 0 to be determined. Since the ordering of the triplet states 
65. 
Table 3.11: The Value of the Spin-Orbit Coupling Matrix 
Element (G) 
G 
Compound Type x/em -1 
Xanthone in n-hexane 20 a) 
Testosterones 15 b) 
Dimethyl Benzaldehydes 8. 5 e) 
Benzaldehydes (+ mono substituted 8.2* d) ; 10.4, 9.0, e) 
derivatives) 
2-Indanones <9.5 f) 
a) Griesser and Bramley (to be published) 
b) J one s, Ma k i , Kearns (1973) 
-' 
e) Despres, Migirdieyan (1980) 
d) Hayashi, Nagakura (1974) 
e) Hirota, Baba, Hirata, Nagaoka ( 1 979 ) 
f) Niizuma, Hirota (1979) 
* value altered from value published, see text . 
. 
"1 
implies that the X and Y sublevels will be depresse0 in energy in 
comparison to Z, this implies that D must be negative (see Figure 
3.1 for the zero field splitting in DMA). 
3.7.22 Deuteration Effect on D 
It is clear that the magnitude of D 1S governed primarily 
by spin-orbit coupling. On this basis, it will be sensitive to the 
energy separation of the interacting states. It has been observed 
66. 
experimentally that deuterium substitution blue shifts the 
to a greater degree than the 3nn* states. 
3 * 
n IT or1g1n 
This can be explained by looking at the reason for the 
deuterium shift. The observed energy for the O~O transition, ET,O 
can be expressed as the difference 1n the energy of the electronic 
states plus the difference in zero point energies, provided that the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation holds. That is, 
where EO = electronic energy separation 
WK T frequency of the 
th 
mode for state T = k normal 
, 
K,K ' = sum over all the normal modes. 
Upon deuteration, the frequencies of the normal modes in both 
the ground and excited state decrease. However, the overall decrease 
in frequency is greater in the ground state, because the normal modes 
have a smaller amplitude due to the greater electronic stability. This 
can be seen most clearly for the harmonic oscillator model, where the 
frequency of the zero point motion for one normal mode is given by 
1 
h f K 2 
4n (0-;Z) 
where fK 1S the restoring force and ~ K 1S the reduced 
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mass appropriate to that mode. Since fK 1S greater in the ground state, 
the initial frequency is greater also, and so the change in the ground 
state frequency is larger than that 1n the excited state, and the observed 
transition shifts to higher energy. 
The frequency of a normal mode, affected by deuteration, 1n 
the different states can be ranked in the following order 
W K, 0 > W K , rr > l~ K ,n 
where 0 - ground state --
3rrrr * rr - state --
3 * - nrr state n -
-
.,. 
(Despres, Lejeune, Migirdicyan and Siebrand, [1979J). 
The ranking of the 3rrrr* and 3nrr* normal mode frequency 
ar1ses from the non-localized molecular orbital descrirtion of the 
3 * n rr s tat e (f 0 r forma 1 de h y de), w h i chi n d i cat est hat the n - 1 0 n epa 1 r 
orbital is also involved in the 0 bonding orbitals, and so the 
formation of the 3 * nrr state effects the a bonding network. (Goodfriend, 
Birss and Duncan, [1960J; Dunning and McKoy, [1968J). 
3.7.23 Consequences for Spin-Orbit Coupling Assignment 
Given this, and the assumption that a 3rr rr* state 1S the 
dominant perturbation, the decrease in D in going from DMA-dO to DMA-dS' 
with the corresponding increase in energy of the origins, implies that 
the other triplet state would have to be below the 3 * nIT state. However , 
this is impossible since internal conversion between the two triplet 
states ensures that only the lowest triplet state emits at low 
.,. 
temperatures (Despres, Lejeune, Migirdicyan and Siebrand, [1979J) . 
A further indication that this route is unlikely can be gained by 
68. 
compar1ng the change in D with the change in or1g1n energy for 
.,. 
DMA and 2,5-dimethylbenzaldehyde in durene-d 14 (Despres and Migirdicyan, 
[1980J) the only compound reported in the literature so far with a 
- 1 
comparable D value. There a 38cm shift in origin upon deuteration 
-1 
was accompanied by a 30% change in D. In D~'lA, a 37cm change 1n 
or1g1n resulted 1n only a 1.5% change 1n D. 
Yamauchi and Pratt (1979) (b), 1n their paper on the isotopic 
eff ects on the fine-structure parameters 1n benzophenone point out 
that the spin-orbit coupling with the ground state can have an 
important influence on the changes in D with isotopic substitution. 
Although the sign of the changes may be correct for this interpretation, 
-1 this coupling is to a state some 25,000cm away, and so is far too 
weak to explain the value of D observed . Similarly, it seems very 
unlikely that the coupling between the two triplet states would 
remain the same following such a change in origin frequency, and yet 
the coupling with the ground state change significantly. 
3 * 1 * Coupling between the nTI and ·nTI states is only possible 
if the molecule is severely distorted, so that a single Slater 
determinant does not describe the wavefunction. However, this effect 
should be small due to the relatively small distortion from C2V 
symmetry. What 1S more, the energy gap between the two states is too 
large to cause the observed value of D. 
Therefore, it must be assumed that the coupling between the 
3 * nTI and 3rrn * states is responsible. The problems associated with 
this assignment, outlined in this section, are discussed further 1n 
Chapter 5. 
3.8 . § Tensor Analysis 
The evaluation of the A g tensor of DMA presents problems 
which arise because of the large size of the fine-structure splitting 
-69. 
ln comparlson to the mlcrowave quanta. This means that, even with a 
35GHz microwave source, only at most two of the three possible 
microwave transitions can be observed at any orientation, and for almost 
one third of the magnetic field rotation no transition can be observed 
at all. 
Using a 9GHz source, a more complete rotation pattern can 
be obtained, as can be seen from Tables 3.12 and 3.13. However , the 
reduction in magnitude of the mlcrowave quantum means that only one 
transition can be seen at anyone orientation. 
Compounding these problems is the fact that, when hv > ID I-IE I, 
the observed rotation pattern is very sensitive to the variations ln 
crystal orientation arlslng from residual experimental error. This 
means that the value of the g-tensor cannot be determined from these 
~ 
experiments. A similar conclusion was reached by Despres and Migirdicyan 
(1980) in their EPR investigations of compounds with large fine-structure 
splittings. 
The calculated EPR rotation patterns uSlng the fine-structure 
parameters derived earlier and assuming an isotropic g-value of 2.0 
are shown in Figure 3.5 (v = 35GHz) and Figure 3.6 (v = 9GHz) . Given 
the li mitations discussed previously, the agreement between the 
calculated and measured spectra is satisfactory. 
3.9 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FINE-STRUCTURE AXES AND THE MOLECULAR AXES 
The previous discussion inlplies that spin-orbit coupling ln 
DMA is relatively large. A direct consequence of this is that the 
spin wavefunctions are coupled to the orbital wavefunction, and the 
resultant function must transform as one of the I.R. of the molecular 
point group . As a result, the molecular axes and the fine-structure 
axes must be coincident, provided that the symmetry of the molecule is 
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Figure 3. 6: 9GHz ODMR Rotation Pattern, lO,10-dimethylanthracen-9-one 
~ 
" Measured Values 
+ Calculated Transition Fields, Using Fine-Structure Parameters De rived in the Text 
Table 3.12 : 9GHz ODMR Rota t ion Pa t tern, D~1A- d8 
Magnetic field rotated in the 8,0 0 plane, Orientation I 
Microwave 
8 Frequency Field Linewidth 
x/Degrees x/GH
z 
x/G x/G* 
0 9.0175 2505.8 -13.4 
15 9.0175 1964.2 - 5.9 
30 9.0176 1725.8 - 4.3 
45 9.0178 1649.6 - 4.0 
60 9.0178 1694.7 - 4.7 
75 9.0180 1874.7 - 6.3 
90 
105 9.0190 3131.7 +13.2 
120 9.0190 5175.3 +24.5 
135 
150 9.0183 5852.0 
-27.4 
165 9.0183 3548. 1 -19.8 
* Sign indicates whether the signal corresponds to an 
increase (+) or decrease (-) in phosphorescence 
intensity. 
Errors 
\) = ± 0 . 2 ~11l z 
Field < 0.5G 
Linewidth ±0.4G 
71 . 
Table 3. 13 : 9GH z ODMR Rota t ion Pa ttern , DMA-dS 
1agnetic field rotated in the 8,90 0 plane, Orientation I 
~1i crowave 
8 Frequency _ Field Linewidth 
x/Degrees x/GH
z 
x/G x/G* 
0 0.0151 2461 . 3 - 9.0 
15 9.0151 2245 . 3 - 7.8 
30 9.0149 2212 . 6 - 7.6 
45 9.0149 2342 .S - 8. 3 
60 9.0153 2713.6 - 11 .4 
75 9.0153 3396 . 0 -17 .4 
90 9. 0156 4812 . 0 -26 . 2 
105 9. 0186 6552 . 2 -20.6 
120 9. 0181 6852 . 1 - 9.4 
135 9. 01S1 5165.9 -27.5 
150 9.0169 3555.0 -16.1 
165 9.0157 2706 .S -10.3 
* Sign indicates whether the signal corresponds to an 
increase (+) or decrease (-) in phosphorescence 
intensity. 
Errors 
Freq uency ± O. 2~1Hz 
Field < 0.5G 
Linewidth ±0.4G 
72. 
I 
high enough to define the three axes uniquely. From the ground state 
geometries determined by the crystal structure, it is clear that the 
ground state conformation of molecules at site 1 satisfies the C2V 
point 'group symmetry. The molecules located at sites 2 and 3 have 
73. 
a mo 1 ecu 1 a r structure \vh i ch does not conform wi th C2V symmetry. However, 
because of the localized nature of the excitation, the Z aX1S should 
still lie along the C-O bond . A comparison between the molecular z 
axes and the calculated Z direction from the EPR measurements ln Table 
3.6 shows that the measured Z aX1S does not lie along any of the 
ground state z directions. Molecules at site 1 give the best agreement 
between the expected and the observed Z direction. 
This lack of correspondence can arise either from rapid 
transfer of the excitation between sites leading to an average of the 
molecular fine-structure axes, or from a change in geometry of the 
mo l ecule as a result of photoexcitation. The possibility of a ground 
state molecular re-orientation on cooling has been ruled out by the lack 
of an observable phase change (Chapter 2). ' 
Averaging of the direction of the fine-structure axes due 
to rapid transfer between sites has been observed for most triplet 
states observed in neat crystals that have been studied where the emitting 
state is not isolated from the rest of the crystal (Sharnoff and 
Iturbe, [1975J; Haarer and Wolf, [1970J) . However, no average of the 
fine-structure axes of the different sites gives adequate agreement with 
the observed axis. Furthermore, evidence presented in Chapter 5 indicates 
that transfer is slow on the EPR timescale, and so this averaging is 
unlikely to occur. 
It must be concluded, therefore, that molecules at site 1 are 
responsible for the emlSSlon, and that the molecules at these sites 
.. 
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deform away from the planar structure on photoexcitation, and possibly 
re-orient at the crystal site. 
The distortion inferred from the data occurs 1n only one 
direction. If the molecule could distort out of plane 1n either 
direction, two sets of rotation patterns would be observed instead of 
one. That only one occurs must be a consequence of the crystal 
symmetry. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the crystal structure is such 
that there 1S no "reflection symmetry. Therefore, the environment on 
either side of the molecular plane is different, and so it is not 
surprising that the molecule distorts in one direction preferentially. 
Since the molecular pairs in the unit cell are related by an inversion, 
the distortion in the excited state will lead to the same fine-structure 
axes for both sites. 
3.9. 1 Non - Planar States - Distortion Within the xz Plane 
Non-planar excited states are well known for formaldehyde 
from a study of the 1 * nTI absorption spectrum (Brand, [1956J). 
Calculations on a variety of small carbonyl compounds (Condirston and 
Moule, [1973J) have indicated that similar behaviour is expected for 
most of these, although to a lesser extent. The non-planarity was 
predicted by Walsh (1953) on a qualitative basis, arguing that an 
increase in s orbital character compared with p orbitals in the 
molecular orbitals will result in a stabilization of the state. Such 
* an increase can be produced for nTI states by deformation from 
planarity (reviewed by 10ule and Walsh, [1975J). In or~A the increase 
ln steric hindrance to this flex is greatly increased in comparison 
to formaldehyde, and so the angle of distortion should be less than 
o the observed angle of 33.6 for formaldehyde (Blau and Nielsen, [1957J), 
which would agree with the observations. 
One further interaction must be considered in the lowest 
triplet state. Scheffer and Dzakpasu (1978) have studied the solid 
state photochemistry of cis-4a,5,8,8a-tetrahydro-1 ,4-naphthoquinone 
and eight of its derivatives. They found that protons which lie 1n 
the plane of the carbonyl group at an angle of nearly 90 0 to the C-O 
bond and within 2.58Ao of the oxygen are readily abstracted by the 
oxygen upon photoexcitation. A summary of the molecular geometry 
around the oxygen atom in DMA at site 1 1S shown in Figure 3.7 . It 1S 
clear that excitation into a planar excited state would place the two 
protons attached to the S carbon within the influence of the oxygen 
atom. In DMA, evidence of this interaction can be seen 1n the ground 
state crystal structure, where the S-hydrogens distort towards 
7J. 
the carbonyl nloiety . ENDOR spin-density studies on triplet benzophenone 
(Chan and Mushlin, [1979J), also indicate that this interaction 
important, even though the rings are twisted out of the carbonyl plane. 
These protons cannot be abstracted upon photoexcitation without 
destroying the arolnaticity of the rlngs. F~rthermore, the conjugated 
nature of the n electron system means that electron density is 
transferred to the carbon atonl associated with these hydrogens. 
Therefore, the net negative charge on the oxygen atom decreases, and 
the polarization of the C-H bonds will also decrease. This may be 
sufficient to create a repulsive Coloumb interaction between the protons 
on the B-carbon and the oxygen, and so drive the carbonyl group out 
of plane. 
3.9.2 Z Axis Distortion from the xz Plane 
Both of the distortion mechanisms discussed above cannot 
explain the removal of the Z axis from the xz plane . Unfortunately, 
the data obtained only giv es inforlnation about the orientation of the 
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carbonyl group after excitation, and does not glve information about 
the rest of the molecular geometry . Two mechanisms can be proposed, 
however, for the source of the additional distortion. 
77. 
Firstly, it may arise from a molecular rotation at the lattice 
site. As discussed previously, the lack of symmetry at the nlolecular 
site means that the forces on the excited state molecule will be 
anisotropic, and so can twist the whole molecule within the lattice 
following photoexcitation. 
Secondly, the centre rlng may buckle so that the a-carbon 
atoms no longer lie along the ground state y axis. This buckling 
will also shift the carbonyl group out of the xz plane. Once again 
the anisotropy of the site in the crystal could provide the driving 
force for the perturbation. 
CHAPTER 4 
ODMR LINEWIDTH AT ZERO AND HIGH MAGNETIC FIELDS 
In this chapter the linewidth of the ODMR data &s discussed . 
The linewidih observed in the 9GHz EPR experiment can be reasonably 
well under tood by assuming a variation in the direction of the fine-
structure axes . The broad zero - field lineshape is found to be 
inconoistent~ however~ with the 9GHz linewidth on the basis of a 
simple variation in the fine - structure parameters . 
78. 
The apparent inconsistency between the zero and high field 
linewidth &0 explained by as uming that the broad zero - field linewidth 
&s a re ult of a variation in the direction of the fine-structure 
axes throughout the crystal . This results in a variation in the strength 
of spin- orbit coupling between the excited states ~ causing a variation 
in the ener y of the triplet sublevels ~ giving rise to the large 
zero- field linewidth . by correlating the fine - structure splitting and 
the direction of the fine-structure axes ~ the variation in linewidth 
with magnetic field can be modelled successfully ~ and the predictions 
from C'uch a model also (Jive good agY'eement with the obser'Ved 35GHz 
linewidth . 
4.1 LI NE~~IDTH OF HIGH FIELD ODMRSPECTRA (9GHZ) 
The linewidth observed when a single crystal of DMA 1S 
rotated in a Illagnp.tic field and transitions stimulated with a nllcrowave 
frequency of 9GHz is dependent on orientation, sample and also on 
isotopic substitution (see Table 4.1) . 
4. 1 . 1 Hyperfine Broadening 
The vari ation in the observed linewidth due to isotopic 
substitution indicates that the interaction between the ring protons 
79. 
(or deuterons) and the unpaired electrons 1S sufficiently strong to 
produce a noticeable broadening. 
The hyperfine interaction can be decomposed into two parts, 
an isotropic contact term and an anisotropic magnetic dipole 
interaction term (Carrington and McLachlan, [1967J). For the isotropic 
term to be appreciable, it is necessary to have considerable spin-
density located on the carbon atom bonded to the proton (Carrington, 
[1963J). The near planar geometry of DMA will allow greater delocali-
* zation of the IT molecular orbital than can occur 1n benzophenone 
in p-dibromodiphenylether, where the rings are twisted by 280 from 
the carbonyl plane (Chen and Mushlin, [1979J). Therefore, the lack of 
observable proton hyperfine structure in the EPR of benzophenone in 
this host (Hochstrasser, Scott and Zewail, [1978J) does not imply that 
hyperfine structure should not be observed in DMA. 
The magnetic dipole interaction depends on the separation 
between the unpaired electrons and the paramagnetic nucleus. Once 
again, the near planar structure of DMA is important in describing the 
magnitude of this term. Significant electron spin density resides 
in the lone pair orbital on the oxygen atom following formation of 
the excited 3 * nIT state (Mijoule and Leclerq, [1979J, Chen and Mushlin, 
[1979J). And, as has been pointed out in Section 3.9.1, a planar 
structure for DMA will lead to considerable interaction between the 
electron in this orbital and the protons attached to the S-carbon atoms . 
This interaction will be lessened by the out-of-plane distortion of 
the c.arbonyl group, but will still lead to a relatively small 
separation between the electron and proton. Therefore the dipolar 
interaction term will also be significant. 
80. 
It 1S also necessary that the excitation should reside on 
one molecu le for a sufficient length of time. If transfer is rapid, 
the unpaired electron experiences only an average nuclear angular 
momentum, and so no hyperfine splitting is observed. Quantitatively, 
this means that the magnitude of the hyperfine interaction must be 
equivalent to or greater than the excitation exchange interactions with 
other molecules in the lattice for hyperfine splitting to be observed 
(Owen and Harris, [1972J for dimers; Sternlicht and McConnell [1961J, 
for excitons). The hyperfine interaction is typically of the order of 
a few tens of MHz (Hirota, Baba, Hirata and Nagaoka, [1979J). In OMA, 
transfer within molecular pairs is thought to be fast in compar1son 
with this, but transfer between pairs at the temperature of the 
experiment 1S less than lMHz (Chapter 6). 
Therefore, coupling between the electron and proton angular 
momentum should be observed. However, the hyperfine broadening should 
be half of that observed for the isolated molecule, due to the rapid 
transfer between the pair (Owen and Harris~ [1972J). 
The magnitude of the hyperfine broadening can be estimated 
from the effect of deuterium substitution on the 1inewidth. The 
hyperfine broadening due to deuterium should be approximately 0.3 of 
the equivalent broadening for the protonated molecule, since 
gO/gH = 0.1531 and a triplet rather than a doublet splitting pattern 
occurs (Carrington and McLachlan, [1967J, p.80). The result of this 
calculation is shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4 .2. The accuracy of 
this calculation is restricted due to the observed variation in 
1inewidth between samples, which leads to the two sets of data glven 
in these tables. Both the large residual linewidth calculated at 
certain orientations and the linewidth variation between samples 
Table 4.1: Analysis of Linewidth Observed ln the 9GHz ODMRSpectrum 
Angle 
e 
x/deg 
0 
1 5 
30 
45 
60 
75 
90 
105 
120 
135 
150 
165 
of DMA oJ \.q 
¢ = 00 Rotation Plane 
Linewidth 
-d8 
x/G 
1 3 ( 1 0) 
6 ( 6 ) 
4 ( s ) 
4 (4) 
5 ( S) 
6 (7 ) 
13 ( 16 ) 
24 
27 (25) 
20 ( 1 9) 
Linewidth 
-d o 
x/G 
19 
13 
8 
7 
10 
12 
29 
40 
43 
33 
Hyperfine 
Linewidth 
x/G 
8 ( 14 ) 
10 
6 
5 
7 
7 
22 ( 18) 
22 
22 
· 19 
Errors: DMA-d8 and -dO linewidth ±lG 
Hyperfine and residual linewidth ±2G 
Residual 
Linewidth 
x/G 
11 ( 5 ) 
3 ( 2 ) 
3 ( 3) 
3 (2) 
3 (3) 
4 ( 5 ) 
6 ( 1 0) 
1 7 
21 ( 1 7 ) 
14 ( 1 2) 
Figures ln brackets indicate measurements on a different crystal. 
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Table 4.2: Analysis of Linewid t h Observed In the 9GHzoDMRSpectrum 
Angle 
8 
x/deg 
0 
1 5 
30 
90 
105 
120 
135 
150 
of DMA Q, C\ \( 
Linewidth 
-d 8 
x/G 
9 
8 
8 
27 
20 
9 
27 
16 
Errors: 
¢ = 90 0 Rotation Plane 
Linewidth 
-dO 
x/G 
22 
16 
16 
45 
34 
25 
40 
32 
Hyperfine Residual 
Linewidth (dO) Linewidth 
x/G x/G 
1 9 3 
12 4 
11 4 
27 18 
19 15 
23 2 
18 22 
25 7 
m1A-dS and - do 1 i newi dth ± 1 G 
Hyperfine and residual linewidth ±2G 
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indicate that other line broadening mechanisms must be present in DMA. 
No further analysis of the hyperfine splitting has been carried out. 
4 . 1 . 2 Inhomogeneous Line Broadening - Orientation Variations 
The most notable feature of the residual linewidth is that it 
decreases at both the low field and high field turning points of the 
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magnetic field rotation pattern . This suggests that this linewidth is 
due to a variation in the orientation of the molecular axes with respect 
to the magnetic field leading to inhomogeneous broadening. 
It is possible to model this by assuming a linear dependence 
of the resonant magnetic field on the angle of deviation of the fine -
structure axes from the equilibrium position , and an isotropic distribution 
of the axes around the mean . 
Given these assumptions, the residual linewidth observed 1n 
the 9GHz EPR spectrum can be fitted to an express10n 
L = LO + d .Y 
where L = observed residual linewidth 
LO = natural linewidth 
d. y = inhomogeneous linewidth, where y 1S the angle 
of variation from the mean orientation, and d is the variation in 
resonant magnetic field with angle. d can be calculated readily by 
numerical methods for a particular ma gnetic field orientation . The 
result of fitting LO and y to the ¢=Oo magnetic field rotation 
plane linewidth data is included in Table 4 . 3, along with the predicted 
values for the ¢=90o plane, and the determined value of d. Analysis 
of this table indicates that this does give a reasonable representation 
of the linewiu lh at ~GHz . 
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Table 4.3: Fit for the Residual Linewidth Assuming that it Arises from 
a Variation in the Fine-Structure Axes Orientation 
Angle Residual Calculated* 
8 , cp d Linewidth Linewidth 
x/deg x/(G deg- 1) x/deg x/G 
0, 0 80.5 1 1 ( 5 ) 5.2 
1 5, 0 46.9 3 ( 2) 3.9 
30, 0 26.4 3 (3) 3. 1 
45, 0 20.0 3 ( 2 ) 2.8 
60, 0 23.4 3 (3) 3.0 
75, 0 50.5 4 ( 5 ) 4.0 
90, 0 
105, 0 222.5 6 ( 1 0) 10.8 
120, 0 398.3 1 7 17 . 7 
135, 0 
150, 0 386.8 21 ( 1 7 ) 17.2 
1 65 , 0 209.7 14 ( 1 2) 10.3 
1 5 , 90 73.2 4 4.9 
30, 90 72.3 4 4.9 
90, 90 319.2 18 14.6 
105, 90 246.1 1 5 11 . 7 
120, 90 114.0 2 6.8 
130, 90 322.5 22 14.7 
150, 90 231 .6 7 8.0 
* Linewidth calculated with LO = 2.06G, y = 0.0390 
4.1 .3 Comparison of the High Field and Zero FieldODMRLinewidth 
The natural linewidth calculated above must include the 
variation in the fine-structure splittings, as indicated by the zero 
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field linewidth. As a guide to this, the zero field linewidth consistent 
with the high field linewidth, including the hyperfine splitting, has 
been calculated, and is shown in Table 4.4. Two different cases have 
been considered. /X-Y/ has been varied, keeping either Z constant 
or /X-Z/ constant. 
It is clear from Table 4.4 that the predicted linewidth would 
be at most 22MHz, which is an order of magnitude less than that observed. 
Zero field hyperfine splitting will be far too small to account for the 
difference (Hutchison and Scott, [1974J). Clearly, the perturbation 
which gives rise to the large zero field 1inewidth must also be perturbing 
some other part of the spin Hamiltonian. 
4.2 S PIN -0 RBI TIN 0 U CE O L If ~ E B R OA 0 E N I N G 
4.2 .1 Zero Field Transitions 
Some insight into the broadening mechanism for the zero field 
/X-Y/ transition can be gained by comparison with the OOMR of traps in 
the neat crystal of 1-methyl-2,4-dithiouracil (Taherian and Maki, [1981J), 
which also has a large zero field splitting, large linewidths in the 
OOMR spectrum, and a well resolved phosphorescence spectrum. (Although 
" the series of dimethylbenzaldehydes investigated by Despres and 
Migirdicyan [1980J are more closely related compounds, no EPR 1inewidth 
data are presented.) 
The linewidths observed by Taherian and Maki in the zero 
field OOMR spectra of the two traps in the dithione neat crystal are 
listed in Table 4.5, along with the measured 101 value. The linewidth 
measured by them is clearly very different for the three different 
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Table 4.4: Highfield Linewidth due to Zero Field Fine-Structure Variation 
Angle (8) 
x/deg 
0° 
15° 
30° 
45° 
60° 
75° 
90° 
105° 
120° 
135° 
150° 
165° 
<P = 0° ¢ = 90° 
~1easured Calculated FWHM Measured Calculated FWHM 
F~JHM FWH~'1 
x/G ( I ) ( I I ) x/G ( I ) 
D~1A-d8 tJIEI=2'2MHz tJl E I =2m~Hz D~1A-d8 tJIEI=22MH z 
C \o...ble. 4- \) CbblQ It 2.) 
1 3. 0.8 0.7 
6. 0.7 0.7 8 . 0.5 
4. 0.6 0.6 8 . 0.4 
'1. 0.6 0.5 8. 0.4 
5. 0.5 0.5 11 . 0.6 
6. 0.5 0.5 1 7 . 1 .3 
- - - 26. 3.7 
13. 0.2 0.2 20. 7.7 
24. 2.9 2.5 9. 9.4 
27. 4.4 3.2 27. 6.8 
20. 1 . 8 1 . 3 16. 3.1 
- - - 14. 1 .4 
1 - Z constJnt, IX-Y I varied 
II - IZ-X I constant, IX -Y I varied (See Table 4.6) 
A\ E\ :;. Vo .. :t-\o...; l 11'\ )V\ r'ne -..I.) hLC- u..'-e ~p dhn 
v= 9.020 GHz 
FWHM = Fu ll Width at Half Maximum 
( I I ) 
tJI EI=2OMHz 
0.5 
0.3 
0.3 
0.5 
1 .2 
3.5 
7.8 
9.4 
6.6 
2-.9 
1 .3 
NB: The measured linewidth includes the hyperfine component. 
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Table 4.5: LinevJidths for the Traps In l-methyl ,2,4-dithiouracil 
TRANSITION Value of 
IX-YI Ix-ZI* IY-zl* 101 I E I 
x/MHz x/MHz x/MHz x/cm 
-1 
x/cm -1 
Trap 1 350 100 0.831 0.047 
Trap 2 7.2 166 133 0.870. 0.0458 
* X and Y sublevels assigned arbitrarily. 
From Taherian and Maki (1981) 
Linewidths for benzophenone and 2-benzoylpyridine 
IX-YI IY-ZI IX -Z I 
x/MHz x/MHz x/~1Hz 
BP-dO In DOE 6.28 
5.87 a) 
2BP I - 6 6. 8±O. 2 9. 7± 0.2 b) 
I I 5. 2± 0.2 - 25 26±1 b) 
a) from Yamauchi and Pratt (1979) 
b) from Batley, Bramley, Poldy and Robinson (19 79) 
BP = Benzophenone, DOE = p-Oibromodiphenylether, 
2GP = 2-Genzoylpyridine (I = intrinsic species, 
triplet excited, II = intrinsic species, singlet 
excited) 
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m1crowave transitions. This can be compared with the data for benzo-
phenone and 2-benzoylpyridine (Table 4.5) where there is much less 
linewidth variation between transitions. 
The primary difference between the triplet state of these 
compounds is the magnitude of the spin-orbit induced splitting. 
For molecules which are somewhat distorted 1n the excited state, 
the degree of distortion directly effects the magnitude of the spin-orbit 
coupling, and therefore the energy of the individual sublevels. In 
the case of DMA, for small variations from planarity the extra spin-orbit 
coupling terms that become allowed may be considered, as a first 
approximation, as a perturbation that is linear in a quantity that may 
be termed the degree of distortion, which may be measured by the angle 
the carbonyl group makes with its ground state geometry. The position 
of the carbonyl group, or any other distortion, will be modulated by 
the crystal field that the individual molecule experiences. In 
particular, this means that the exact minimum in the force field experienced 
by the excited molecule will be effected by the presence of nearby 
crystal disorder and variation in crystal strain. Since the geometry 
of the excited state is being changed, so too is the energy of the 
individual triplet sublevels. 
For the dithiouracil, it has been proposed that the most 
important spin-orbit coupling route 1S between the lowest 3 * IT IT state 
and the 1 * nn state, this coupling made possible by the out-of- plane 
distortion of the molecule 1n the triplet state. If we assu me that this 
1S the only major spin-orbit perturbation, and also that the perturbation 
changes the symmetry to effectively Cs symmet ry, then the proposal 
outlined above can be used to qualitatively explain these res ults . 
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This distortion leads to one level being split from 
the other two. Without knowledge of the fine-structure axes in such 
a molecule or the nature of the distortion, it is not possible to 
relate the carbonyl fine-structure axes, as previously defined, to the 
observed sublevels. Convention requires that the single level be 
labelled Z. The large sublevel splitting is due to a spin-orbit 
coupling route which is only available because of the molecular distortion. 
Therefore, the splitting will be dependent on the degree of distortion, 
since any shift of the structure toward planarity will decrease the 
strength of the spin-orbit coupling. Therefore, the energy of the Z 
sublevel will be modulated by any crystal strain or disorder which 
distorts the geometry of the molecule. In this simple picture, only 
the Z sublevel is perturbed. Therefore, the Ix-zi and IY-ZI transition 
will appear to be broadened. 
However, the relative energy of the X and Y sublevels 1S 
not changed, and so the transition should have a small linewidth. 
This is exactly what is observed for trap · 2. Unfortunately, the data 
for trap 1 is incomplete. However, the linewidths imply that the Y 
and Z sublevels are more sensitive to the environment than X, 
presumably because of the nature of the trap site. 
This proposition is further supported by an examindtion of the 
linewidth data observed for 2-benzoylpyridine following triplet and 
singlet excitation (Batley, Bramley, Poldy and Robinson, [1979J). The 
singlet excited species has a far larger linewidth than the triplet 
excited speC1es. This has been attributed by them to the singlet 
absorption producing molecules in the excited triplet state only near 
the surface of the crystal, because of the large extinction coefficient 
of the singlet state. This region experiences greater crystal strain, 
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and so inhomogeneously broadens the lines. Analysis of their observed 
linewidths indicates that it is a similar situation to that of 
l-methy12,4-dithiouracil. Here it has also been proposed that the Z 
sublevel is being selectively perturbed by the environment due to spin-
orbit coupling mechanisms which depend on the non-planarity of the 
excited state (Batley, Bramley, Po1dy and Robinson, [1979J). Presumably 
in this case it is the distortion of the carbonyl group. 
DMA clearly also belongs to this group. In this case it is 
known from the broad singlet excited ODMR spectrum that the linewidth 
is sensitive to the molecular environment. Also, the EPR data indicates 
that the excited state is somewhat distorted. If it is assumed that 
the important distortion is the out-of-p1ane motion of the carbonyl 
group, then it is possible to predict the linewidth for the three 
zero field transitions on the basis of the C2V and Cs point groups 
(Table 3.1). The dominant coupling that affects the lowest 3 * nrr state 
1S coupling to the nearby 3rrrr * state. As a first approximation, it 
1S the only interaction that needs to be considered. The point groups 
indicate that both the Z and Y sublevels will be involved in 
additional spin-orbit coupling on gOlng from C2V to Cs symnetry. 
Therefore, it can be predicted that the Y and Z sublevels will be 
depressed, and the X sublevel remain at the same energy. This indicates 
that the X Z and X~-~Y transitions should be significantly broader than 
the Y Z transition. Unfortunately, only one of these transitions can 
be observed at zero field. However, the large linewidth of the X ~Y 
transition is in agreement with the proposed hypothesis. 
4.2.2 Relationship Between Sublevel Energy and Molecular Orientation 
The energy shift for the Y and Z sublevel due to distortion 
induced spin-orbit coupling can be written as 
I I 2 - 1 EZ = EZ + <T, TI ,Y HSO T,n,Z > 6E12 
where IT,TI,Y > 
The form of the dependence of the spin~orbit matrix elements 
on the distortion is not known. It will be assumed that the energy 
dependence lS given by 
where 0 lS the angle of the carbonyl group to the equilibrium 
geometry, and AO lS a constant. From the prevlous arguments it is 
clear that if 0 is positive for an increasing distortion AO will 
be negative. 
4.2.3 High Field Linewidth - the Effect of Correlation Between 
~YI and the Fine-Structure Axes Orientation 
The explanation given for the excess linewidth at zero field 
proposes that there is a correlation between the orientation of the 
fine-structure axes, and the value of the fine-structure splitting 
parameters . This must also predict high field linewidths as well, 
based on some assumption on the way the fine-structure axes vary with 
the molecular distortion. 
The two obvious choices are a) to assume that the X and 
Z fine-structure axes are restricted to the xz ground state plane, 
and that the Y fine-structure axis does not alter its position, or 
b) to take the calculated position of the Z axis, in the excited 
state and allow variation of its orientation within the plane defined 
by this axis and the ground state Z aX1S. 
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From the preVlOUS discussion on zero field linewidth, the 
smaller IX -Y I splitting should be associated with a smaller distortion 
angle than average, and the larger IX-Y I values with a greater 
distortion angle. 
In Table 4.6 the calculated deviation from the accepted 
equilibrium position and fine-structure values for the two points at 
the FWHM of the zero field line have been tabulated, using- deviation 
angles derived by trial and error. The calculated values are compared 
with the residual linewidth derived previously. 
Only certain orientations have been included Slnce they show 
clearly the linewidth behaviour for the two possibilities. 
Although this interpretation clearly reproduces the 8,00 
plane linewidth more faithfully than the simple variation ln E by 
itself (Table 4.4), the linewidth calculated for the turning point 
ln the 8 ,900 plane is clearly very poorly fitted. However, the use 
of model b) improves the fit to experimental data at certain orientations, 
and highlights the sensitivity of this model to the direction of the 
fine-structure axes. This is especially important since the X and 
Y axes ha~e been assigned somewhat artibrarily for this model . 
The calculated value of the linewidth at 35GHz gives further 
assurance that the model is correctly describing the basic interactions 
that are occurrlng in DMA single crystals . 
4.2.4 Summary - Spin-Orbit Coupling Induced Magnetic Resonance 
Linewidth 
A qualitative explanation for the zero and high field 
linewid ths observed in DMA has been presented, in which the sublevel 
splittings are related to the individual molecular orientation , and 
therefore the fine -stru cture axes direction . Lack of experimental 
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Table 4.6: Predicted Linewidth for Various Magnetic Field Orientations 
Using the Observed Zero Field Linewidth, Assuming that the 
Linewidth is Induced by Variations in the Magnitude of 
Spin-Orbit Coupling Between States 
Magnetic Calculated Linewidths x/G 
Field Angle ~~ode 1 (a) Model ( b ) Residual O, q) (c) Linewidth 
x/Deg I I I I I I x/G 
45, 0 4.3 4.2 4.4 3.4 3 
120, 0 39.6 39 . 3 48 11 0 1 7 
1 35, 0 1 .5 12 70 3.3 1 2 (DMA-d O)* 
120, 90 135 122 110 90 2 
d) 40 , 90 40 130 13 140 34* 
Al l linewidths calculated for v = 9.018 GHz, except for d), 
which is calculated for v = 34 .62 GHz, linewidths = Full Width 
at Half Maximum 
(a) Z 90 and 12 0 from the ground state z direction, ln the 
xz plane. 
(b) Z 10 . 3 and 10.80 from the ground state z direction, in the 
ZZI plane, where ZI is the measured high field Z direction. 
Fine-structure parameters -1 (x/cm ) 
I Xl = 0.3723, Yl = 0.4167, Zl = 0 . 7890 
X2 = 0.3770, Y2 = 0.4120, Z2 = 0.7890 
I I Xl = 0.3778 , Yl = 0.4127, Zl = .0.7906 
X2 = 0. 3716, Y2 = 0.4159, Z2 = 0.7875 
(c) ln Orientation I (Chapter 2) 
* linewidths includes hyperfine broadening 
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information on the nature of the molecular distortion inhibits good 
quantitative fitting of the observed linewidth, although the calculations 
indicate that the coupling scheme gives a better explanation of the 
linewidth than the proposal that the fine - structure axes directions and 
the zero field splitting are unrelated . 
r 
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CHAPTER 5 
OPT I CAL SPECTRA OF 10 , 1 O - DIMETH YLANTHR. ACE~J - 9 - 0NE 
In this chapter the phosphorescence and absorption spectra of 
DMA are discu sed. The lifetime of the lowest triplet state and its 
phosphorescence spectrum indicate that the state is 
3 .>(-
• nll ~n charactp-r. 
On this basis the emission spectrum is then analyzed in more detail~ 
using both polarized Raman studies of DMA in the l1:quid state and 
compar~son with the normal mode frequencie . in anthraquinone . This 
identifies a number of vibrational modes observed in the phosphorescence 
spectrum as non- totally symmetric . This is explained by Herzberg- Teller 
vibronic coupling between the singlet states which are mixed (by spin-
orbit coupling) into the lowest triplet state . 
The pectrum of DMA as a guest in other host crystals is 
discussed . In most of the hosts used the spectrum at low temperature s 
is almost identical with that of the neat crystal . This is ascribed to 
the formation of microcrystallites of DMA within the host lattice . This 
explanation also gives a reasonable physical understanding of the 
temperature dependence of the emission in some hosts . 
The narrow linewidth (Shpolski:) spectrum of DMA ~n n- hexane 
~s much impler than that ob erved in the neat crystal and allows two 
low frequen y tran itions ~n the pho phorescence spectrum to be assigned . 
The polarized absorption spectrum of the neat crystal is 
pre ented~ and analy is indicates that the molecules at the non- symmetry 
related ite have dif erent triplet and singlet state energies . The 
three triplet absorption origins observed can be assigned to the three 
d'iffeY'e17t i tes in the cry tal. 
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Examination of the absorpti on spectr wn al so i ndicates that 
t he l OUJe t ~ * t nIT state i s at leas t -1 250cm t o higher ener gy than 
the 3 * n~ . tate ~ in agreement with the EPR data discussed i n Chapter 3. 
5. 1 EXPERH1ENTAL 
5 . 1 . 1 Absorption and Emission Spectra 
The light sources and filtering for the emlSSlon and absorption 
spectra were identical with those used ln the EPR measurements. Light 
from the crystal was then dispersed by a 0.75m, double pass Ebert 
spectrometer (PERKIN-ELMER, E-14) which has a reciprocal dispersion of 
2 . 6~/mm in the wavelength region of interest. The resultant signal 
was detected by an EMI 9789 QB photomu 1 tip 1 i er. The photocurrent was 
measured by either a Jarrell-Ash 26-780 electronleter or a Keithley 417 
picoammeter with 4170 input head. The spectra were then recorded on 
either a Linear model 555 Y-T recorder, or stored in a digital form by 
a Borer MACAMAC minicomputer, for subsequent analysis and plotting by 
a Digital PDP 11/45 computer. 
The sample was mounted on a copper block and cooled by a flow 
of cold helium gas. The telllperature of the sample was measured by a 
gold-chromel thermocouple embedded in th e copper block. 
For polarized absorption studies, 3M Type 105 UV polarizers 
were placed in the light path before and after the sample. The 
spectrometer was ca 1 i bra ted by measuri ng the wave 1 ength of known 1 i nes 
emitted by an iron hollow cathode lamp. 
5. 1 . 2 Phosphorescence Excitation Spectra 
For phosphorescence excitation spectra the output of the 450W Xe 
arc was filtered by a 10cm path length solution of 0.16M CuS04, and 
then dispersed by a Spex 1702 0.75m Czerny-Turner spectrometer. The 
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output of the monochromator was then focused on the sample . The emlSSlon 
from the sample was then dispersed by a Bausch and Lomb 33-86-02 
monochromator, and detected by an EMI 9840A photomultiplier. The 
photocurrent was monitored by a Keithley model 417 picoammeter and the 
output of the picoammeter was recorded by a Hitachi QP054 V-T recorder. 
The spectrometer was calibrated by measurement of the wavelength of 
known lines emitted by an iron hollow cathode lamp. 
The sample was cooled by a flow of cold helium gas ln an 
Oxford Instruments ESR9 flow cryostat, and the temperature was controlled 
by an Oxford Instruments OTC2 temperature controller. 
5. 2 ASSIGNMENT OF THE LOWEST TRIPLET STATE 
5. 2. 1 Structure of Emission 
Single crystals of OMA luminesce strongly at low temperatures 
fol l owing UV excitation. Analysis of this emlSSlon shows a short 
wavelength (high energy) orlgln at 24923cm- l (vac). The observed 
spectrum for OMA-d O is shown in Figure 5.1. There are several important 
features to be noted about this emlSSlon. Firstly, the spectrum is 
dominated by a progresslon ln a mode with a frequency of approximately 
-1 1650cm . By comparison witt) the emlSSlon, infrared and Raman spectra 
of other carbonyl compounds it is clear that this mode is primarily due 
to the carbonyl stretching mode. Vibrational modes observed that occur 
at less than this frequency from the origin also appear as combination 
bands built on to one quantum of this mode. The line broadening that 
is observed ln the spectrum as one goes further from the orlgln means 
that only the strongest features close to the origin can be seen as 
co 111 bin a t ion ban d s b u i 1 ton the 0 --?-2 ban d . 
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Figure 5.1: Phosphorescence Spectrum of DMA . Uncorrected for Photomultiplier Response. 
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5.2.2 DMA Neat Crystal Lifetimes 
The lifetimes of DMA-dO and -d8 are shown 1n Table 5.1. Two 
points are worth noting. 
Dt'uterium e ' p t . Fi rstly, the effect of deuterati on on 
the lifetime is small, especially in compar1son with the known effect 
for aromatic compounds such as naphthalene, where the lifetime rises 
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from 2.1s to 16.9s on deuteration (Hutchison and Mangum [1960J). The 
deuterium effect has been explained (Robinson and Frosch, [1962J[1963J) 
as arising from the change in the intersystem cross1ng rate from the 
lowest triplet state to high vibrational levels of the ground state. 
Deuterium substitution decreases considerably the frequency of the C-~I 
stretching mode. This has ,the effect of increasing the number of quanta 
of these modes needed to create a vibrational level equienergetic with 
the excited state. In general , the "Franck-Condon" overlap decreases 
with increasing difference in quantum number between the two coupled 
levels, so deuteration decreases the overlap between the two states 
and reduces the T1-S0 Intersystem crossing rate. The lifetime is the 
inverse of the total decay rate, and so the lifetime increases. 
Table 5.1: Lifetime of DMA-d8 and -dO as a Function of Temperature 
2K 77K 
DMA-dO 0.13(2) , 2.66(5) 0.32(2) 
DMA-d8 0.69(2), 2.63(5) 1.7(3) 
Data is given in ms. The figures 1n brackets are the 
uncertainty in the last digit. 
The data indicates that there 1S no deuterium effect on the 
long lifeti me component of the emission (within experimental error) 
but the lifetime of the shortlived component is lengthened by a factor 
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of five on deuteration. The lifetime of the shortlived component in 
both these cases will be distorted by the presence of some residual 
emlsslon from the lamp. This has been minimized as much as possible by 
ignoring phosphorescence emlSSlon occurring in the first SOws after 
the lamp had fired. Tests indicated that very little lamp emission 
occurred after this time span. 
The decay rate at temperatures high enough to promote fast 
spin-lattice relaxation should be the average of the three independent 
sublevel decay rates. If the third decay rate is assumed to be equal 
to the smallest measured rate, the predicted high temperature decay 
rate for DMA-dO is equivalent to a lifetime of 0.35ms, in good agreement 
with the observed lifetime at 77K. For DMA-dS the 77K lifetime of 
1.7(3)ms can be compared with the predicted lifetime of 1.36ms. 
5.2.3 Orbital Nature of the Lowest Triplet State 
The simple Molecular Orbital picture of molecular transitions 
predicts that there are two types of low energy excited state associated with 
* excitation of the carbonyl group, excitation from a n to n orbital 
or from a non-bonding orbital associated with the oxygen atom (n) to 
* a n orb ita 1 . 
These resultant triplet states can be distinguished by a 
number of criteria (McGlynn, Azumi and Kinoshita, [1969J, p.246) . . Two 
3 * of the most illlPortant are that the spectra of nrl" states are ln 
general dominated by a progression in the carbonyl stretching mode, and 
3 * the second is that nn states normally have a lifetime of less than 
3 * 10ms, whereas nn states have lifetimes greater than lOOms. The 
first criterion arises fro m the M. O. picture, which su ggests that the 
* nn excitation is very strongly localized on the oxygen atom, and so 
perturbs the carbonyl grou p stron gly, resulting in a large shift in the 
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normal coordinate associated with the change in length of the carbonyl 
group. As a result a long progression in this mode 1S expected. The 
second criterion arises from a consideration of the spin-orbit coupling 
route leading to em1SS10n from the two states. For 3 * nn (3Az (Z)) 
states, dominant coupling can be expected to the 1 * 1 nn ( AZ) state, 
whereas the 3n n*(3A1 (Z)) state couples to the 1n n* 1Al state. As 
a result of the state symmetry the transition to the 1 nn* lA 1 state 
from the ground state is dipole allowed, whereas the transition 
to the 1 * nn is dipole forbidden. Therefore, the transition to the 
1 nn* state 1S much more intense, and so the 3 * nn state can be 
expected to be more radiatively active which implies a shorter lifetime. 
Note that this discussion ignores the X and Y sublevels 
for these two states. For 3 * nn states, this is valid because the Z 
sublevel is the dominant radiative level. However, for 3 * nn states 
spin-orbit coupling by the X and Y sublevels may also be important 
(see Chapter 3). However, these states do not induce sufficient 
radiative activity to alter the conclusions. 
The two triplet states can lie very close together, and so mlX 
signi.ficant1y mak ing the definition more difficult as in Z,4-dimethy1benzal-
~ 
dehyde, (Despres, Lejeune, Migirdicyan and Siebrand, [1979J). 
However, DMA clearly falls into the category of the 3 * no states. 
The lifetime 
of the lowest triplet state of DMA shows two notable departures from that 
observed in the most studied aromatic carbonyl compound, benzophenone. 
Firstly, the lifetime is much shorter than the Z.lms observed at low 
temperatures for benzophenone (Yamauchi and Pratt, [1979J), and secondly, 
the deuterium effect in benzophenone 1S very small ln comparlson with 
the magnitude of the effect in DMA. 
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The increased effect of deuterium substitution most likely 
* arlses from the greater de10calization of the n state arising from 
the near-planar nature of the molecule ln comparison with the bent 
structure of benzophenone in the neat crystal and p-dibromodiphenylether. 
* The ring twist will inhibit overlap of the nand n orbitals and so 
inhibit de10calization. As a result, the excited state in benzophenone 
will be less sensitive to the changes in the benzene rings in comparison 
to DMA. 
The short measured lifeti me for the DMA 3 * nn state can 
arlse from either an lncrease in the radiative rate or an increase ln 
the non-radiative rates. The magnitude of the deuterium effect suggests 
that the non-radiative processes are far more important in DMA than in 
benzophenone. Also, analysis of the phosphorescence spectra (Section 
5.4.4) indicates that the 3 * nn state is vibronical1y coupled to the 
strongly allowed 1B2
l
nn* state(s) arising from excitation of 
primarily the benzene rlnys. This coupling will also increase the 
overall radiative rate. The short lifetime of the lowest triplet state 
therefore arises from a combination of an increase in the non-radiative 
and radiative rates. 
5.3 VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE PHOSPHORESCENCE SPECTRA 
5.3. 1 Raman Spectra 
In order to analyze the bands observed in the phosphorescence 
spectrum, the Raman spectrunl of the single crystal at 10K and the melt 
have been measured. The temperature dependence of the low frequency 
Raman transitions observed in the single crystal have been discussed 
already ln Chapter 2. These bands have been assigned to scattering by 
phonons ln the crystal on the basis of their temperature dependence. 
-1 The bands above 100cm have been analyzed in the melt and their 
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depolarization ratios used to determine whether the vibration excited 
1S totally symmetric or not. 
The neat crystal Raman spectra were unsuitable for the 
determination of the symmetry of the molecular vibrations because of 
the triclinic unit cell. Although the effect of three different 
orientations could be deconvoluted from the measured polarization ratio, 
the differences between the sites results in different frequencies for 
some modes between sites. As a result, some lines show broadening, 
while others show complete splitting into two or three components . 
This brings uncertainty into the interpretation of the measured 
polarizations, and so reduces the useful data obtained from such a 
measurement. 
The molecular wavefunctions must transform as an irreducible 
representation of the molecular point group of C2V . Selection rules 
for the Raman scattering process are such that all vibrations are 
accessible. 
The depolarization ratio* is dependent on the symmetry of 
the initial and final states. For non-totally symmetric final states 
and a symmetric ground (initial) state, the ratio equals 0.75, for 
symmetric bands it is less than 0.75. On this basis the lines have been 
assigned to be transitions to vibrations along either totally symmetric 
or non-totally symmetric normal modes, as shown in Table 5.2. 
* The depolarization ratio for a band 1S glven by 
where 11 ( I 'II ) - i n ten sit y 0 f the s cat t ere d 1 i g h t for t hat ban d 
with an electric field vector perpendicular (parallel) to the excitation 
electric field vector (plane polarized light) (Long, [1977J). 
Table 5.2: DMA-d O' Raman Frequencies and Symmetry In the 
Supercooled Melt 
6. \) 11 Symmetry* 
x/cm -1 I j I (C 2V ) 
115 O. 7± 0.1 nts? 
165 O. 7± a . as nts 
188 0.8±0 . 05 nts 
230 0.8±0.05 nts 
317 0.3±0.05 a1 
365 0.1±0.05 a1 
505 <0. 1 a1 
612 0.7±0.05 nts 
672 0.1±0.05 a1 
768 0.7±0.05 nts 
815 ? ? 
917 <0. 1 al 
1042 < <0.1 a1 
1067 <0. 3 a1 
1135 <0.3 a1 
1170 0.1±0.05 a1 
1176 O. 2± 0.05 a1 
1210 O. 1±0. 05 a1 
1272 O. 1±0 . 05 al 
1278 <0.2 a1 
1290 ? ? 
1320 0.1±0 . 05 a1 
1450 O. 2± 0.05 a1 
1465 0.4±0.05 a1 
1570 0.74±0.03 nts 
1600 0.3±0.05 al 
1657 0.1 O±O. 05 al 
* nts - non-totally symmetric vibration 
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Table 5.3: Comparison of a1 Raman Frequencies of DMA with Those 
of Anthraquinone (a 1g and b1u modes (D 2h ) :: a1(C 2V )) 
Frequency Obsd, AQ ca1cd ca1cd mode 
x/cm -1 x/cm - 1 ( 1 ) ( 2) number (1 ,2) Vibration Type 
317 301 322 326 v12a 1 9 Bending vibration 
365 
505 503 470 v11 a 1 9 Bending vibration 
672 684 720 707 v1 Oa 1 9 Bending vibration 
917 
1042 1030 1030 1041 V8 a1g C-H bend 
1067 1053 818 805 v30 b1 u Deformation 
1135 1144 1149 1167 v9a1 9 C-H bend 
1170 1168 1124 1121 v29bl u C-H bend 
1176 1178 11 85 1222 v7 a1 9 C-H bend 
1210 1212 1323 1335 v6 al 9 C-C stretch 
1272 
1278 
1320 1310 1296 1285 v2 7bl u C-H bend 
1450 1455 1460 1413 v26 b 1 u C-C stretch 
1465 1476 1431 v5a1 9 C-C stretch 
1600 1596 1559 1608 v4 a1 9 C-C stretch 
1657 1665 1714 1675 V3 a1g C=O stretch 
(1) = Strokach, Gasti10vich and Shigorin, (1971) a 
(2) = Strokach, Gastilovich and Shigorin, (1971) b 
Assignnlent based on observed Raman and infrared frequencies (Lehmann, 
Smolarek, Khalil and Goodman [1979J) except where no Raman signal for 
that vibration occurs. 
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5.3.11 Raman Spectra: Comparison with Anthraquinone 
In order to further analyze the Raman spectrum, these bands 
were compared with those observed for anthraquinone-dO and 
anthraquinone-dS by Lehmann, Smolarek, Kha lil and Goodman (1979). This 
comparison has only been performed for the intense lines in the spectrum 
of the same symmetry (under C2V )' and is shown in Table 5.3 for the 
totally symmetric modes. To compare the observed symmetry of the bands 
in the two molecules, it is necessary to transform the irreducible 
representations of the D2h point group appropriate for anthraquinone to 
those of the C2V point group. This is possible because the C2V point 
group 1S a sub-group of the point group D2h . The appropriate 
transformation can be achieved by removing those symmetry elements 1n 
D2h point group that do not occur in the C2V point group. The resulting 
representations are then one of those of the C2V point group. The 
appropriate transformation is shown in Table 5.4 and the Iidegraded" 
representation included in all other tables. 
Table 5.4 : Transformation of Irreducible Representations 
from D2h to C2V 
D2h C2V 
A - }- Al g 
Blg - }- A2 
B20 -}- Bl 
oJ 
B3g B2 
A - ).- A2 u 
Blu Al 
B2u - ).- B2 
B3u - }- Bl 
The parallel between the Raman spectra of the two species 
implied by Table 5.3 indicates that the molecular force fields for 
these two molecules are very similar, and therefore that the normal 
vibrations are similar. On this basis the symmetries determined 
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from the vibrations observed in the melt can be used in conjunction with 
the symmetries determined for anthraquinone to assign the vibrational 
structure in the phosphorescence spectrum of DMA single crystals. 
5. 3.2 Analysis of the ~hosp~orescence Spectra of DMA 
The bands observed in the phosphorescence spectrum, their 
relative intensities, and the tentative assignments on the basis of the 
arguments listed above are shown in Table 5.5. The change in frequency 
on isotopic substitution, v(dO) - v(dg), for those bands which have 
an obvious partner in the DMA-dg phosphorescence spectrum, and the 
ratio for anthraquinone is summarized in Table 5.6. 
The isotopic shift ratio is dependent on the normal mode in 
question, and so may be used as a further guide ln comparing the 
spectra of the two compounds. As can be seen, the isotopic shift data 
for the intense lines of the spectrum for these two compounds are also 
similar, adding further assurance to the assignment. Note that this 
leaves few of the intense bands in the spectrum unassigned. 
As can be seen in Table 5.5, many of the weaker bands that 
cannot be assigned on the basis of the Raman frequencies can be 
tentatively assigned as combination and overtone bands. The weakness 
of these bands is to be expected since the fundamental vibrations are 
very weak. That is, if we assume that the nuclear and electronic 
motions are uncorrelated, we can separate the dipole-moment appropriate 
for such a transition into an electronic and vibrational term (Born-
Oppenheimer approximation). 
Wavelength 
( air) 
x/E 
4011 . 1 
4014. 1 
4014.8 
4016. 1 
4017.4 
4018. 1 
4019.0 
4019.4 
4019.9 
4021 . 1 
4023.2 
4025.5 
4026.1 
4028.2 
4031.2 
4032.5 
4035.3 
4038.1 
4041.0 
4043.2 
4048.9 
4050.0 
4050.5 
4061.2 
4063. 1 
4065 . 7 
4068.7 
4070.1 
4071.2 
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Table 5.5: Phosphorescence Spectrum DMA-dO 
Frequency 
Shift 
from Origin 
-1 
x/cm 
o 
19 
23 
31 
39 
44 
48 
52 
55 
62 
74 
89 
93 
106 
124 
132 
150 
167 
185 
199 
233 
237 
243 
301 
319 
335 
352 
361 
36 8 
Assignment 
(C 2V symmetry), Source of 
- 1 ) Intensity (frequencies x/cm Assignment 
vs 0 -+ 0 
m mol. vibration (CH 3) spectrum ln 
w 
m 
w 
w 
vw 
vw 
vw 
VW 
s 
W 
W 
VW 
vw 
VW 
VW 
s 
VW 
VW 
s 
W 
VW 
W 
VVW 
W 
VW 
VW 
groups? n-hexane (sec.5.6.23) 
phonon? 
phonon (29) single crystal Ramari 
phonon (40) single crystal Raman 
phonon (44) single crystal Raman 
phonon (47) single crystal Raman 
phonon (53) single crystal Raman 
phonon (56) single crystal Raman 
phonon (61) single crystal Raman 
phonon? 
phonon (88) single crystal Raman 
(74 + 19) 
phonon (1 04) single crystal Raman 
(74 + 50) 
(133) single crystal Raman 
2 x 74? 
nts, (169) b" Raman, melt 
out of plane def. AQ phospho 
nts (188) Raman, melt 
nts (230) b2 (236) Raman, melt 
in plane def. 
(233 + 74) 
a1(317) 
(319 + 19)? 
a1 (365) 
AQ, Infrared 
Raman, melt 
Raman, melt 
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Table 5.5: Phosphorescence Spectrum D~1A-dO (continued) 
Frequency 
wave1t:llych Shift Assignment 
(a i r) from Origin (C 2V symmetry), Source of 
x/E -1 -1 x/cm Intensity (frequencies x/cm ) Assignrnent 
4076.4 400 w (233 + 167)? 
4078. 1 409 m 
4080.9 427 w 
4087.3 465 vw 
4093.7 503 v\v a1(505) Raman, melt 
4096.7 519 vw 
4106.0 575 vw 
4111.5 609 m nts (612) Raman, melt 
b2 AQ, Infrared 
4112.3 615 vw 
4118.0 647 vw 
4124.0 683 w a1(672)? Raman, melt 
(609 + 74)? 
4125.4 690 w 
4125.9 694 rn 
4138.7 769 rn nts (768) Raman, melt 
b2 AQ, Raman 
4141.5 785 vvw 
4147.5 820 vvw ? (815) Raman, melt . , 
4148 .1 823 m 
4151.4 843 w (823+19) ,(768+74) 
(609+233) 
4154.6 861 w (693 + 167) 
4160.5 895 vvw (823 + 74) 
4163.6 913 m a1(917) Raman, melt 
4167.7 937 vw (768 + 167) 
4177 . 0 990 w (913+74) ,(823+167) 
4179 . 4 1004 vw (768 + 233) 
4196.7 1103 w 
4202.5 1136 w a1(1135) Raman, melt 
4209.3 1174 vw a1(1176) Raman, melt 
4215.6 1210 vw al (1210) Raman, melt 
4219.5 1232 vw (913 + 316)? 
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Table 5.5: Phosphorescence Spectrum DMA-dO (continued) 
Frequency 
Wavelength Shift Assignment 
(air) from Origin (C 2V symmet ry) , Source of x/~ -1 -1 Assignment x/cm Intensity (frequencies x/cm ) 
4225.3 1264 w 
4226.3 1269 m al (1272) Raman, melt 
4228.3 1281 vw al (1278) Raman, melt 
4231.9 1302 vvw (1136+ 167), (693+609) 
4236.4 1326 vvw a1(1320) Raman, melt 
4237.5 1332 vw 
4239.7 1344 vw (1269 + 74) 
4242.4 1359 vvw (1269 + 74 + 1 9) 
4245.2 1375 vvw (768 + 609) 
4247.2 1386 vw (2 x 693) 
4258.2 1447 m a1(1450) Raman, melt 
4262.2 1469 vw a 1 ( 1465 ) Raman, melt 
4265.3 1486 vw (1447 + 2 x 19) ? 
4272.0 1521 vw (1447 + 74) 
4283.8 1587 m nts (1570) Raman, melt 
4286.2 1600 s a 1 ( 1600 ) Raman, melt 
4289.5 1618 m 
4294.4 1645 III 
4296.2 1654 vs a1(1657) Raman, melt 
carbonyl stretch 
Spectral bandwidth = 0.06~ 
Intensities: vs = very strong, m = medium , w = weak, vw = very weak, 
vvw = very very weak. 
AQ = anthraquinone. 
Data from Lehmann, Slllola rek, Khalil and Goodman (1979). 
'. 
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Table 5.6: Deuterium Shifts 1 n the Phosphorescence Spectra 
of m1A 
DMA Anthraquinone 
v(dO) v(dO)-v(d8) v(dO) v(dO)-v(d8) Symmetry Vibration 
-1 
-1 -1 
-1 D2h (C 2V ) Type x/cm x/cm x/cm x/cm 
167 8 167 7 b3u (b l ) out of plane def. 
233 14 250 14 b39 (b 2) 1 n plane def. 609 23 624 23 b2u (b2) ln plane def. 
769 39 678 27 b3g (b2) 1 n plane def. 
1269 194 
1447 99 1455 55 blu(a l ) C-C stretch 
1600 29 1594 26 alg(a l ) C-C stretch 
1654 0 1665 5 alg(a l ) carbonyl str. 
Assignment in this table based ln rart on the symmetry of these modes 
for DMA from the Raman studies of the melt. 
Description of the normal mode from normal coordinate analysis of 
Strokach, Gasti10vich and .Shigorin (1970) a) and b). 
Now, for an electric dipole allowed transition, 
Intensity ex: = 
u = dipole moment operator = L: e.r. 
-J 
J 
I i ,Vi > = ~ 1S the state wavefunction. iv ' 
Now, if the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is invoked 
IU 
. iv' = tjJ . X , 1 V 
where ~i 1S the electronic, and XVi 1S the vibrational 
wavefunction. 
The vibrational wavefunction can be split up further by expanS10n 
in terms of the normal modes K. That is 
where ~K 1S the change in the normal mode K from 
the reference (ground state) configuration. 
If there 1S no m1x1ng of normal modes upon excitation (Dushinsky 
coupling), M can be written as 
M = <flu l i > n < K(R - £JK )IK > 
- K K 
where the product term is called a Franck-Condon factor. 
The first integral, which is an integral over the electronic 
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coordinates, can be expanded 1n a Taylor's series (around the equilibrium 
geometry) as a function of the norma l coordinates. If only the first 
term is retained (Condon approximation), the expression may be written as 
M = < f l~ )RK i > flK < K(R K - £JK ) IK > 
o 
11 3. 
The transitions in question are from the zero point vibrational level 
in the excited state. So, 
Clearly, for a combination band, the resultant intensity will 
be the product of the fundamental intensities. That 1S, for 
combination band X(i+j)' where 1 and J are the two fundamental 
frequencies; 
I.. I . 
l+J = _ _ 1_ x 
I . 
J 
ITOT ITOT 
Since the only fundamental with a significant intensity 
compared with the total transition intensity is the c~rbonyl stretching 
mode, only combination and overtone bands built onto this fundamental 
have significant intensity. All other overtone bands must be much 
weaker. 
It should also be noted that if 6=0 for a normal coordinate 
K, the associated Franck-Condon factor will be zero except when th~re 
1S no change in the vibrational quantum number for that state, and so 
such vibrations will not be observed in phosphorescence spectrum. 
5.3.3 Microwave Modulated Phosphorescence Spectra 
In order to understand fully the reasons for the presence of 
non-totally symmetric modes in the phosphorescence spectrum, it is 
necessary to consider the data obtained from the microwave modulated 
phosphorescence spectra, since it glves a clear picture of which 
spin-sublevels are giving rise to the emission observed. 
A Microwave Modulated Phosphorescence (MMP) spectrum is 
a plot of the observed ODMR signal intensity versus the wavelength 
at which the phosphorescence is being monitored . If we consider the 
simple two level scheme shown in Figure 3.2 and assume that kr2 and 
knr2 are zero and F2 1S non-zero, it is clear that n2 > nl . 
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Then, with the application of microwave power, 
so will the observed phosphorescence. Provided 
nl will 1ncrease, and 
s k12 1S slow, the 
above argument can also be used if knrl and krl are zero. 
If is fast and the lower level is the emitting state however, the 
microwave radiation will cause a decrease in phosphorescence . If the 
two l evels are both emissive, but they emit at different frequencies, 
and they satisfy the criterion (n l - n2)(k rl - kr2 ) f 0 (Chapter 3), 
it is possible to see the spectra of the two sublevels, overlayed but 
separated from each other by the sign of the response of the 
phosphorescence to microwave radiation. 
The MMP spectra observed for DMA- dO are shown in Figure 5.2 
at zero magnetic field, and at two different orientations in a magnetic 
field in Figure 5.3. Included in this diagram are the direction 
cos1nes between the magnetic field and the molecular axes derived 1n 
Chapter 3. 
5.3. 31 Correlation Between the M~P and Phosphorescence Spectra 
The zero field MMP spectrum is identical to the phosphorescence 
spectra shown in Fi gure 5. 1, when allowance is made for the poorer 
resolution of the MP spectrum. As was mentioned in Chapter 3, the 
large linewidth of the zero field transition between the X and Y 
sublevels results in low signal intensity, and hence low signal-to-
noise ratios. The similarity between the two spectra indicates, on 
the basis of the arguments just mentioned , that the ratio of the 
Lf) 
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Figure 5 . 2 : ~1icrowave ~1odulated Phosphorescence Spectrum at Zero Field
1
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radiative rates for the two sublevels does not vary greatly over the 
phosphorescence spectrum. This implies either that the two sublevels 
have very similar radiative activity, or that one of the sublevels is 
much more radiatively active than the other. 
5. 3.32 O-167cm- l (bl ) Vibrational Mode 
The high field ~~MP spectrum 5.3 a) shows the result of m1x1ng 
X and Y together, and m1x1ng Z slightly into both, but predominately 
X, and 5.3 b) is the spectrum resulting from a strong interaction 
between X and Z. The reverse sign of the l67cm- l mode in 5. 3 b) 
in comparison with the rest of the predominant features indicates, on 
the basis of the previous arguments, that the emission at that wavelength 
ar i ses from a different sublevel than the bulk of the spectrum. 
If the simple model .for a carbonyl compouncJ in its lowest 
3 * 
nn state described in Chapter 2 is used, the bulk of the phosphorescence 
intensity can be expected to arise from the Z sublevel and be transitions 
to the ground state plus totally symmetric .vibrations . The MMP 
spectrum 5.3 b) can then be interpreted in terms of the positive gOlng 
spectrum arising from the mixture of the Z and Y sublevels, and 
the negative going peak at l67cm- l being the result of emission from 
the X sublevel. When Z is mixed more strongly with X rather 
than Y (Figure 5.3 a)), the spectrum is then all negative g01ng, 
as would be expected from the model proposed. More importantly, however, 
the l67cm- l band is reduced in intensity in comparison with the 
phosphorescence spectrum. This is further evidence that the emission 
from this band corresponds to a transition from the X sublevel. 
The stren0th of all other bands shown depends on the relative mixing 
of the Z sublevel into the X and Y sublevels. However, the 
. - 1 1ntensity of the 167cm mode 1S dependent only on the mix ing of the 
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Figure 5. 3: ticrowave odu1ated Phosphorescence Spectra of DMA at 
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X and Y sublevels. Since these two levels are fairly evenly mixed , 
as 1S shown by the difference in their respective direction COS1nes 
to the magnetic field, this band has little intensity. 
5.3.33 0-233cm- l (b 2) Vibrational Mode 
-1 The MMP data clearly shows that the intensity of the 233cm 
band follows that of the phonon spectrum, and the other al modes, as 
is shown in the MMP spectrum in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 a). This 
indicates that the primary emitting state to this ground state 
vibrational level is the Z sublevel. Although the data on the other 
b2 vibrations in the spectrum is very poor due to the lack of 
phosphorescence intensity, it seems reasonable to assume that this will 
be true for all b2 modes. 
5.4 Z SUBLEVEL EMISSION 
5.4. 1 Vi brati ons of al Symmetry 
For the transition moment integral (M) to be non-zero it is 
necessary that the direct product of the irreducible representations 
(I.R.) of the wavefunctions and operator contain the totally symmetric 
I.R. As a consequence of spin-orbit coupling, both the initial and 
final electronic states transform under the symmetry operations of the 
C2V point group as the al I.R. As a result, the electronic matrix 
element 
uo = <T,ZI~)RK I¢,> 
o 
1S non-zero only when also transforms like the 1. R. 
we may expect the electronic transition to be z polarized. 
Therefore, 
The vibrational matrix element 
must also be totally symmetric, and Slnce the upper state transforms 
as the al I.R., all ground state vibrations must also have al 
symmetry. The analysis of the spectrum shows that the majority of 
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the bands present are totally symmetric, and so obey the selection rules 
inherent in the Condon approximation. 
5.4.2 Vibrations of b2 Symmetry 
The analysis of the emission spectra does indicate, however, 
that vibrations of b2 symmetry are also present. Their presence 
indicates that the description of the emlSS10n process 1S inadequate. 
It is likely that this is a result of the breakdown of the Condon 
approximation, which is normally described by Herzberg-Teller coupling. 
5.4.21 Herzberg-Teller Coupling 
The transition Illoment integral can be written as 
where the Born-Oppenheimer approximation has been used, separating 
electronic and nuclear Illotion. The electronic integral can then be 
expanded in a Taylor1s series around a sy~netric equilibrium configuration 
glvlng 
M = < ol~oll >< vlvl > + 
+ ... 
The first term describes the simple absorption or emlSSlon process 
described earlier, and in this case will be considered to be zero. 
It will also be assumed that the second term 1S the only other 
important term 1n the expans1on. Therefore 
M = 
vc 
Now, 
« a-R)R \110 ) lu 11> + K K -o 
a) 
+ <0 I u ~) 11 > 
- aRK RK 
o 
c) 
<01 d~K\ ~ 11> 
o 
b) 
Since u = L 
J 
must be zero. 
e . r. (electric dipole approximation), the second term 
- J 
Now, 
(derived from the Hermitian property of the linear momentum operator. 
See Kemble [1958J). Including a projection over the complete set of 
states, this gives 
a) = -< 0 ~R ) R I L I i> < i l ull > 
a K KO i 
where 1 = sum over a complete set of states. 
This glves 
+ < 01 u Ii > <i I-R
d ) R 11 > J 
- a K K 
o 
If 1 denotes an excited state <i lu l l > 1S the transition moment 
integral for a transition between two excited states. These are not 
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known and generally ignored. This leaves the Herzberg-Teller coupling 
term 
L <Olul i >< i I-Rd)R 11>< vl (RK - RK ) Ivl > 1 - d K K 0 o 
(Orlandi and Siebrand, [1973J) 
Qualitatively, this expresslon represents intensity stealing 
from other states 1 so that the transition to Il,v> galns intensity. 
The first term lS the transition moment integral between the ground 
state ~O and the coupling state 'P . , 
1 
the second term describes the 
strength of the coupling, dnd the final Franck-Condon like term is 
similar to an infrared transition moment integral. If the vibrations can 
be described by harmonic oscillators, the resulting vibrational 
wavefunctions are Hermite polynomials, and the recursion formula 
gives the selection rule nl = ni l for the vibrational quantum number 
of mode K. 
The transition moment integral for 3 * nn 
carbonyl compounds is much weaker than that of the 
states of aromatic 
3 * nn state, and 
so it seems unlikely that the observed intensity in these modes arises 
from coupling to this state. For coupling to a singlet state, spin-
orbit coupling must also be included. 
5.4.3 Vibronic Spin-Orbit Coupling to the 1n )[* (lA2) State 
For simplicity, it will be assumed that the 3nn*(T1) state couples 
only to the 3nn*(T2) and 1]111*(52) states by spin-orbit 
1 * 3 * coupling, and that the nn (51) state, couples to the lowest nn 
state. 
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Using perturbation theory expans10n of Chapter 3 to 
describe the spin-orbit coupling, this gives 
IS 1 > 
<T2,n IHso ISl > 
= IS 1 > + L E I T2 ,n > 
n ~ SlT2 
and 
I 
IT1 ,m > 
where m and n sum over the triplet sublevels. 
Substitution of these express10ns into the expression derived 
for the vibronic coupling induced transition moment integral glves 
IT 1 ,m I HIS 2 > ( M ) - L <0 I u I S 1 > E SO <S 11 -Rd ) R I S 2> + SOvc m J' - A ~ 
, n - D T1S2 a K K 
o 
<SlIHSoIT2,n> <Sl IHSoIT2,n > 
E < T2,n I-Rd)R IT 1,m> + ---=-E---~ SlT2 d K K ~ SlT2 o 
<T1,mIH So IT2,n> 
~ET1T2 
The last term in the square brackets must be zero. The first 
term involves spin-orbit coupling to S2 and vibronic coupling between 
Sl and S2. The second describes spin orbit coupling between Sl and 
T2, followed by vibronic coupling between T2 and T1. 
For the integrals to be non-zero it is necessary for the direct 
product of the irreducible representations of the symmetry properties 
of the individual elements to contain the totally symmetric irreducible 
representation. The ground state normal modes observed in the spectrum 
transform as the b2 I. R. in C2V ' or a" 1n Cs assuming the 
distortion from planarity found in the EPR spectra. The excited state 
1S totally symmetric implying that the normal modes K must transform 
as the b2 (a"CS) l.R. Given this, the state coupled by this mechanism 
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must transform as the or 1. R. This means that the 
vibronic coupling terms in both parts of the above expression may be 
non-zero provided Cs symmetry applies. 
The point must be made that under the C2V point group the 
transition between the ground state and the 1 * nn 1S not allowed by 
electric dipole operator. Therefore this description is only strictly 
true if the symmetry 1S Cs ' where the transition then becomes allowed and 
y polarized. This coupling route depends, therefore, on the presence 
of an out-of-plane distortion of the molecule upon formation of the 
triplet state. 
The magnitude of the term 
can be readily estimated, since this is the 
spin-orbit induced intensity of the 3nn* before vibronic coupling. 
No major bands in the absorption spectrum can be assigned to absorption 
to the 3nn* state. Even allowing for intensity redistribution due 
to vibronic mixing this implies that it is much smaller than the 
spin-orbit coupling induced intensity of the 3 * nn 
more, the transition from the ground state to the 
state. 
-1 228cm 
What 1S 
vibration 
in the 3nn* triplet vibration supposedly gains its intensity from 
the 3nn* state, and yet is at least 5 times more intense than 
the 0-)- 0 transition in this state. Even if very stron g coupling 
between these two levels occurred, an intensity ratio of 1:1 1S the 
largest possible. Therefore this term can be neglected. The magnitude 
of t1e ril 'si. tenll can be es ti mated by considering the ratio of the 
transition moment integral due to this term and that arising from 
spin-orbit coupling to the lowest lA, nn * state (MSO ). 
t~ow , 
so 
The vibronic coupling matrix element may be simplified by 
the use of perturbation theory, glvlng 
S . ,d Mp 1 S2 a < 1 I@ ~\,,- > 1-) 1 S2 > = - L: 1 S i > 
aRK RKO if2 Ei - ES2 
Assuming othonormality of the basis functions, this glves 
Now 
-1 
= 26,000cm 
-1 ES2 = 37,000cm (Curtis, Tuites, Oybrig [1960J. Assigned 
1 * 
as nn Al by large extinction coefficient and relationship to 
anthraquinone 18 state at 37,000cm- l (Orott and Orearman, [1967J). u 
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1 * 1 f( nn , Al ) = 0.1 - 0.5 (forma ldehyde : Pople and Sidman [1957J, 
Price [1935J), (0.2 - 0.4 benzophenone (summa rized by Mijoule and 
Leclerq [1979J). 
1 * -3 f( nn ) ~ 2. 4 x 10 (benzophenone: Senithilnathan and 
Singh, [1973J). 
vJ her e f ( ) i s the 0 sci 1 1 a tor s t r eng t h for the t ran sit ion fro m 
the ground state to the state in question . 
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Using these estimates we may estimate the predicted intensity 
ratio 
[
( MSOvc) j 12 
r~so ) 
It seems unlikely, therefore, that this interaction results 1n the 
observed intensity in the b2 vibrational modes. 
5.4 .4 1 * Vibronic Spin-Orbit Coupling to Other nn States 
Vibronic coupling between the lnn* 1A1 state and other 
states may also provide a possible route for the intensity 
enhancement of the b2 modes. Following the argument just discussed, 
the resultant transition moment integral (M ) can be expanded vc2 j 
to glve 
<Tl! Hso IS2> a 
= <SO I u I S 2> E < S 21 - R-) R I S 3> 6 T1S2 a K K 
x<vO I (R K - RK ) Ivj > o 
o 
The appropriate intensity ratio for this coupling route 1n compar1son 
with direct spin-orbit coupling 1S 
1 * 1 The likely states for coupling to the nn A1 state are 
the two 11* B2 (C 2V ) nn states that lie 1n close proximity. For 
benzophenone the separation between the states 1S approximately 4,000 
and 9, 000 cm - 1 ( See M i j 0 u 1 e and L e c 1 e rq [1 9 79 J, for a s u mm a r y) and 
-1 for anthraquinone 6,000 and 3,000cm (Orott and Orearman, [1967J). 
Hochstrasser and Marzzacco (1968) have calculated the magnitude of the 
vibronic coupling integral for a number of different co~pounds from 
experimental data and finds that it lies in the range of 80-1000cm- l . 
Given this, it seems likely that this could provide a source of 
intensity for non-totally symmetric modes. 
From the previous arguments it is clear that these 
states will induce intensity into the b2 vibrations (in C2V 
s ymme try) and aI/ ( C S) . 
This mechanism correctly predicts the symmetry of the 
vibronically induced transitions observed, and the coupling matrix 
elements are likely to be sufficiently large to explain the observed 
intensity. 
5 .4. ~. Z Sublevel Emission - Summary 
The bulk of the emission from the Z sublevel ga1ns its 
11* intensity from direct spin-orbit coupling to the Al nn state. 
Phosphorescence activity in b2 modes indicates that additional 
intensity results from spin-orbit-vibronic coupling between the Z 
1 1 * 1 1 * sublevel and the B2( nn ) state via the Al ( nn ) state. 
5 . 5 X SUBLEVEL EMISSION 
5.5.1 Emission to Totally Symmetric Ground State Vibrations 
SymmetYly 
As has been discussed 1n Chapter 3, the space-sp1n symmetry 
of the X sublevel belongs to the 3Bl I.R .. If the 0-+0 transition 
1S considered it is clear that, for a non-zero transition moment to 
a totally sym/lletric.. state, the transition must be induced by a dipole 
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moment that transforms as the bl I.R ., which implies that this transition 
should be x (out of plane) polarized . 
This transition can become spin-allov/ed via spin-orbit 
coupling to the l on* lBl state. This coupling mechanism has also been 
sugges ted for the 3 rIft Y sub 1 eve 1 of xanthone 1 n di phenyl methane 
and as a trap 1n the xanthone neat crystal (Chakrabarti and Hirota 
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[1976J) where it was found that the Y sublevel intensity equalled the 
z sub 1 eve 1 em iss ion for the 0 --~ ban d . 
5.5.2 Transitions to bl Vibrations 
For the bl vibration the zero order transition moment 
integral includin g spin-orbit coupling in the Condon approximation 1S 
zero, Slnce the initial and final vibrational states have different 
symmetries. The spin-orbit-vibronic coupling mechanism of Section 5.5.22 
requires that, for spin-orbit coupling to a singlet state, the spin-
orbit coupling state has symmetry, and that the vibronica11y 
coupled singlet state is totally symmetric (in C2V symmetry). For 
vibronic coupling between triplet states, the other triplet state must 
be totally symmetric, and the associated singlet state also be totally 
symmetri c. 
Once aga1n it seems likely that coupling to the 1 * on 
state is involved. In both formaldehyde (Muole and Walsh [1975J [Review]) 
and benzophenone (Mijoule and Leclerq [1979J) calculaticns indicate that 
the 1 * on and states lie close together in energy. Therefore, 
vibronic coupling between the two states seems plausible. 
5.5.3 X Sublevel Emission - Summary 
The emission from the X sublevel has been explained in terms 
of spin-orbit coupling to the 1 * on state. The non-totally symmetric 
bl vibration that occurs in the emission arises from coupling of this 
state to the l nn* state. 
1 28. 
5.6 DMA AS A GUEST 
Two different methods for studying the spectroscopy of DMA 
outside its own crystal at low temperatures have been used. The first 
involves doping it into other crystals so that it will form an excitation 
trap, and the second involves rapid cooling of a solution of DMA in a 
solvent to give a "Shpo1skii" quasi-line spectrum. 
5.6. 1 DMA as a Guest in Host Crystals 
5.6.11 Phosphorescence 
DMA has been doped into SlX different host crystals, durene, 
1,2-diphenylethane, phenoxathiin, xanthone, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8-octahydro-
anthracene and 9,9,10,lC-tetramethy19,10-dihydroanthracene. The 
resulting spectra from the first five hosts listed were almost identical 
at 42K, and so can be considered separately. In tetramethyldihydroanthracene 
-1 the resulting spectrum was very broad ( -200cm Full Width at Half 
Maximunl [FWHM]) and unstructured, with only the carbonyl progression 
apparent. This indicates that DMA does not sit at one site within the 
crystal, but at a variety of sites. Because of this lack of structure 
the spectrum 1S not useful. 
The spectra of DMA 1n the other five hosts at low temperatures 
were all identical to that observed for the DMA neat crystal, with 
origin frequencies the same as that observed in the neat crystal, within 
- 1 ) experimental error (±2cm . The linewidth of the spectra was greater 
for the doped species than for the neat crystal, as is shown in Table 5.7. 
This broadening was only substantial for the origin however, which is 
not surprising since this line is the narrowest line observed in the 
neat crystal spectrum. 
For 1% DMA in xanthone, a high energy tail is observed above 
the 0-+0 line at4. 2K . This tail is much mo re intense than that observed 
for the neat crystal. 
Table 5.7: Linewidth of 0 ->-0 Line in Various Hosts 
LINEWIDTH (FWHM) SPECTRAL 
HOST x/~ BANDWIDTH 
neat crystal 0.20 ( 5 ) 0.04 
durene 0.7 ( 1 ) 0.10 
diphenylethane 0.6 ( 1 ) 0.10 
octahydroanthracene 1 . 2 ( 2) 0.15 
xanthone 2.0 (2 ) 0.25 
NOTE: 
(1) All linewidths measured following broad, UV excitation at 
5K. Linewidths are only indicative, since they are 
dependent on sample. Where a number of measurements have 
been made, the narrowest linewidth is reported e.g. for 
DMA in durene, the linewidth varles between 0.7E and 
lE depending on the quality of the crystal. 
(2) 1\11 or191tlS at 4011.1~ within experimental error. 
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5.6.12 Concentration Dependence of Emission 
In order to test the concentration dependence of the 
spectrum of DMA in durene, the spectra obtained from a crystal with 
1 mol % of DMA was compared with that obtained from a crystal with 
0.1 mol % of DMA . No change in the spectra, other than a decrease 1n 
intensity, could be observed with this order of magnitude decrease 1n 
concentration. 
5.6.13 Temperature Dependence of Emission 
For DMA in octahydroanthracene and 1n xanthone, as the 
temperature was raised above 4.2K numerous other bands appear in the 
spectrum red shifted to those than can be observed at 4.2K. Because 
of the overlapping of the spectra it was not possible to analyze the 
high temperature spectra closely. However, in both cases the new 
structure was much broader. 
In octahydroanthracene, the maX1mum intensity of the 
-1 temperature dependent spectrum was red shifted approximately 270cm 
from the neat crystal or1g1n. The only other major structure apparent 
-1 1S a band some 1650cm to the red of the first band, corresponding, 
presumably, to a carbonyl stretching mode built onto the higher energy 
origin. 
The spectrum of DMA 1n xanthone at high temperatures 1S more 
complex, due to several bands appearing at varying separations from 
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the origin. The high energy band of this spectrum is red shifted 
-1 
approximately 120cm from the 0 0 band of the DMA spectrum. However, 
it seems likely that this structure is due to traps inherent in the 
host, since the structure observed is similar to that observed for the 
xanthone neat crystal by Chakrabarti and Hirota (1976). 
5.6.13 Phosphorescence Excitation 
The phosphorescence excitation spectra of DMA ln durene and 
phenoxathiin has been measured at 4.2K. 
For 1 mol % DMA in durene both the singlet and triplet 
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orlglns could be observed. For both states the three origins identified 
in the neat crystal spectra could be observed, along with the identical 
vibrational structure. For 0.5 mol % DMA in phenoxathiin only the 
singlet state could be observed. It also showed the same structure 
observed for 1 mol % DMA in durene. The spectrum obtained from the 
phenoxathiin neat crystal is shown in Figure 5.4, and a list of the 
vibrational frequencies is included in Table 5.8. 
5. 6.1 4 Discussion - Microcrystallization 
The similarity between the neat crystal spectra of DMA and 
the spectr~ obtained from DMA as a guest in other crystalline hosts 
indicates that DMA is not dispersed throughout the host crystal, but 
is forming microcrystals of DMA that are then trapped within the 
lattice structure of the host crystal. This behaviour is unusual for 
compounds of this type grown by the Bridgman method . 
Examples of successful substitution of guest into the host 
include 0.1 -1 mol % benzophenone ln 4,4 1 -dibromodiphenylether (Mucha 
and Pratt, [1977J), 1% w/\..; COUll1arln in durene and 1,4-dibromobenzene 
(Harrigan, Chakrabarti and Hirota [1976J), 1 mol % xanthone in 
9,10-dihydroanthracene (Chakrabarti and Hirota [1976J), and xanthone 
in octahydroanthracene (Giesser and Bramley, private communication). 
The success of the method at these initial concentrations is a result 
of the presence of both the liquid and solid phases. As the crystal 
grows, the amount of guest dissolving into the host depends on the 
relative solubility of the guest in the liquid and solid phases. 
N 
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Figure 5.4 : 
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Phosphorescence Excitation Spectrum of DMA in 
equiva l ent to the absorption spectrum of the 
and associated carbonyl stretching vibrations 
structure of m1A . 
x 
x 
x 
1 
..,..y-.J~r 
I 
3800 
Phenoxathiin . As discussed in text , this is 
ln n* state. The X mark t he three origins 
for the 3 molecular sites within the crystal 
Table 5.8: Phosphorescence Excitation Spectra of DMA 1 n 
1 * Phenoxathiin, n n State 
Wavelength Frequency Shift from Origins* 
0 (a i r) x / cm - 1 (va c ) - 1 x/f4. x/cm 
3823.5 26147 0 
-
3812.1 26225 78 
-
3799.1 26315 168 0 
3791.9 26365 218 
3787.7 26394 79 
3776.0 26476 329 0 
-
3770.9 26512 365 
3766 26546 399 231 70 
3759 26596 449 
3746.3 26686 371 
3734.5 26770 455 
3727.3 26822 346 
3716.5 26900 424 
3702 . 5 27002 855 687 526 
3697 .0 27042 895 727 566 
3692 . 0 27079 932 
3686.5 27119 972 804 643 
3667.5 27260 1113 945 
3661 .0 27308 11 61 
3653.0 27368 1221 
3646. 5 27417 1102 941 
3639.0 27473 1158 
3630.5 27537 1222 
3624.5 27583 1107 
3617.0 27640 1164 
3610.0 27694 1218 
3606 27725 357 
3583.5 27899 362 
- 1 6clll resolution 
Spectrulll measured at 4. 2K 
* Underlining indicates tentative assignment to a particular 
origin 
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Since, in general , the guest is more soluble in the liquid phase, the 
concentration of the guest in both the llquid and solid phases 1ncreases 
as the crystal grows. Excess guest that remains in the liquid 
eventually forms a crystalline layer on the top of the crystal. (The 
guest is 'zone refined' out of the host.) In the case of DMA however, 
it appears that the solubility of the microcrystals in the solid phase 
1S greater than that of the monomer. As a result, microcrystals of 
DMA are formed preferentially. Such a process can be inhibited by a 
lower guest concentration. However, it is clear that, in the case of 
DMA in durene, the concentration will have to be considerably less than 
0.1 mol % before the mononler can be observed in the spectrum. 
The temperature dependence of the second emission in 
octahydroanthracene can be explained by considering the excitation route. 
The octahydroanthracene host absorbs most strongly in the region 
260-290nm (Runge, 1967). The excitation in this experiment was between 
345 and 355 nm. Therefore, the excitation can be assumed to occur 
primarily into the 1 * nn system of DMA. At temperatures below 5K 
excitation transfer will be slow (Chapter 6). Therefore, Slnce 
microcrystalline formation implies a greater number of molecules 
within the microcrystal than on the surface (if this were not s~ the 
spectra observed would not be that of the neat crystal), it can be 
assumed that this excitation takes place 1n the bulk of the crystal 
and does not transfer far from the po int of absorption. However, as 
the tenlperature increases the excitation will be able to traverse a 
greater number of sites (Chapter 6) and so 1S more likely to find a 
site distorted by the boundary between the DMA and octahydroanthracene 
crystal. Such sites will vary in local environment, and so a 
distribution of T S transition energies will be found in this surface 
reg 1 0 n . Tho s e sit e s wit h T ~ S t ran sit ion en erg 1 e slower t han t hat 
of the bulk microcrysta11ite will act as traps for the excitation. 
So, this model expects a red shifted emission to occur at higher 
temperatures. This argument should also apply to other crystal 
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systems. Trans i ti ons to the exci ted states of both durene and 
dipheny1ethane lie below 300nm (durene: Whiteman, Wain and Lake [1971J); 
diphenylethane: Shoryqin, Petukhov, Kho~enko and Lopatin, [1968J, and 
so the argument 'given above must also apply to these two systems. The 
lack of significant temperature dependent emission below 20K implies 
that the microcrystals are much larger in these two hosts or that 
the molecules in the boundary region have a larger SO~T1 separation, 
and so these regions cannot act as trap sites. 
Xanthone absorbs at wavelengths shorter than 3960Ao (Chakrabarti 
and Hirota [1976J) and so the explanation given above does not apply. 
Photoexcitation into a crystal of 1 mol % DMA in xanthone will result 
primarily in excitation into the singlet manifold of the xanthone. 
Intersystem crossing into the triplet state is rapid (no fluorescence 
is observed) and energy transfer between molecules in the xanthone 
crystal upon formation of the triplet state is expected to be fast 
compared with the lifetime of the state, since only trap emission is 
observed 1n the pure crystal (Chakrobarti and Hirota, [1976J) . The 
bulk of the DMA will provide a suitable trap for the excited state 
energy of the xanthone lattice, and since at low tempera tures no 
emission is observed from the xanthone traps it must be assumed that 
the DMA provides a more plentiful trapping site than those inherent 1n 
the crystal. However, for the model to hold true it is necessary 
that in this case the mo lecules at the boundary layer have energies 
higher than that of the bulk microcrysta11ite, otherwise emission from 
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this 'boundary layer' would be observed. This proposition is consistent 
with the observed high energy tail observed on the 0 -+0 band at low 
temperature and the overall 1 a r ge 1 i newi dth of the 0+0 1 i ne. As 
the temperature rises the trapped excitation will be able to escape 
from the DMA sites back to the xanthone triplet state. When this 
happens, the deeper traps in the lattice will then become preferentially 
populated, and so the emission from those sites will become evident. 
5.6.2 Shpolskii Spectra 
Well resolved spectra ln rapidly frozen solutions of DMA 
(Shpolskii spectra) have been observed for two solvents, n-heptane and 
n-hexane. Spectra in tetrahydrofuran and n-octane were measured, 
however these only gave broad (Full Width at Half Maximum height 
approx. 10nm), structureless spectra with an origin at approximately 
40l-402nm. 
5.6.21 DMA in n-hexane 
A composite spectrum 1S observed ·for DMA in n-hexane, when 
broad UV excitation is used . There is a broad featureless spectrum 
with a v.Jell resolved spectrum shifted to lower energy superimposed on 
the broad structure. Because of this red shift it is possible to 
separate the spectra by selective excitation. Excitation in the region 
385nm-395nm gave almost exclusively the sharp spectrum, presumably 
because the singlet-singlet transition for mo lecules at the sites 
that give rise to the sharp em1SS10n are also red shifted. The 
resultant spectra 1S shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, and the vibrational 
frequencies observed are included in Table 5.9. Included in the table 
are the frequencies of transitions observed in the neat crystal which 
most likely correlate with those observed in n- hexane. 
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Table 5.9: D~lA 1 n n-hexane 
Broad Spectrum 
Wavelength Frequency 6F 
x/~ (a i r) x/cm -1 (vac) x/cm -1 Assignment 
4001 24937 
4296 23270 1670 o 1 carbonyl str. 
4614 21666 1600 0-+2 carbonyl str. 
Sharp Spectrum 
Wavelength Frequency 6F 
x/~ (a i r) -1 x/cm (vac) x/cm - 1 Assignment 
4083 . 5 24482 
4086 . 4 24464 0-18 ( 19 ) 
4106.0 24348 0-134 
4114.2 24299 0-1 83 ( 185) ? 
4122.7 24249 0- 233 (232) in plane str. 
4358.4 22937 0-1545 
4369.1 22881 0-1601 (1600) out of plane rlng def. 
4382.5 22811 0-1671 (1654)0-+1 carbonyl str. 
4386.1 22792 0-(18+1671) 
4408.6 22676 0- (135+1671) 
4418 . 2 22627 0-(183+1671) 
4727.0 21148 0-(1663+1671 ) o 2 carbonyl str . 
Assignment frequencies from the neat crystal spectra. 
-1 Spectral bandwidth ~ 4cm . 
5.6.22 DMA ln n-heptane 
The spectrum of DMA ln n-heptane is exclusively sharp 
(FWHM~lAo) . The structure is much more complex than that observed 
in n-hexane, and is very sensitive to sample preparation, indicating 
140. 
that several sites are emitting . Because of this complex structure the 
spectrum could not be properly analyzed without site selective 
excitation, which was not undertaken since there was no clear orlgln 
for the spectra, and the simple spectrum from DMA in n-hexane was 
available. 
5. 6.23 DMA in n-hexane - Discussion 
Comparison of the sharp spectrum obtained ln n-hexane to 
that observed in the neat crystal immediately shows that the Shpolskii 
spectrum is very much si mp ler. Of the intense lines in the neat 
-1 
crystal spectrum, the most notable absence is that of the 74cm mode. 
This suggests that this corresponds to creation of a phonon, or possibly 
to a vibrational mode which is hindered by the n-hexane environment. 
The other transition of note in the spectrum is the line 
18cm- l from the origin. This could be due to a different site for DMA 
in the n-hexane host, but the structure is not repeated on any other 
line except for the 0 1 carbonyl stretching mode. This suggests that 
it is not due to another site, but rather arises from the site that 
glves rise to the rest of the spectrum. This assignmen t is corroborated 
- 1 by the presence of a 19cm mode in the neat crystal spectrum. If 
such a transition is molecular in origin , the frequency indicates 
that it most likely arises from a torsional motion of the methyl 
groups . Also , ring deuteration does not affect the observed frequency, 
but deuteration of the methyl groups results in a 12% decrease in the 
frequency. 
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5.7 ABSORPTION SPECTRA 
The absorption spectrum of m1A in the near UV reglon can be 
divided into tVJO parts on the basis of the observed absorption coefficient. 
At wavelengths less than 382nm, absorption is very high, and in the 
region between 382nm and 402nm much weaker absorption occurs. For 
pure crystals of DMA, no absorption is observed to longer wavelengths 
than 402nm. The absorption below 382nm, on the basis of its high 
extinction coefficient, is most likely to be due to an allowed or 
partially allowed transition. By comparison with other carbonyl 
compounds, such as benzophenone (Dym, Hochstrasser and Schafer [1968J), 
it is safe to assume that this absorption is due to the formation of a 
1 * nIT state. The weaker absorption to the red can be assigned to the 
formation of a 
spectrum. 
3 * nIT state, on the basis of the phosphorescence 
The orlgln of the triplet absorption is at 24,923cm- l (vac), 
the same frequency as the origin of the emission spectrum. This 
indicates that the emission discussed previ 'ously is intrinsic. That 
is, emission is observed from molecules in the undistorted crystal, not 
from molecules acting as traps for the excitation because of local 
defects in the crystal structure. 
5.7 . 1 Polarized Absorption Spectra, Triplet State 
The polarized triplet absorption spectra of the DMA-dO 
neat crystal are shown in Figure 5.7 . There is clear evidence of 
strongly polarized structure, and a comparison \vith the phosphorescence 
spectrum shows that these strongly polarized lines are not present in 
the emission spectra. 
The origin region of the singlet state absorption spectra shows 
much less structure in general, but does show three distinct and intense 
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Figure 5.7: Polarized Absorption Spectra of DMA 
a) Polarized in 001 plane. Orientation minimizes site 2 absorption. 
b) Polarization along 001 axis, in the plane 1 to a axis. 
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lines. The lowest one is associated with the onset of singlet absorption, 
-1 
and the other two are separated from it by 168 and 329cm . These 
correspond well with the intense, polarized bands observed at 156 and 
294cm- 1 1n the triplet absorption spectra. 
Analysis of the polarization of these bands is shown in Table 
5.10. Several points about this data should be made before the data 1S 
discussed. These bands lie in the same region as absorption from a 
broad continuum, and so subtraction of the background adds substantial 
error to the measurement of the polarization ratios. The data is also 
• 
somewhat degraded by imperfect crystals, which partially depolarize the 
excitation beam and so lead to additional error. This problem is greater 
for triplet state measurements, since the crystal must be reasonably thick 
to give measurable absorption. Finally, the O~O line shape and 
intensity will be modified by the resonant emission at that frequency. 
That is, phosphorescence at that frequency vli1l significantly alter the 
observed intensity of this transition, and since the emission is also 
polarized, this will lead to invalid polarization ratios for this line. 
13 -1 The C satellite observed some 10cm to the blue of the ~O 
line has been used instead. 
5.7.2 Assignment of Spectra to the Three Sites 1n the Crystal 
These absorption bands can arise from two possible sources. 
Firstly, it can arise from vibronic origins in the spectra, and secondly 
from DMA 1n the different sites in the crystal structure. Both 
possibilities would explain the lack of mirror symmetry between the 
absorption and emission spectra. However , the first possibility can be 
discounted because the anomalous bands are observed in both the singlet 
and triplet absorption spectra, and because the origin of absorption 
and the two other bands have different polarizations. The three different 
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Table 5.10: Polarization (p) of Bands in the Triplet 
Absorption Spectrum of DMA 
Axis (Ori9in + (Origin + (Origin + 
Orientation -1 156cm ) -1 294cm ) -1 10cm ) 
001 face -0.72 0.38 0.07 
0°11 a+b [-0.94J [-0.02J [-0.64J 
0.39 -0.48 -0.01 
[-0.05J [-0.96J [0.07J 
The predicted values based on assumed z polarized absorption 
and ground state configurations are included in square 
brackets. 
P = 
where I II = intensity with polarizers set at 0°. 
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polarizations imply two different vibronic coupling routes for the 
two bands blue shifted from the origin. Although this is possible for 
the triplet state, it is extremely unlikely that such vibronic 
coupling would also occur in the singlet state, and that the coupling 
would result in intensities almost identical to the origin for both 
states. 
The crystal structure of DMA discussed in Chapter 2 has three 
molecules in the unit cell that cannot be related to one another by a 
symmetry operation. The expected polarization for the three sites can 
be computed readily assumlng that the absorption will be primarily z 
polarized (molecular frame). The resultant predicted polarization 
intensities are given by 
2 
Ipol . <X (~pol .. z) 
where r 1 = vector defining the aX1S of polarization. 
-po . 
The results of this calculation are also included ln Table 5.10. 
No clear assignment of all three or191ns can be made on this data. 
-1 However, the origin 294cm from the lowest energy orlgln appears to 
be the result of absorption into the lowest triplet state of the 
molecule at site 3. EPR data discussed in Chapter 3 allows the 
10\<Jest energy origin to be assigned to molecules at site 1, implying 
-1 
that site 2 gives the absorption observed l56cm from the origin. 
The overall poor correlation between the calculated and 
measured polarizations, especially for the lowest observed origin, 
is partially due to the assumption that the emission is totally 
z polarized. M~P spectra indicate that the 0-+0 band emission has 
a substantial contribution from the X sublevel that should be x 
polarized. As a result the polarization will be distorted away from 
the value obtained assuming only z polarization. 
I~ 
The difference between the triplet state transition 
frequencies for the three sites can be the result of destabilization 
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of the triplet state or stabilization of the ground state. The crystal 
structure is made up of three mo lecular pairs per unit cell, two 
of which are closely packed. This would suggest that the paired 
configuration is energetically preferable, and so it seems most feasible 
that the observed difference in the energies of the triplet states of 
the three sites is due to the ground state stabilization of the more 
closely packed pairs . This contention is supported by the similarity 
in the site splitting for the triplet and singlet states. 
At temperatures up to lOO K, em1SS10n 1S only observed from 
the lowest energy triplet state that has been assigned to molecules 
at site 1. The lack of emission from the other sites in the crystal 
implies that the transfer of the excitation from sites 2 and 3 to 
site 1 is very rapid in comparison with the phosphorescence lifetime. 
Rapid vibrational relaxation to the zero point vibrational level of 
the triplet state will stop excitation transfer back to molecules 
at the other two sites. This point will be discussed further in 
Chapter 6. 
5. 7.3 Assignment of the Absorption Spectra 
Using the conclusions reached so far , it is possible to 
assign a number of the absorption bands 1n both the triplet and singlet 
absorption spectrum of DNA-dO to a specific site, as shown in Table 
5 .1 1 and Table 5.8 (data from spectrum of DMA in phenoxathiin , see 
Section 5.6.13, correlates well with observed singlet absorption 
spectruln). The corresponding transition frequency in the ground state 
has also been included, where this is possible . In Table 5. 12 the 
low frequency portion of the triplet absorption spectrum of DMA-d8 
Wavelength 
(air) x/~ 
4011 . 3 
4009 . 6 
4008.2 
4004 . 3 
4002 . 9 
3999 . 4 
3996 . 5 
3994 . 3 
3992 . 0 
3990 . 5 
3988 . 5 
3986 . 3 
3983 . 4 
3980 . 2 
3975 . 2 
3971 . 6 
3967 . 2 
3964.5 
3962 . 9 
3961.6 
3960.J 
3957 .8 
3953 . 2 
3950 . 5 
3948 . 9 
3923.6 
3927 .9 
3919 . 2 
3907.6 
3871 . 4 
3844 .8 
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Table 5.11: DMA-d O Triplet Absorption Spectrum 
Frequency 
- 1 (vac) x/cm 
24,923 
24 ,933 
24,942 
24 ,966 
24,975 
24,997 
25 ,015 
25,029 
25,043 
25,053 
25,065 
25,079 
25,097 
25,117 
25,149 
25,172 
25,200 
25,217 
25,227 
25,235 
25,242 
25,260 
25,289 
25,306 
25,317 
25,447 
25 452 
25,508 
25,584 
25,823 
26,002 
Shift from Origin(s) 
- 1 
x/cm 
O(l)(origin, site(l)) 
(1)+10( 13C Absorption) 
(1)+19 
(1)+43 
(1)+52 
(1 )+74 
(1)+92 
(1)+106 
(1)+120 
(1)+130 
( 1 ) + 142 
(1)+156, orlgln, site 
( 2 ) 
(2)+18 
(2)+38 
(1)+226 
(2)+93 
(1)+277 
(1)+294; origin, site 
( 3) 
(3)+10 13C origin, site 
( 3 ) 
(3)+18 
(1)+319(?) 
(2)+227 
(1)+366 
(2)+368 
(3)+235 
(3)+ 368 
Ground State Equivalent 
-1 for Site (1). x/cm 
19 
0-43 (phonon) 
0- 51 (phonon) 
0-74? 
0-92 (phonon) 
0-106 
0-120? Intensities different 
0-132 
0-167 (b 1) 
Wavelength 
(air) x/g 
4005.4 
4003 .8 
4002.5 
4002.0 
4000.3 
3999.4 
3993.7 
3997.3 
3994 . 1 
399 1 . 5 
3989 .1 
3987.3 
3986 . 5 
3986.1 
3983 . 9 
3980 . 6 
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Table 5.12: DNA-d8 Triplet Absorption Spectrum, Low 
Frequency Region 
Frequency 
-1 (vac) x/cm 
24 ,959 
24,969 
24,977 
24,981 
24,991 
24,997 
25,001 
25,010 
25,030 
25,046 
25,061 
25,074 
25,078 
25,080 
25,094 
25 ,115 
Shift from Origin 
-1 
x/cm 
( 1 ) 
(1)+10 
(1)+18 
(1)+22 
(1)+32 
( 1 ) + 38 
(1)+42 
(1)+51 
(1 )+71 
( 1 ) +87 
( 1 ) + 102 
(1)+114 
(1)+119 
(1)+121 
(1)+135 
(1)+156 Origin, site 
( 2) 
Ground St~te Frequency 
-1 
x/cm 
(13 C _ DMA origin) 
'18 
32 
38 
41 
52 
75 
88 
102 
114 
1 21 
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has been listed, to allow a comparison of the two spectra. DMA-d691ves 
a spectrum essentially identical to DMA-dO and so it has not been 
included. 
5.7.31 Origin 1 - Position of the 3nn* State 
The low frequency modes associated with orlgln 1 are very 
similar to those observed in emission, as can be 'seen from the 
comparlson of frequencies given in Table 5.11 and Table 5.5. The only 
-1 region which does not display identical structure is between 100cm 
- 1 
to 150cm ,which shows a number of weak, sharp additional bands 
built onto a broad background absorption, as shown in Figure 5.8. 
The ODMR data analyzed in Chapter 3 indicates that there must 
be a state lyin g near to the 3 * nn orlgln. The estimated 
-1 position of this state is between 45 and 360cm ,with the most likely 
-1 -1 position to be within the region between 200cm and 360cm above the 
origin of the 3 * nn state. Figure 5.8 shows this reglon in detail, 
with the polarization of the measurement chosen to reduce the absorption 
of the 0 0 transition for site 2 to a mlnlmum . A comparison of this 
spectrum with the phosphorescence spectrum shows that all structure 
except the sharp band 10cm- l above the origin and the structured 
- 1 ) absorption in the region lOO-160cm is identical (mirror symmetric. 
The band 10cm- 1 above the origin is due to absorption by molecules 
with a 13C isotope present in the carbonyl group. This assignment 
can be verified by cOlllparison with the 13C shift ln benzophenone of 
10cm- 1 (Yamauchi and Pratt [1979][b]) and by the presence of such 
peaks in the absorption spectra of all three sites in the crystal. 
In order to ascertain whether or not the structure observed 
-1 ln the region 100-160cm is due to 3 * nn absorption, it is necessary 
to study the deuteration dependence of this structure. This region is 
o 
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Polarized Triplet Absorption Spectrum . Polarization selected so 
that site 2 absorption is minim ized . Spect bandwidth = 0.13 ~ . 
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shown for both OMA-dO and d8 in Fig ure 5.9. As can be seen, this 
structure shifts closer to the ori gin upon deuteration. This would i mp ly 
an increase in the fine structure splitting (0) rather than the observed 
decrease. On this basis it must be concluded that this absorption is 
not due to a second triplet state, and that the 3 * nn state either has 
a very weak absorption compared with the 3 * nn state or the absorption 
by that state is hidden by the presence of the other two or1g1ns, or 
both. 
The presence of the 3 * nn state 1S probably responsible, 
however, for the increasing diffuseness of the triplet absorption 
spectra at higher frequencies. This can be further demonstrated by 
compar1son to the 1 * nn absorption observed for OMA-dO in phenoxathiin, 
(Figure 5.4). The singlet absorption spectrum shows structure 
-1 1 * extending well beyond 1600cm above the lowest nn or1g1n. 
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Fi gure 5. 9 : A Comparison of the Absorption Spectrum of DMA- dO 
and - dB in the Region 100- 150cm- 1 to Higher Energy 
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CHAPTER 6 
EXCITATION TRANSFER IN 10~10-DIMETHYLANTHRACEN - 9 - 0NE SINGLE CRYSTALS 
This chapter discusses excitation exchange in the neat 
crystal . Spectroscopic studies of isotopically doped crystals 
indicate that the energy transfer process is temperature dependent . 
This is explained by the formation of a polaron . A model for the 
temperature dependence of polaron transfer rates has been fitted to 
the experimental data . This indicates that the transfer rate is of 
the order of 104 - 10 5 5- 1 for the lattice with no · thermally promoted 
phonon On this basis it is proposed that the exci tation transfer 
is due to a direct Coloumb ~echanism which is allowed by the mixing 
of inglet and triplet otate s by spin-orbit coupling . 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Both the theoretical and exper i mental determination of the 
properti es of the energy transfer process have been studied in great 
detail . Craig and Walmsley (1968), Davydov (1971), Si1bey (1976), 
Hochstrasser (1976), Harris and Zwemer (1978) and Burland and Zewai1 
(19 79) have reviewed some of the developments in this field . 
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Much of the interest has focus ed on the coheren t nature of 
th i s transfer process, where the excitation can no longer be considered 
as occurring only on one site, instead it is delocalized throughout 
the crystal and behaves like a wave. Experimental confirmation for 
th i s behaviour in triplet states has been given by Zewail and Harris 
(1975) for dimers and by Shelby~ Zewail and Harris (1976) for the 
neat crystal of 1,2,4, 5- tetrachlorobenzene . Recently Iturbe and 
Sharnoff (1980) analyzed the EPR lineshape of benzophenone in terms of 
coherent energy transport. 
The study of excitation transfer 1n the localized limit 
has attracted much less attention for neat crystals. Crystals in 
which isotopic substitution introduces sufficient disorder to result 
in a localized excitation have been investigated, primarily for 
transfer restricted to one dimension (Klafter and Jortner, [1977J; 
Smith, Mead and Zewail, [1977J; Dlott, Fayer and .Wieting, [1978J; 
Wieting, Fayer and Dlott, [1978J; Zwemer and Harris, [1978J, [1979J; 
Klafter and Silbey, [1980J). 
The effect of electron-phonon coupling that 1S stronger than 
the exciton coupling on triplet transfer in molecular crystals 
has been considered in detail only by Fischer and Rice (1970), Grover 
and Silbey (1970) and Munn and Siebrand (1970). The predictions of 
the spectra of the strongly phonon coupled excitation (Fischer and 
Rice, [1970J) were clearly demonstrated in 2-benzoylpyridine (Batley, 
Bramley and Robinson, [1979J). Less interest has been focused on this 
area because of the lack of experimental examples in simple molecular 
crystals at low temperatures. 
6.2 EXPERH1ENTAL 
Isotopically mi xed crystals were grown from the melt uS1ng 
the Bridgman method. The concentration of the DMA-d O guest was 
controlled by the initial concentration 1n the melt. No attemp t was 
made to measure the con centration in the final crystal, and it has been 
assumed that the isotopi cally substituted guest does not zone-refine 
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out of the host material on growth. The excitation optics were identical 
with those used for the OD1R studies. The emission was dispersed by 
a Perkin-Elmer E-14 0.7 5 metre double pass Ebert monochromator, and 
the resultant signal was measured by an EMI 9789 QB photomultiplier. 
The resulting photocurrent was measured by either a Keithley 417 
picoammeter or a Jarrell-Ash 26-780 electrometer. 
For temperatures above 4.8K the sample was mechanically 
fixed onto a copper block and cooled by a stream of cold helium gas. 
The temperature could be controlled by varying the gas flow or heating 
the copper block . The temperature of the copper block was monitored 
using a gold-chrome l thermocouple. For temperatures between 1.65 and 
4 .2K the sample was mounted in a quartz tube and the temperature 
monitored by measurement of the helium vapour pressure above the 
liquid. Temperature was controlled for all experiments to ±0.2K. 
6.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
1 55 . 
The emlSSlon intensity of the two specles ln the isotopically 
mixed crystal was measured by monitoring the peak intensities of 0+1 
band of the two species. The 0+0 band is unsuitable for such studies 
since the host emission is attenuated by reabsorption by the crystal. 
The O~l line is also very intense in comparison to the 
surrounding structure, and so this line is least affected by emission 
by other partially overlapping lines. 
Baseline corrections for both lines were applied by measurlng 
the emission spectra of the neat crystal of both species over the 
temperature range in question. The peak intensity rather than the 
integrated intensity was used as a measure of the emission intensity 
of each species since it was known that the lineshape for both species 
was identical. 
The results obtained are shown in Figure 6.1 . The results 
obtained indicate that the transfer process ln DMA is unusual. The 
initial rise in trap phosphorescence intensity with temperature indicates 
that the transfer rate increases implying that the excitation exchange 
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Fi gure 6. 1: Temperature Dependence of the Ratio of the Trap 
Phosphorescence Intensity to Tota l Radia ti ve Intensity 
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Solid lines indicate the predicted temperature dependences 
for these concentrations, using the model outlined i n the 
text for 6 nearest neighbours . Parameters used come from 
the "least squares" fit for the 0 . 89% data . (See Table 6. 2) . 
i 
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process 1S not simply direct transfer between a molecule in its zero 
point level in the excited state and a near neighbour, it must involve 
transfer via an intermediate state of higher energy or interaction 
with the thermally populated phonons. At low temperatures the ratio 
of phosphorescence intensity between the trap and host is apparently 
temperature independent, indicating that transfer is also possible 
without thermal activation. This low temperature trend cannot be 
examined in great detail, since the lowest temperature that could be 
obtained with the available equipment was 1.65K. The decrease in 
trap luminescence at high temperatures points to thermal detrapping 
from the guest back to the host. 
In considering this information, the deductions gained from 
the absorption and emission spectra (Chapter 5) must be kept in mind. 
From these spectra it was clear that excitation transfer from sites 2 
and 3 to molecules at site 1 was rapid. Furthermore, at the temperatures 
considered here transfer back to the other two sites from site 1 1S 
not possible. Therefore, all transfer is restricted to the site 1 
sublattice. 
6.4 CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT AT SITE 1 
In order to understand these results the crystallographic 
environment of the excited state molecules must be considered. A 
summary of the intermolecular separations between molecules at site 1 
in the DMA crystal is shown in Table 6.1. Only molecules at site 1 
are considered, since the molecules at the other two sites have 
triplet state energies which are thermally inaccessible at these 
temperatures. Two different reference points are used in this table. 
The separation is listed between the mid-points of the carbonyl group, 
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Table 6.1: Intermolecular Separations for Molecules at Site 1 
Molecular Separation 
Carbonyl Molecular 
Symmetry Relationship -carbonyl Centres 
Between Molecules x/~ x/~ 
0 6.03 8.34 
a 11 .34 11 . 34 
b 12.24 12.24 
c 15.30 15.30 
a 13.85 16.68 
b 13.65 11 .12 
c 9.79 11 .23 
a+b 13.29 13.29 
a+c 17.50 17.50 
b+c 16.39 16.39 
(a+b) 15.49 15.19 
(a +c-) 13.96 14.86 
(b+c) 11 .42 8.04* 
(a+b+c) 11 . 30 10.73 
denotes a molecular site related by inversion (plus translation). 
a, band c are the unit cell directions, in dimensions given by the 
unit cell. The invers ion centre used (see Figure 2.1) lies ln the 
ab plane. 
* closest carbon-carbon contact between sites, 5 . 18~ 
Data from the crystal structure determination by Robertson and Dunand 
(1981). 
I ..... 
and the centre of the central r1ng. The data shows that for the 
separation between carbonyl groups, the molecules are paired, 
with an intermolecular spacing of 6~. The rest of the molecular 
spec1es are at least 9.S~ away. If the aromatic rings are important 
1n transfer, the contact between sites related by inversion followed 
by an b+c translation will be important, with a r1ng carbon-ring 
carbon separation of 5.2~. Electron spin density will be greatest on 
the carbo~yl group (Chen and Mushlin, [1979J), and so the carbonyl-
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carbonyl separation should be the controlling influence on the transfer 
process. 
The rate of transfer between molecules 1n general decreases 
with increasing separation and so it can be seen that excitation transfer 
within the pairs should be very much faster than transfer between 
them. However, the data indicates that transfer between the molecular 
pa1rs does occur. If it did not, each DMA-dO trap would be 1n contact 
with, at most, one DMA -dS molecule at the other pair site. If all 
excitation into these pairs was trapped, the resultant relative 
I 
intensity (dO) could only be at most twice the mole fraction of 
I tot 
the trap species, and even at low temperatures , this is five times 
less than the measured intensity. 
6.5 ENERGY TRANSFER - EXCITON OR POLARON LIMIT 
Energy transfer between molecules in an ordered array can be 
described by two different formalisms, depending on the rate at which 
energy is transferred (Davydov, [1971J) . If transfer is rapid compared 
with the period of oscillation of a molecular vibration, it 1S clear that 
the nearest neighbours to the excitation will not have time to alter 
their position before transfer to the next molecule occurs. In this 
weak electron-phonon coupling limit the excitation traverses through an 
I 
I 
I' 
I II 
II 
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undistortedlattice, and can be described as a free exciton (see 
Craig and Walmsley, [1968J; Oavydov, [1971J). In the other limit, 
when transfer is much slower than the period of a molecular vibration, 
the surrounding environment will deform to a new equilibrium conformation. 
Now, when transfer takes place both the electronic excitation and the 
l attice deformation is transferred. This limit has been called the 
' clothed exciton' or Polaron limit. 
Which limit best describes this system can be shown by the 
use of a simple rate model for the system . It will be assumed that 
there is no detrapping from the trap sites and that the triplet lifetime 
can be described by a single exponential and is unaffected by 
deuteration. Then, 
where 
At equilibrium, 
nO 
- -
nT 
kR 
kEx 
no = number of excited host molecules 
nT = number of excited trap molecules 
x = mole fraction of the trap 
kE = rate of excitation transfer 
kR = rate of decay to the ground state excluding 
transfer processes 
F = rate at which the excited state 1S formed. 
Ii II 
I! 
For 0.89% OMA-d O in OMA-d8 at 8K the ratio of (nO/nT) is 
approximately one. Therefore, using the value for kR obtained in 
Chapter 5, the value of kE will be approximately 106 S-l. This can 
be compared with typical phonon frequencies of greater than 1010 S-l. 
Clearly transfer in OMA falls within the polaron reglme. 
6. 6 POLARONS 
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The slow transfer rate observed indicates that the surroundings 
will relax around the excited state molecule. When energy transfer 
occurs between molecules within the crystal, this distortion of the 
lattice will move with it. Such a transfer of both electronic energy 
and distortion was first studied for polar inorganic crystals, (reviewed 
by Appel, [1968J) and given the title polaron transfer. Considerable 
theoretical work has been done on the properties of such "quasi-partic1es" 
for both inorganic (for instance, see Made1ung, [1978J) and organic 
compounds (Fischer and Rice, [1970J; Grover and Si1bey, [1970J; Munn 
and Siebrand, [1970J; Sumi, [1979J). 
Experimental observation of triplet state po1arons in pure 
organic molecular crystals is restricted to 2-benzoy1pyridine (Batley, 
Bramley and Robinson, [1979J; Batley, Bramley, Po1dy and Robinson, 
[1979J). There, the strong phonon coupling resulted in broad and 
intense phonon bands ln both absorption and emlSSlon. The resulting 
transfer rate was found to be in the region of 104 - 105 sec- 1 at liquid 
helium temperatures. More interestingly, in this case the trap emission 
intensity was also found to be strongly temperature dependent, with an 
increase in intensity of sixfold over the temperature range of 2K to 
4. 2K . The reason proposed by Batley, Bramley, Po1dy and Robinson for 
the strong coupling between the excited state of 2-benzoy1pyridine and 
I 
I 
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the surrounding lattice was that the redistribution of charge upon 
excitation perturbed the interaction between the carbonyl group and 
the nitrogen in the pyridine ring of the neighbouring molecule, 
resulting ln a molecular translation at the site. 
6.6. 1 Localized Phonons 
The term phonon must be considered in mote detail. True 
crystal phonons exist only on a perfectly ordered lattice. When a 
distortion in the lattice is formed around a molecule in the excited 
state? this clearly cannot be considered to be made up of true lattice 
phonons, since the distortion is localized, although the crystal phonons 
and the distortion are clearly related. Therefore, the term localized 
phonon will be used to describe them. 
The presence of DMA-d O in the DMA-dS lattice will also perturb 
the regularity of the crystal, and hence complicate the phonon spectrum. 
This should be a relatively small effect, and so will be ignored. 
6.7 POLARONS - TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF TRANSFER RATES 
6.7. 1 Introduction 
The temperature dependence of the transfer rate can be easily 
understood if the excitation is considered to be a polaron. 
The state excited by UV irradiation, as has been discussed 
earlier, is best described as a local excitation with transfer from 
one molecule to another as a perturbation on the 'oriented gas model' . 
On the time scale of the hopping motion (of the order of l~s), all the 
molecules in the vicinity of an excited molecu le have time to re-orient 
to a new position as a result of the change in local fields. This can 
be seen by the fact that typical optical phonons have a frequency of 
the order of 10 to 100cm- l , corresponding to a relaxation time of less 
II 
II 
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-11 than 10 sec. The acoustic phonons with a frequency low enough that they 
do not vibrate on the time scale of transfer will have a wavelen~th that 1S 
so long that they will not perturb the local environment around the 
the excitation to any appreciable degree. 
As a result of this relaxation of the environment around 
the excited molecule before transfer, it 1S necessary to consider the 
transfer of both the excitation and the environmental distortion. In 
other words, the transfer rate is that of the polaron rather than an 
exciton. Since the polaron consists of localized phonons as well as 
an electronic excitation, it will be sensitive to the phonon population 
of the crystal. In particular, for excited triplet states, it will 
depend on the localized phonon density of the neighbouring molecules 
relative to that on the excited molecule. This phonon density will be 
temperature dependent, and so a temperature dependent hopping rate is 
inevitable. 
The temperature dependence of the polaron transfer rate has 
been widely studied in inorganic semiconductbrs, especially those that 
contain highly polarized species (Appel, [1968J) and for charge carriers 
in anthracene (Sumi, [1979J). These systems are characterized by a 
large excitation exchange interaction, and so a large exciton bandwidth. 
As a result phonons can be absorbed or emitted on transfer resulting 
1n scattering of the exciton within the band at low temperatures. However, 
for DMA, the phonon energy for all optical phonons and the majority of 
the acoustic phonons will be greater than the exciton bandwidth and so 
such scattering will not be very important. The models also investigate 
the limit at high temperature (where kT is greater than the exciton 
bandwidth). flJwever they also assume that kT is much greater than the 
phonon energy hw. Since this will not be so for the temperature range 
in question, the models are not applicable to the present case. 
...... 
r 
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6.7.2 Model of Polaron Transfer Between Two Molecules 
Munn and Siebrand (1970) consider the case where the exciton 
band is narrow compared to the available thermal energy for a one 
dimensional molecular crystal consisting of diatomic molecules, and 
where the energy transfer is to nearest neighbours. (This model is an 
extension of the work of Holstein, [1959J.) The coupling considered 
in this case is to the phonon arising from the coupling of molecular 
vibrations. 
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They assume that the appropriate excitation-vibration interaction 
1S quadratic in the vibrational normal co-ordinate, leading to coupling 
as a result of frequency shifts rather than the displacement changes 
which arise from the normal assumption of linear electron-phonon 
(excitation vibration) coupling (Druger, [1975J). 
Two limits can be considered in such a model. If the excitation 
exchange is much smaller than the electron-phonon interaction then the 
excitation transfer process is rate determining (Slow Exciton Limit) 
and if the phonon interaction is much smaller than the excitation exchange, 
then the phonon interuction is rate limiting (Slow Phonon Limit). As 
will be indicated later, the first limit is more appropriate for DMA 
than the second. 
The rate of transfer was then derived uS1ng Fermis' golden 
rule, which is the result of modelling radiationless transitions using 
time dependent perturbation theory . It gives 
where W(j ~ j+l) is the transfer rate from site J 
J = interaction energy 
p(E) = density of final states. 
r 
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For narrow exciton bands the density of states will be the 
density of phonon states at energy E. Munn and Siebrand then assume 
that the density of states is given by 
where, B = phonon bandwidth 
and vT = the number of thermally populated states. 
VT 1S glven by Boson statistics, so 
v o 
= T 1-0 
where 0 = exp (-hwO/kT) 
= vibrational frequency of the mode involved in coupling, 
wl = coupling strength of the molecular vibrations. 
The state wavefunction can be expr9ssed as a product of the 
individual molecular wavefunctions, since the interaction is assumed 
to be weak. The interaction energy J between site j and j+l can then be 
written as 
and 
J. ·1 = JO < a·+l {v I}j a. {v}> J-+J+ J r J r 
where a· 1S the state wavefunction for excitation at site J, 
J 
{v
r
} is the t otal phonon population over all sites r 
denotes th e states after transfer has occurred, 
J
o 
1S the electronic excitation transfer integral. 
Expansion of this, within the constraints of energy conservation 91ves 
2 I I I 2 
= ( jJo j S( v ., v . 1) o(v. ,v . 1) o(v . l, v .) n -;.. ·1 o(vr' vr )) J J+ J J+ J+ J rrJ,J + 
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where 1S the overlap between the phonon density 
I 
of states on sites j and j+l, and c5 (vj ,Vj+l) 1S a Dirac delta 
f unction . 
Assuming these functions are orthonormal, they derive a value 
f or the thermal average of (S(V., V.))4 as 
J J 
4 
<5 >T = (1- 0) / ( 1 + 0) 
Th i s expresses the probability that the neighbouring molecule 
has the same localized phonon population as the i nitial molecule. At 
OK no thermally promoted phonons exist, and so the probability is equal 
t o 1. As the temperature increases the probability that the nearest 
neighbour has the same phonon population as the reference site rapidly 
decreases . This gives a total transition rate of 
W(j -+ j+1) = ~~ J2 1:0 
This result is dependent on both the assumption of the uniform 
phonon density of states across the phonon bandwidth, and the orthogonality 
of the phonon wavefunctions. The formulation is critical since the 
dens i ty of states increases with temperature, and the thermal average 
decreases with temperature. Since the assumption that the density of 
phonon states is independent of energy across the phonon bandwidth 1S 
un l ikely to be real, the resultant form can only be taken as a general 
guide to the form of the temperature dependence . 
I;owever, since no other formulation of the problem has been 
proposed , this form will be used in modelling the temp erature dependence 
of the energy transfer process. 
6.8 MODELLING ENERGY TRANSFER IN DMA 
The transfer process 1n DMA can be thought of as a random 
wa l k of the excitation around the molecular sites available. A number 
of these sites are occupied by pro t onated molecules, which act as 
traps for the excitation at low temperatures . Two thermally activated 
processes occur. The first is the thermally promoted transfer process 
discussed ln the previous section, and the second is thermally promoted 
detrapping. 
Models that include these processes (except for thermally 
promoted detrapping) have been proposed for simple "lattices by a number 
of people (e.g. Rosenstock, [1969J; Weiting, Fayer and Dlott, [1978J; 
Klafter and Silbey, [1980J; Zwemer and Harris, [1978J), and applied 
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to one-dimensional triplet energy transfer in 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene 
isotopically mixed crystals (Zwemer and Harris, [1979J; Dlott, Fayer 
and Weitina [1978J). General theoretical discussions of the topic are 
v' 
numerous (Weiss, [1930J, and references therein). Unfortunately, none 
of the models includes the effect of thermal detrapping, and from the 
results obtained this is clearly an important process. 
As a result, a simple numerical model has been adopted to 
analyze the data, assuming a three dimensional lattice where the transfer 
rate to all near neighbours is equivalent, and transfer to all other 
sites is neglected. The temperature dependence of the transfer process 
has been expressed in the form given in the previous section. 
The detrapping process is described by a simrle Boltzmann 
expression, describing thermal excitation into phonon levels equienergetic 
with the deuterated lattice followed by transfer away from the trap site. 
The question arises as to whether a thernlally activated transfer rate 
should be included. However , any such process will be different from 
that obser~ed in the normal lattice due to the difference in local 
phonon populations for the thermally excited trap and the surrounding 
lattice. As a result, such processes have not been explicitly included. 
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It is assumed that it 1S included ln the Boltzmann factor describing 
detrapping. 
The low temperature data indicates that a relatively temperature 
independent process occurs. As discussed earlier, this implies a non-
assisted transfer mechanisln, and presumably the magnitude is indicative 
of the transfer process when no phonons are present. The formulation by 
Munn and Siebrand predicts a zero transfer rate at low temperatures because 
the exciton bandwidth is not included in the density of states p(E) . 
This can be modified by assuming a small temperature independent density 
of states that corresponds to the finite transition probability at OK. 
That is, 
I 
p (E) = p(E) + c1 
This modified form of the phonon density is only valid provided cl 1S 
small. If it is large other forms of excitation-phonon interactions 
will become important that have not been included in this model. In 
particular, as the exciton bandwidth increases, exciton scattering within 
the exciton bandwidth due to phonon creation or annihilation will become 
more important. 
Further details of the model have been included in Appendix A. 
The results of least squares fitting to the resultant function are 
included in Table 6.2. Data is also included for a normal Boltzmann 
expression for the temperature dependent hopping process, and a typical 
fit for the data is shown in Figure 6.1 for the three different 
concentrations of the guest, DMA-d O' 
6.8.1 jlow Exciton vs Slow Phonon Limit 
Which, if either, of the two limits discussed by Munn and 
Siebrand applies depends upon the relative magnitude of the electron-phonon 
Table 6.2 : Energy Transfer Rates for DMA Isotopically Mixed Crystals 
MODEL VALUE OF FITTED PARAMETERS 
fj kT kI Detrapping 
x/cm -1 x/S- 1 x/S- 1 -1 Rate xiS 
6nn a) 4.S 1 . Sx 10 6 6x105 
Snn a) 4.S 1.Sx10 6 6x105 
6nn b) 7. 6 4.1x10 6 5.4xlO 4 6.5x10 5 
Snn b) S. O 4.2x10 6 5.6xlO 4 6.7x10 5 
Excited state lifeti me = 200~s 
6nn = 6 nearest neighbours to which transfer can occur 
fj = barrier to transfer 
kT = temperature dependent, phonon assisted transfer rate 
kI = temperature dependent, phonon unassisted transfer rate 
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coupling and the excitation trans f er interaction. From the values 
determined for the parameters it is possible to evaluate the ratio of 
these two quantities within the definitions of the model. Rearrangement 
of the variables gives 
Clearly J < !lwl , and it is the exciton transfer rate which 1S rate 
limiting, rather than the phonon interaction, and the slow exciton 
limit is applicable. 
6.8.2 /j 
Within the model of Munn and Siebrand (1970) /j corresponds 
to a molecular vibration frequency . The only possible molecular vibration 
of the frequency indicated by the fitting of the model is the mode 
-1 
observed at approximately l8cm (DMA neat crystal, DMA in n-hexane, 
Chapter 5). It has been suggested in Chapter 5 that this mode is 
associated with a torsional vibration of the methyl groups. According 
to the proposed model, the coupling arises from a change ln frequency 
1n going from the ground to the excited state. However, within 
experimental error no such change is observed. 
The experimental accuracy may be insufficient to detect the 
change that occurs. The basic transfer rate is slow, and the corresponding 
-5 -1 
excitation transfer bandwidth will be very small, of the order 10 cm 
The change in frequency on this scale may be quite large, and yet 
undetectable experimentally. The difference between the experimentally 
determined frequency for the vibration and that determined from the 
temperature dependent emission data could well arise from the simplicity 
of the initial model . 
..... 
The electronic transfer rate is glven by kI' which is the 
rate for transfer due to the excitation interaction between molecules 
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in a cold lattice, that is, a lattice with no thermally created phonons . 
The e1ectroni~ transfer rate can then be estimated to be within the range 
104 - 105 S- l . It should be noted that energy transfer resulting from 
the formation of the triplet state is , in general , anisotropic, (Jortner, 
Rice , Katz and Choi, [1965J; Hochstrasser, [1976J). No attempt has been 
made to include any anisotropy into the transfer model, however, because 
there is insuffic i ent information to realistically predict the anisotropy 
of the process . 
6 . 8 . 3 Excitation Transfer in DMA - Summary 
The fate of the excited triplet state following its formation 
can be summarized as follows. Following formation, the excitation is 
rapidly transferred to molecules at site 1. Because of the large energy 
separations of the triplet states of molecules at various sites, at 
temperatures below lOOK the excitation remains 1n the site 1 sublattice. 
Transfer between molecules located at site 1 is, 1n general, 
slow «107 S-l), although rapid transfer between paired sites probably 
occurs. Because of this slow transfer rate, the environment around the 
excited molecule can relax 1n response to the change in state. This 
involvement of the lattice means that the environmental distortion is 
also transferred when the excitation is transferred. This leads to a 
transfer rate dependent upon the phonon population in the crystal, and 
hence the temperature of the crystal. 
6. 9 EXCITATION EXCHANGE MECHANISMS 
The transfer rate between molecules 1S dependent in general 
on the intermolecular separation. Since the analysis of the temperature 
dependence of the isotopically mixed single crystal spectra gives an 
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approximate value of the transfer rate, it is worthwhile examlnlng the 
magnitude of the transfer rate that is predicted by theory for the 
known crystal structure. 
Excitation exchange occurs because of the Co~lo m b interaction 
between the mo lecules within the crystal structure. This is normally 
described by initially considering the crystal as a collection of very 
weakly interacting molecules , and then describing the crystal electronic 
wavefunction as a linear combination of the molecular wavefunctions that 
is antisymmetric with respect to intermolecular electron exchange. For 
DMA the excitation is localized on one site for a long period of time. 
Therefore, the interactions with the neighbours surrounding the excited 
molecule are the only important ones. Considerations arising from 
rapid transfer which lead to delocalized crystal exciton states 
(Davydov, [1971J; Craig and Walmsley, [1968J) need not be included. 
On this basis it is sufficient to consider initially the 
interaction of two molecules . If it is assumed that the space and spln 
parts of the state wavefunction can be separated, then the matrix 
elements of the Co~omb interaction between two molecules may be 
written as 
I I I 
V = <1 ,2 1H 11,2 >(I,JiI,J ) 
c 
I I I I 
<1,2 IHc I2,1 > (I,J IJ ,r ) 
where Hc = Coulo mb i nteracti on between electrons on different 
molecules 
<II ~ = integration over the orbital wavefunctions 
( 1 ) - integration over the spin functions -
and denotes the mo lecule 1 n the excited state. 
The order within the brackets specifies the molecules, the 
numbering indicates the electrons in question, and I and J denote the 
associated spin functions . The negative sign in front of the second 
term arises from the antisymmetric nature of the total wavefunction to 
electron exchange. This expression is normally written as 
v = J - K, 
where J 1S called the Coulomb integral , and K is called the 
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el ectron exchange integral. The first term (J) describes a process similar 
t o simultaneous photon emission and absorption, and the second (K) 
describes electron exchange between the two molecules . 
Investigation of the spin functions associated with the first 
integral shows that they impose the selection rules I = I and J = J. 
Therefore, for an excited triplet state and a singlet ground state, this 
integral is zero . (As a result of spin-orbit coupling of singlet and 
t r ip l et wavefunctions this will not be strictly true.) The second 
integral will be non-zero provided no change in spin state occurs on 
t r ansfer . 
6. 9. 1 Electron Exchange Induced Triplet Energy Transfer 
The transfer of energy by this mechanism has been evaluated 
for anthracene, naphthalene and biphenyl by Jortner, Rice, Katz and 
Choi (1965), and measurelnents of the transport parameters for anthracene 
have shown that these calculations are reliable for aromatic systems 
(Levine, Jortner, Szoke, [1966J; Durocher and Williams, [1969J; Ern, 
[1969J) . No -one has attempted similar calculation for carbonyl compounds. 
Therefore the evaluated atomic exchange integrals used for the calculations 
on aromatic hydrocarbons will be us ed to estimate the magnitude of the 
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transfer rate. In benzophenone, the transfer rate is lOll - 1012 S 
-1 (Hochstrasser, [1976J, implied by the 5cm bandwidth) and the analysis 
also shows that transfer is in the ab crystal plane. It will be 
assumed that transfer arises totally from the electron exchange interaction. 
The average molecular separation is approximately 5.5~ at room t~mperature 
(Vul and Lubanova, [1967J). Benzophenone undergoes a phase change on 
cooling (Anderson and Kohler, [1975J) and so this value will be modified 
at liquid helium temperature, most likely leading to a reduction in this 
figure. Although DMA does not undergo a phase change, there is evidence 
in the Raman spectra (Chapter 2) that the cell dimensions reduce on 
cooling. Although, in comparing the relative separation of molecules 
ln these two systems this temperature dependence will tend to cancel, 
it adds extra uncertainty into the estimation of the expected transfer 
rates. 
For the two DMA molecules that are paired with a separation 
of approximately 6~, transfer may be expected to be rapid. Comparison 
of the separations between molecules for DMA and benzophenone suggest 
that the transfer may occur at a rate comparable to that in benzophenone, 
which means in the region of 1010 sec. 
For the separation from other palrs, the data from Jortner, 
Rice, Katz and Choi (1965) must be used. In going from a separation of 
approximately 6~ to 10~, the values of all the atomic exchange integrals 
decrease by at least SlX orders of magnitude. On this basis, using 
"Fermis Gold n Rule ll to translate this into the variation in the 
transfer rate, it can be estimated that the transfer rate W(j j+l) 
should be approximately lS-l. 
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6. 9.2 Spin-Orbit Coupling Induced Energy Transfer 
The singlet character mixed into triplet states as a result of 
spin-orbit coupling allows energy transfer as described by the Coulomb 
integral. The magnitude of the matrix element can be estimated . 
In terms of the previous wavefunctions , we can write the true 
I 
wavefunction IT , n,J> as 
I <S,kIHSo IT,n,j > 
IT , n , J" > = IT , n , J" > + L 1 3 IS , k> 
E - E k k t 
(from Chapter 3 i gnoring the trip l et-triplet mixing term). 
Therefore, 
I 
[ 
-<s , kIHsoIT,t,i > 1 <S , k IHso IT,t,i> 
= < L 1 3 < S , k I ' Sol H ciS 0 ' ( L 1 3 IS , k> ) > 
k Ek- Et k Ek, - Et 
In DMA , two s i nglet states must be considered, the 
state . 
6. 9. 21 1 * nn State 
1 * 
nn and the 1 * nn 
For the 1 * nn state, we can assume that the magnitude of 
the matrix element -1 I< T,n,j IHso IS, k>1 will be of the order of 10cm , 
-1 
and that the singlet-triplet splitting will be approximately 20,OOOcm 
(Chapter 5) . This implies that 
2 
1 * (HSO) S 
J 12 ( nn ) = 6E2 J 12 
Now , 
where f" J = oscillator strength of the So ~ Sj transition 
R"" = lJ dista nce between the molecule ln the excited 
state and molecule j . 
r 
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In order to determine the approximate value of J it is 
necessary to use the values determined for the aromatic hydrocarbons. 
There, for the strongly allowed singlet-singlet transitions, 
3 5-1 
l: J 1 . ~ 1 0 - 1 0 cm 
J ,J 
(Jortner, Rice, Katz and Choi, [1965J). Because this interaction is so 
strong, a large number of sites is included in the sum. The removal of 
the dependence on site, and hence is not simple ln the above 
formulation, since the number of sites goes up as R3 (Craig and Walmsley, 
[1968J). Therefore we will assume that this value lS appropriate for 
DMA, weighted only by the difference ln the oscillator strength. The 
oscillator strength in anthracene is 1.6 in the gas phase (Lyons and 
Morris, [1960J), and for the benzophenone 1ITIT* transition 0.2 - 0.4 
(summarized by Mijou1e and Leclerq, [1979J). On this basis it can be 
estimated that 1 * . -4 - 1 J12 ( nIT ) :;: 10 cm Using "Fermis Golden Rule " to 
evaluate the transfer rate glves 
W(j -r j+l). 104S~1. 
6. 9.22 1 * nIT State 
The 1 * nIT state can also couple to the 3 * nIT state provided 
that the excited state is non-planar . Since the coupling is forbidden 
ln a planar state for one centre spin-orbit coupling terms, and DMA 
does not deviate greatly from planarity, this coupling should be 
smaller th~n that between the 3 * nIT state and the 1 ITIT* 
states. The spin-orbit matrix element between states 
-1 for aromatic compounds has been estimated to be - lcm (Jortner, 
Ri ce, Katz and Choi, [1965J) whi ch shoul d be 1 ess than that for DMA on 
the basis of the above arguments. 
used. 
-1 Therefore, a value of 2cm will be 
.... 
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The separation of the singlet and triplet states is 1200cm- l 
(Chapter 5), and the 1 * nIT oscillator strength can be estimated to be 
-3 
-2 .4 x 10 from the value for benzophenone (Senthilnathan and Singh, 
1 * [1973J) . Using the procedure adopted for the nn state calculation 
glves a value for W(j ~ j+l) of _102 S-l. 
6. 9. 3 Exc itation Transfer t1echanisms - Summary 
The values calculated for the transfer rates must be considered 
to be rough estimates . However, when the calculated values are compared 
4 5 - 1 
with the experimentally determined value of 10 - 10 s ,only the transfer 
rate induced by spin-orbit coupling to the l nn* state has the correct 
magnitude . Both other routes predict a much slower transfer rate. This 
is contrary to the findings in aromatic hydrocarbons, and results from 
* * the large spin-orbit coupling matrix elements between nn and nn 
states in carbonyl compounds. In order to fully explore this possibility 
much more work is needed so that the predicted transfer rates are 
more reliable than those presented here. I~ particular, the relative 
orientation of the two sites must be taken into account explicitly for 
a proper determination of the electron exchange induced excitation 
transfer rate . This should include the electron density in the excited 
state. 
.... 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
The photophysics of the lowest triplet state in DMA neat 
crystals can be separated into the processes that can be considered at 
an isolated molecule level, and the dynamic processes that occur 
because of the presence of the ordered lattice. 
Molecular processes. 
The lowest triplet state 1S 3 * nn 1n character. 
-1 3 * state lies between 250 and 350cm to higher energy than the nn state, 
and the 1 * -1 3 * nn state is l224±4cm blue shifted from the nn or1g1n. 
The phosphorescence spectrum consists of two spectra, the 
dominant spectrum arising from emission by the Z sublevel, but 
additional structure is present due to emission from the X sublevel. 
No major contribution to the emission spectrum has been observed from 
the Y sublevel. 
The Z sublevel spectrum ga1ns its intensity V1a spin-orbit 
coupling to the l nn* lAl state. However, the spectrum is complicated 
by the presence of vibronic-coupling between the l nn* lAl state 
and a 1 nn * 1 B s ta te . 2 This results in non-totally symmetric b2 
vibrations appearing in the phosphorescence spectrum. 
The X sublevel gains its intensity via spin-orbit coupling 
to a state, resulting in transitions to totally symmetric 
ground state vibrations. The 1 * of! state is also vibronically coupled 
to the state, which results in appreciable intensity in 
bl vibrational modes in the phosphorescence spectrum of this sublevel. 
The zero field splitting of the triplet sublevels has been 
measured for the three isotopically substituted variants of DMA 
J 
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investigated. They are characterized by a IX-Y 1 splitting which 
is typical for these types of compound, and a IZ I( 10 I) spl itting much 
larger than normally observed. The large fine~structure splitting arises 
3 * 3 * from spin-orbit coupling between the nn state and the nearby nn 
state. The variation in the fine-structure splitting with deuteration 
is the opposite of that expected from previous st~dies, providing the 
first evidence that the simple arguments used to explain the deuteration 
dependence are not universally valid. 
The direction of the Z fine-structure aX1S indicates that 
the excited triplet state of OMA is not planar, but involves the 
carbonyl group dropping out of the plane of the molecule by l2±2°. 
The linewidth of zero and high field is also anomalous. 
At zero field, the OOMR linewidth of the IX -Y 1 transition is an order 
of magnitude larger than has previously been observed for intrinsic 
triplet species in molecular crystals. The 9GHz EPR spectrum, however, 
shows that the linewidth of the same transition is very similar to 
that normally observed for molecules in the triplet state. This 
atypical behaviour is explained by considering that spin-orbit coupling 
induces the extra linewidth as a result of the variation in crystal 
environment (crystal strain and disorder) throughout the crystal, 
causlng distortion of the excited state geometry. 
Spin-orbit coupling between states is affected by the structural 
perturbation, and so it modulates the fine-structure splitting. This 
means that the direction of the fine-structure axes and the fine-
structure splitting are correlated, leading to the unique magnetic 
field depencence of the linewidth, and the broad zero field spectrum. 
Interillol ecular interactions. 
Excitation transfer processes ln O~A are much slower than 
those observed in benzophenone, and provi de the fi rst evi dence of 
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strongly temperature dependent triplet state excitation transfer in 
molecular crystals. This is a direct result of the triclinic crystal 
structure, which has three different sites within it which are not related 
by a symmetry operation. As a result of this, the singlet-triplet 
transition occurs at a different energy for each site. This means that ln 
the absorption spectrum there are three triplet states and three 
singlet state origins. When the excited state is created, it becomes 
rapidly trapped at the crystal site with the lowest triplet state 
energy . Provided that the available thermal energy is much less than 
the energy separation of the triplet states of the molecules at different 
sites, (less than lOOK), the excitation is restricted to transfer 
between molecules residing at symmetry related sites. Effectively, 
this means that only one sublattice 1S involved in excitation transfer. 
Once the excitation is trapped into the lowest energy sublattice, the 
transfer between molecules within the sublattice is, in general, slow 
because of the large intermolecular separation. Investigation of the 
crystal structure suggests that the transfer between the two closest 
sites will proceed at a rate approaching 10105- 1. However, 
transfer between these pairs is orders of magnitude slower. 
Consequently, the environment around the excited molecule has sufficient 
time to re-orient as a result of the change in electron density. 
This lattice distortion is than transferred with the electronic 
excitation from site to site. The involvement of the lattice in the 
excitation transport process means that the transfer is sensitive to 
other lattice distortions, in particular phonons . As a result, the 
excitation transfer process is strongly temperature dependent, in 
response to the thermal phonon population. At low temperatures «2K) 
the excitation resides on only a few tens of sites during its lifetime. 
-J 
At higher temperatures (>8K) the excitation visits, on average, a 
few hundred sites before decaying. The maximum transfer rate between 
molecular pairs is of the order of 4xl06 S-l. 
The study of the photophysics of DMA has identified the 
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important spin-orbit interactions between the 3 * nn and higher energy 
excited states. The importance of this state mlxlng has been shown in 
the study of the magnetic resonance spectra with its unique features 
which arise purely from this coupling. Isotopically mixed crystal 
studies have shown for the first time strongly temperature dependent 
excitation transfer,arising primarily from the complex crystal 
structure. 
J 
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APPENDIX A 
MODEL FOR THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT TRIPLET EXCITATION TRANSFER 
The transfer process described ln Chapter 6 consists of a 
thermally activated transfer between all molecules in the crystal, except 
for a residual phononless transfer process at low temperatures. Some 
of the sites in the crystal are occupied by protonated molecules which 
act as traps for the excitation at l ow temperatures , but at higher 
temperatures the excitation can escape from these traps due to thermal 
promotion. During the transfer process the excitation is decaying 
radiatively and non-radiatively to the ground state , destroying the 
excitation . 
The quantity that the model is to calculate is the ratio of 
the trap emission to the total emission. 
probability of decaying at a trap site . 
This is equivalent to the 
Firstly, the probability of 
transfer between host and host and guest and host will be considered, 
and then the random hopping process will be considered ln detail. 
Temperature dependent processes. 
There are two temperature dependent processes that have been 
discussed in Chapter 5. The rate of transfer between two equivalent 
sites is given by 
kT 0/(1+0) + kI(l- o)/(l+o) = Rt 
where 0 = exp (- ~ /kT) 
~ = effective thermal barrier to transfer 
k = Boltzmann constant 
T = temperature (K) 
kT = phonon induced transfer rate 
kI = 'phononless ' transfer rate . 
J 
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The rate of thermal detrapping from a trap site to the surrounding host 
is given by 
where ~ 1S the trap depth, and B 1S a combination of factors 
including the density of state at energy EOT+~' which 1S the energy 
of the host exci ted states. For or~A, -1 ~ = 32cm . 
Time dependent processes. 
Competing with the transfer process, 1S the radiative and non-
radiative molecular decay. It will be assumed that this can be described 
by a single exponential decay, with lifetime T, which is the same for 
the host and the tral ' . The probability of no decay in a time £ 1S 
given by 
P(no decay, £) = exp (- £/T) 
Therefore, the probability of excitation transfer is glven by 
and 
P(no decay, host + host) = exp (-l/TxR t ) = WT 
P(no decay, guest + host) = exp (-l/TxRO) = WO 
P(no decay, host + guest) is set equal to WT. 
Lattice hopping. 
If the mole fraction of the guest is glven by x, then the 
probabilitJ of a particular excitation being trapped after n steps on 
a lattice v'here the transfer is not restricted by the starting molecule 
1S glven by 
u 
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if no excitation decay is allowed . However, transfer for this system 1S 
likely to be restricted to near neighbours. On this basis it is 
necessary to include the fJct that after transfer has occurred, at 
least one of the nearby sites is known to be either a trap or a host 
molecule. So a set number of neighbours k must be considered for each 
transfer process . The probability that the excitation takes n steps 
to become trapped is given by 
P(O,a) = x 
P(l,a) = (l-x)x 
- n-2 P(n,a) = (l-x)(l-x)(l-kx) xk 
wh e re k = (k -1 ) / k 
n ~ 2 
Here it is assumed that the number of nearest neighbours is large 
enough that the fact that the site left two steps previously is a 
host does not greatly influence the probability that this next site 1S 
a guest or host . If the decay probabilities for each step are included, 
the probabilities become 
P(O,A) = x~(l-WD)] 
P(l,A) = (l-x)x.WT[(l-WD)] 
2 - n-2 - n-l [ P(n,A) = (l-x) (l-kx) kx(WT) (l-WD)] 
where A signifies the initial transfer process after formation 
of an excitution on the host lattice. 
Detrapping . 
Two cases will be considered separately for the detrapping 
process. Firstly, the probability of detrapping followed by immediate 
retrappinl is given by 
r 
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P(2,B) = x.WD(l-~x)((l- ~) + x) WT[(l-WD)] 
Secondly, the excitation may leave this site and reach a more 
distant trap. This is given by 
P(n,B) = x.WD(l-~x) ~(1_x)(1-~x)n-3 ~x WTn-l[(l-WD)] n ~ 3 
The processes B can follow A, so therefore a general product 
probability can be formed 
P(N,TOT) = p(n,A)x(P(2,B)) £1 x (p(n
l 
,B)) £2 x (l-WD) 
where 
1 I 2 N = n + 2£ + (n) £ = total number of steps. 
The express10ns for the individual probabilities are those 
glven previously, except that the term in square brackets has been 
omitted. The total probability of an excitation being trapped (PT) 1S 
given by 
l: P(N,TOT) 
N 
In practice each individual route was evaluated until the 
total route probability dropped below a preset limit. £2 was limited 
to ~ 2. This produces very little bias to the final result since only 
a few hundred sites are visited in the lifetime of the state, and the 
model allows three different trap sites to be investigated. The most 
important limitation in this model is that no account has been taken of 
the possibility that two trap sites are adjacent. This must limit 
the validity of the model to small trap concentrations. The model 
was fittej to the experimental data using T as the independent variable, 
by allowit g kT' kI' Band t:, to vary and using the least-squares 
criterion to evaluate the fit. The least squares program used the method 
r 
186. 
of steepest descent in order to find the mlnlmum, with the derivative 
of the probability with respect to the variables evaluated numerically. 
The nature of the function prevented proper convergence. As a result the 
iterative fitting procedure was halted when successive iterations failed 
to decrease the s~m of the squares of the residual errors by more than 
10-3%. 
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